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The optimization of spacecraft trajectories has been, and continues to
be, critical for the development of modern space missions. Longer flight times,
continuous low-thrust propulsion, and multiple flybys are just a few of the
modern features resulting in increasingly complex optimal control problems
for trajectory designers to solve. In order to efficiently tackle such challenging problems, a variety of methods and algorithms have been developed over
the last decades. The work presented in this dissertation aims at improving the solutions and the robustness of the optimal control algorithms, in
addition to reducing their computational load and the amount of necessary
human involvement. Several areas of improvement are examined in the dissertation. First, the general formulation of a Differential Dynamic Programming
(DDP) algorithm is examined, and new theoretical developments are made
in order to achieve a multiple-shooting formulation of the method. Multipleshooting transcriptions have been demonstrated to be beneficial to both direct
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and indirect optimal control methods, as they help decrease the large sensitivities present in highly nonlinear problems (thus improving the algorithms’
robustness), and increase the potential for a parallel implementation. The new
Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm (MDDP) is
the first application of the well-known multiple-shooting principles to DDP.
The algorithm uses a null-space trust-region method for the optimization of
quadratic subproblems subject to simple bounds, which permits to control
the quality of the quadratic approximations of the objective function. Equality and inequality path and terminal constraints are treated with a general
Augmented Lagrangian approach. The choice of a direct transcription and of
an Augmented Lagrangian merit function, associated with automated partial
computations, make the MDDP implementation flexible, requiring minimal
user effort for changes in the dynamics, cost and constraint functions. The
algorithm is implemented in a general, modular optimal control software, and
the performance of the multiple-shooting formulation is analyzed. The use
of quasi-Newton approximations in the context of DDP is examined, and numerically demonstrated to improve computational efficiency while retaining
attractive convergence properties.
The computational performance of an optimal control algorithm is
closely related to that of the integrator chosen for the propagation of the
equation of motion. In an effort to improve the efficiency of the MDDP algorithm, a new numerical propagation method is developed for the Kepler,
Stark, and three-body problems, three of the most commonly used dynamical
models for spacecraft trajectory optimization. The method uses a time regvi

ularization technique, the generalized Sundman transformation, and Taylor
Series developments of equivalents to the f and g functions for each problem.
The performance of the new method is examined, and specific domains where
the series solution outperforms existing propagation methods are identified.
Finally, because the robustness and computational efficiency of the
MDDP algorithm depend on the quality of the first- and second-order State
Transition Matrices, the three most common techniques for their computation
are analyzed, in particular for low-fidelity propagation. The propagation of
variational equations is compared to the complex step derivative approximation and finite differences methods, for a variety of problems and integration
techniques. The subtle differences between variable- and fixed-step integration for partial computation are revealed, common pitfalls are observed, and
recommendations are made for the practitioner to enhance the quality of state
transition matrices.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Problem Definition and Motivation
The exploration of space has benefited from many technological ad-

vances in the past decades, allowing humans and their instruments to reach
farther, more varied, and ultimately more scientifically valuable destinations.
Low-thrust, high-specific-impulse propulsion systems in particular permit the
design of efficient exploration missions, consuming less propellant and therefore allowing for larger payloads, shorter flight times, or the visit of previously unreachable objects. Examples of successful use of continuous low-thrust
propulsion system include Deep Space 1 [276], Smart 1 [269, 169], Hayabusa
[328, 163], and Dawn [278]. The longer flight times and the continuous operation of the propulsion system associated with low-thrust missions significantly
increase the complexity of the optimization problem. The approximation of
continuous thrust requires a finer discretization, resulting in large-scale nonlinear programs, and more complex dynamical models, increasing the computational load of the algorithms. Moreover, modern mission analysts strive to
utilize advanced dynamical concepts such as multi-body interactions to further
lower the required energy [180, 174]. These models usually amplify the nonlinearity of the trajectories, increasing the sensitivity of the algorithm and their
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computational complexity. Fortunately, advances in digital computing, as well
as in optimal control techniques, allow practitioners to use a variety of new
solvers designed for trajectory optimization. These solvers aim at improving
the solutions and the robustness of the algorithms, but also at reducing the
computational time and the amount of necessary human effort. A review of
modern spacecraft trajectory optimization methods is given in Section 1.2.1.
The work presented in this dissertation aims at improving the stateof-the-art of modern optimal control solvers. Two main axes of improvement
are defined: 1) the computational efficiency of the numerical methods, represented by the runtime on a personal workstation, and 2) the robustness of
the optimal control algorithm, defined as the reliability of the algorithm under
variations of the problem complexity, initial conditions and tuning parameters.
Robust optimal control algorithms allow practitioners to use automated initial guess generation methods, and therefore permit a reduction of the amount
of necessary human effort. A new algorithm is presented which combines a
multiple-shooting transcription of the optimal control problem with Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) principles, in order to improve the robustness of existing DDP methods, and increase the potential for a parallel
implementation. The resulting algorithm, dubbed Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic Programming or MDDP algorithm, is the first application
of the well-known multiple-shooting principles to the DDP framework. The
algorithm uses a null-space trust-region method for the optimization of the
controls subject to simple bounds, and an Augmented Lagrangian strategy for
quality and inequality path and terminal constraints. MDDP uses a number
2

of strategies first developed for the Hybrid Differential Dynamic Programming (HDDP) algorithm of Lantoine and Russell [178, 179], in particular the
use of first- and second-order State-Transition Matrices (STMs) for sensitivity propagation. Because MDDP is based on the computation of first- and/or
second-order partials, the quality of the numerical methods for sensitivity computation is crucial to their robustness and efficiency. Three common techniques
available to practitioners are presented and compared, and recommendations
are made to improve the quality of the derivatives. New numerical solutions
to the Stark and Circular Restricted Three-Body problems are developed, accelerating the numerical propagation of the equations of motion of these two
dynamical models, which are among the most used in spacecraft trajectory
design.

1.2
1.2.1

Literature Review
Optimal Control for Trajectory Optimization
The optimal control problem consists in finding a set of input functions

that minimize a functional performance index subject to differential and algebraic constraints [155]. This area of study was born in 1696 with Bernouilli’s
publication of the Brachistochrone problem in Acta Eruditorum. The study of
a multitude of challenging optimal control problems, including that of optimal
spacecraft trajectories, has occupied mathematicians ever since [41, 257, 149].
Optimal control solution methods are usually classified into one of two categories: 1) indirect methods, developed first historically, use the calculus of
variations to solve for the necessary conditions for optimality and transform the
3

optimal control problem in a boundary value problem [183, 56, 155]; 2) direct
methods discretize and parameterize the state and controls in order to transcribe [154] the optimal control problem into a nonlinear parameter optimization problem, which aims at directly minimizing the performance index, while
satisfying the constraints. Numerical methods for both direct and indirect approaches can use a variety of Non Linear Programming (NLP) techniques to
solve for the state, controls, and sometimes co-states [127, 109, 27, 47, 230]. In
addition, DDP techniques, based on Bellman’s Principle of Optimality [11, 12],
are hybrid methods which discretize the problem to solve for the states and
controls directly, but exploit the time dependent dynamical structure to solve
a sequence of quadratic approximations, and provide optimal feedback laws for
the controls. A brief review of state-of-the-art trajectory optimization methods, as well as examples of solvers and their use, are given in this section.
The motivations for a multiple-shooting DDP algorithm for the optimization
of low-thrust spacecraft trajectories are explained.
1.2.1.1

Indirect and Direct Optimization

Trajectory optimization algorithms are typically divided into two classes,
which differ by their approach of the problem. Indirect methods use the calculus of variations, and solve the problem by introducing co-states, and deriving
co-state equations, controls equations, and transversality conditions [149]. The
optimal control problem is reduced to a boundary value problem where the
unknowns are the states and co-states at a single instant in time (usually
the initial or final time), subject to differential constraints (the dynamics and
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co-states equations) and boundary conditions (the transversality conditions).
The controls are computed explicitly or implicitly from the controls equation,
according to what is known in the spacecraft trajectory optimization community as primer vector theory [182, 294], and are therefore removed from the
unknown vector [25]. When the boundary value problem is solved, a continuous control history is computed from the controls equation, and indirect
methods are therefore more accurate than direct methods, which parameterize and approximate the controls [272]. Moreover, in an indirect approach to
the optimal control problem, a single value of the co-states vector replaces
the control history as decision variable, drastically reducing the dimension of
the problem. With the exception of simple problems of little practical use,
analytical solutions of boundary value problems can prove extremely hard or
impossible to obtain. Numerical methods have to be devised, such as gradient methods [165, 55, 208], or integral-equation methods [164]. Most modern
indirect solvers now employ transcription methods such as the ones described
in Section 1.2.1.2 in order to parameterize the boundary value problem, and
use NLP techniques to solve it [32, 335].
One of the main drawbacks of indirect methods is their reduced radius
of convergence, when compared to their direct counterparts. The coupling of
the dynamics and co-states equations increases the possibility of divergence
of the trajectory when poor guesses are made for the initial conditions, and
the co-state equations are typically very sensitive to initial conditions [56].
Techniques used to alleviate this requirement for a good initial guess include
homotopy methods, which solve a sequence of problems of increasing diffi5

culty, using the solution of the simpler problem as an initial guess for the
next optimization [58, 21]. Some direct solvers can also approximate the costates, and the solution computed by such methods can be used as an initial
guess to the indirect method [99, 178]. Morevoer, many indirect methods
only satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality. Checking for the more
complicated sufficient conditions necessitates additional effort, whereas direct
methods typically have this information readily available. Finally, the indirect
approach requires the derivation of the co-state equations and transversality
conditions for each desired problem, which reduces its flexibility [27]. The
use of automatic differentiation software can partly alleviate this requirement
[206].
Direct optimal control methods do not use the calculus of variations,
but instead discretize the optimal control problem and parameterize the state
and the discrete controls. The parameterization can be done using piecewise constant or more complicated polynomial forms, the coefficients of which
become the unknowns of a nonlinear program. NLP techniques are used in
order to directly drive the objective function towards a local extremum, while
satisfying the differential and algebraic constraints [298, 170]. Direct methods usually generate a larger number of decision variables than their indirect
counterparts, since the controls at each segment are parameterized, whereas
indirect methods only solve for the co-states at a single instant in time [154].
This increased complexity explains that the development of direct optimal
control solvers follows the evolution of digital computing and the growth of
NLP methods. Generally, computational complexity of the transcribed NLP
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rises quadratically or cubically with the number of unknowns [217], which in a
direct method is proportional to the number of discretization steps. Moreover,
the parameterization of the controls leads to approximations of the control history, and therefore the solutions computed via direct methods are less accurate
than their indirect counterparts [270, 335]. The popularity of direct methods
is largely due to their greater radius of convergence, making them more robust
to initial guesses, an undeniable advantage for the optimization of sensitive
systems such as interplanetary trajectories. Direct methods are also more versatile and often easier to implement since they do not require the derivation
of the co-state equations and transversality conditions for every new problem
[25].
1.2.1.2

Transcription Methods

Most numerical methods for the solution of optimal control problems
require the transcription of the time-continuous problem into a nonlinear program. The most common approaches used with both direct and indirect methods are single-shooting, multiple-shooting, and collocation [272].
Indirect single-shooting methods solve the boundary value problem by
making an initial guess of the unknown parameters (states and co-states), and
numerically integrating the dynamics and co-states equations to compute a
final constraint violation vector. NLP algorithms can be used to find the root
of the constraint violation vector, thus satisfying the transversality conditions,
and yielding an optimal control policy [164, 32]. When the controls can be
obtained explicitly from the primer vector theory, classic initial value methods
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can be used for the integration, while a differential-algebraic solver is used for
implicit definition of the control history [25]. Indirect single-shooting methods
present the typical disadvantages of indirect methods, such as high sensitivities
and a small radius of convergence, and necessitate excellent initial guesses in
order to converge [281, 238, 56, 90].
Direct single-shooting methods discretize the trajectory in order to parameterize the control history, and make an initial guess for the parameters
before numerically integrating the resulting trajectory. The parameters are
then changed so as to directly drive the cost down, while satisfying the constraints [56, 127]. The “Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories” (POST)
is an example of software implementing a direct single-shooting method [48].
Direct single-shooting also is subject to sensitivity issues, when a small change
in the parameters, especially those corresponding to the start of the trajectory,
results in a highly nonlinear change at its end.
The main idea behind multiple-shooting is to break up the time interval
in a succession of smaller intervals, and to apply single-shooting methods to
each of the subintervals. The states and/or co-states at the initial time of each
subinterval become optimization parameters, and continuity of the solution is
ensured by adding linkage constraints [164, 238]. By reducing the time interval
over which the single-shooting method is applied, sensitivity and robustness
to the initial guesses are also reduced [42, 58]. Moreover, the structure of
multiple-shooting methods allows for a parallel implementation, as the solution can be integrated over each subinterval independently [29]. An obvious
drawback of the multiple-shooting approach is an increase in the dimension of
8

the problem to be solved by the NLP solver, since the initial states and/or costates of each subinterval become decision variables, and continuity constraints
are added. Indirect multiple-shooting methods were introduced first, to increase the robustness of the algorithms to initial guesses [43, 91, 92, 253, 315].
The Bndsco software sucessfully implements indirect multiple-shooting [234].
Bock and Plitt [42] succesfully applied the multiple-shooting principles to a
direct method, and numerous multiple-shooting methods, both direct and indirect, have been developed since [232, 18, 66, 63, 171, 29, 94]. However,
multiple-shooting principles have yet to appear in the differential dynamic
programming literature. As is shown in Chapter 3, the application of the
multiple-shooting transcription to DDP is more complex than for classic direct or indirect approaches, as new feedback equations must be derived in
order to appropriately satisfy all linkage and boundary conditions.
In contrast with direct- and multiple-shooting methods, collocation
techniques do not require explicit integration of the state and co-state equations [25]. Instead, in traditional collocation methods, the time interval is
discretized at the collocation points, and piecewise polynomials are used to
parameterize the unknowns at every segment (states and controls for direct
collocation, states and co-states for indirect collocation). A number of different choices for the polynomials have been studied, corresponding to different
implicit integration schemes. For instance, piecewise Chebyshev polynomials are used in the software Chebytop [158, 143], Hermite polynomials are
used in Hermite-Simpson schemes [146], and higher order methods such as
Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules [148] provide more robust and efficient ap9

proximations. In collocation methods, the dynamical equations (state or state
and co-state) are enforced through the creation of additional constraints at
the collocation points, and the resulting root-finding problem can be solved
using classical nonlinear programming [30]. Collocation methods were first
created for solving two-point boundary value problems [293], similar to those
encountered when employing an indirect approach to the optimal control problem [93]. However, as for other transcription methods, direct methods have
been the focus of many of the modern applications of collocation techniques
[158, 170, 146, 97, 334, 24, 148]. Examples of trajectory optimization software using traditional direct collocation methods include ALTOS [286], Otis
[333, 280], and the powerful SOCS [31], developed by the Boeing Company,
which has been used for a number of trajectory optimizations, such as lunar
fly-bys [28], very low-thrust optimization [26], or interplanetary trajectories
[24].
More recently, a new type of collocation method has emerged in the optimal control community: pseudospectral methods, also called orthogonal collocation methods, use global orthogonal polynomials instead of piecewise polynomials, allowing for a better convergence of the approximation as a function
of the number of collocation points [272]. These methods were first introduced
for the solution of computational fluid dynamics problems [65], and a number
of specialized pseudospectral methods for trajectory optimization have since
been developed, for direct or indirect approaches [33, 98, 100, 290, 96, 122].
The methods once again differ by the chosen type of polynomials and their
associated collocation points. Another attractive property of certain direct
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pseudospectral methods is the possibility of estimating the co-states of the
dual problem [99, 17]. Trajectory optimization software implementing pseudospectral methods include DIDO [289] and GPOPS − II [245, 138], and a
survey of these methods can be found in Ref. [291].
More information concerning the classification of methods and transcriptions can be found in survey papers such as Refs. [335, 25, 79], or Refs. [272,
325], which focus on direct collocation methods.
1.2.1.3

Nonlinear Programming

To tackle challenging optimization problems such as those resulting
from a transcribed optimal control problem, a variety of nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers have been developed over the last several decades [27].
Nonlinear programming, also called numerical optimization, parameter optimization, or nonlinear optimization, has a vast history, and this section
provides a brief summary of the NLP methods used for trajectory optimization. Only local methods of optimization are considered; global trajectory
optimization is a different field entirely, and its state-of-the-art is not included here. More information about the theory of nonlinear programming,
such as necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality, as well as details
on practical methods for optimization can be found in textbooks such as
Refs. [127, 109, 27, 47, 230].
Nonlinear programs choose a finite number of variables such that a
scalar objective function is minimized, while satisfying algebraic constraints
[155]. Optimization and root-finding problems are closely related [127], and
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most optimization methods are based on the computation of first- and sometimes second-order sensitivities of the objective function with respect to the
input variables (e.g. Newton’s methods). These sensitivities can be tedious
to obtain and are generally expensive to compute. Section 1.2.2 introduces
different numerical methods for the obtention of first- and second-order State
Transition Matrices (STMs), essential to the application of the MDDP algorithm. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the evaluation of the performance of said
methods, in terms of accuracy and computational speed.
Most algorithms for the solution of n-dimensional unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems, designated as “step-length-based” methods, rely
on two main steps: 1) the computation of a search direction, and 2) the computation of the length of the step taken along the search direction [127].
Line-search algorithms, or one-dimensional optimization, are used in
nonlinear programming in order to ensure sufficient decrease in the objective
function along the search direction [237]. A number of different algorithms for
univariate minimization are used, such as dichotomy, Fibonacci and Golden
ratio searches [167], or polynomial interpolation [83, 85]. Different stopping
conditions can be used, such as exact line-searches [82], the Goldstein-Armijo
principles [135], or the Wolf-Powell conditions [348, 262]. A line-search requires
simple function evaluations, and the quality of a line-search is often dependent
on the chosen initial step-length [127].
A typical method for the computation of a search direction consists
in approximating the nonlinear objective function using its Taylor series, and
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computing a descent direction for the approximate model. The simplest model
for the objective function is a linear approximation, which requires first-order
information only. Steepest-descent methods, which date back to Cauchy [69],
pick the search direction to be along the negative gradient. They have been
demonstrated to be excruciatingly slow for some problems [237]. Conjugategradient methods, developed first for linear systems by Hestenes and Stiefel
[151], and extended to nonlinear programs with updates such as the FletcherReeves [105] or Polak-Ribiere [254] formulas, use only gradient information,
but dramatically increase the rate of convergence compared to the steepestdescent method [194].
When first- and second-order information are available, Newton’s method
can be used to produce quadratically convergent algorithms, given that the
initial solution is close enough to the extremum [237]. Approximating the
nonlinear function with a convex quadratic form is justified when close to the
minimum: the Hessian of the nonlinear objective function is positive-definite
at its local minima. For quadratic objective functions, Newton’s method converges in one iteration, without requiring a line-search. However, for nonlinear
programming, a line-search is needed to ensure sufficient decrease of the objective function. Moreover, when away from a local minimum, there is no
guarantee for the Hessian to be convex. Therefore, a number of modified
Newton methods have been devised to ensure descent directions, for instance
based on eigenvalue or Cholesky decompositions [139, 124].
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Quasi-Newton Methods The computational cost of the second-order information can sometimes be prohibitive: for instance, when the number of decision variables is large, or when exact derivatives are unavailable and approximate techniques are required along with expensive function evaluations. The
evaluation of the second-order partials often represents the most computationally intense part of an optimization algorithm. However, it has been noted that
the convergence properties of second-order methods are far stronger than that
of their first-order counterparts. Quasi-Newton methods, also called secant
methods, are iterative algorithms which utilize gradient and function evaluations only, in order to construct successive approximations of the second-order
information. Newton-like search direction can then be computed from the approximated Hessian. The mathematical principles of quasi-Newton methods
are detailed in Section 3.5.1.
Quasi-Newton methods were created in 1959 by Davidon [83]. Fletcher
and Powell [108] modified Davidon’s update to enforce symmetry of the estimate, a desired property of the Hessian approximation when used to define
descent directions. Broyden [52] introduced a new class of methods in 1965,
and a number of update formulas have since been developed, the most commonly used of which is the BFGS update, developed independently in 1970 by
Broyden [53], Fletcher [106], Goldfarb [133] and Shanno [304]. The Symmetric Rank 1 (SR1) update does not enforce positive definiteness, and generates
closer approximations to the Hessian when it is nonconvex [76]. Quasi-Newton
methods have been demonstrated to have better convergence properties than
other gradient-based methods such as conjugate gradients, and have been very
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popular in the nonlinear optimization community [246, 145, 240, 354]. More
information can be found in survey papers such as Ref. [86, 263, 266].
The use of quasi-Newton methods for the estimation of the trajectory
second-order STMs in the MDDP algorithm is investigated in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. Research has been conducted into multi-step quasi-Newton methods [113, 114], the use of which within the MDDP algorithm would constitute
an interesting future study.

Trust-Region Methods Trust-region methods differ from step-length-based
methods in that the magnitude of the step is predetermined, and the search
direction depends on said magnitude. The idea is to restrict the quadratic
approximation of the objective function to a trust region where the approximation is believed to be reliable. Then the minimum of the quadratic model
can be accepted as the next iterate without a line-search. The size of the
trust region, or trust-region radius, is updated at each iteration to better reflect the quality of the quadratic approximations. The method relies on the
shifting of the Hessian matrix to ensure a descent direction and respect of the
trust-region radius, and can therefore be used with nonconvex Hessians [78].
Trust-region methods were created by Levenberg [185] in 1944, who proposed
a Hessian shifting algorithm for nonlinear least-square problems, and independently by Marquardt [199] in 1963, who also demonstrated the equivalence
between Hessian shifting and step-length reduction. The technique was applied to general nonlinear programming by Goldfeldt et al. [134]. Powell [261]
used the method in concert with a quasi-Newton approximation of the Hes15

sian, and demonstrated the convergence of his algorithm, as did Fletcher [107]
for linearly constrained problems. Trust-region methods have been proved
to have stronger local convergence properties than step-length-based methods [307, 330, 61]. The computation of exact trust-region step is addressed by
More and Sorensen [216] [215], while inexact steps are the subject of Ref. [307].
Constrained trust-region methods have also been the subject of several studies
[330, 259, 71], in particular when the constraints are simple bounds [22, 73, 74].
Because of the combined advantages of ensuring the quality of the
quadratic approximation and producing positive-definite shifted Hessians, and
a demonstrated utility in the spacecraft trajectory problem [340, 179], a trustregion algorithm is selected for the solution of the nonlinear subprograms in
the MDDP algorithm. A thorough study of trust-region methods, as well as
their applications, can be found in the monograph by Conn et al. [78].

Constrained Optimization The methods presented so far are all designed
to solve unconstrained optimization problems, and have to be adapted in order to solve constrained problems. The theory of constrained optimization
introduces Lagrange multipliers and the optimality conditions called KarushKuhn-Tucker or KKT conditions [172]. The theory is not presented here and
can be found, alongside many practical considerations and details about the
methods discussed hereafter, in optimization textbooks and survey papers such
as Refs. [125, 127, 109, 129, 23, 230, 9, 194].
A number of methods have been devised to solve the KKT conditions
for constrained programming. The first case usually treated is that of linear
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equality constraints, since nonlinear constraints can be linearly approximated.
Linear equality constrained problems are usually solved using generalized elimination methods, also called primal methods [9], so that the unconstrained
techniques described above are used on a subspace of the decision variables,
guaranteeing a decrease in the objective function while always satisfying the
linear constraints. Such elimination methods include the projected gradient
method, which projects the descent direction onto the set of feasible directions [287], and as been proved to be quadratically convergent when using
quasi-Newton approximations to the Hessian [223]. The null-space method
used in MDDP for the treatment of simple bounds, as well as the range-space
technique used in the original HDDP algorithm for path constraints are variants of the projected gradient method [109]. The reduced gradient method
decomposes the decision variables into a set of dependent and independent
variables, optimizes the problem with respect to the independent variables
only, and modifies the dependent variables accordingly, enforcing satisfaction
of the constraints [347].
Linear approximations of the constraints are employed in a class of
methods dubbed Sequential Quadratic Programming, or SQP methods. The
nonlinear problem is reduced to a succession of quadratic programs, defined by
quadratic approximations of the Lagrangian function of the original problem
subject to linear approximations of the constraints. SQP methods directly
solve for the KKT conditions by using a Newton or quasi-Newton method,
and the method is sometimes called projected Lagrangian or Lagrange-Newton
approach [229, 9]. SQP algorithms can use the powerful results of convex pro17

gramming to solve the quadratic subproblems [47]. SQP methods were first
introduced by Wilson [346]. A number of authors, starting with Han [144] and
Powell [263, 264, 266], studied the use of quasi-Newton approximations to the
Hessian, using projected and reduced gradient methods to handle the linear
constraints, and gave proofs of convergence. A survey of SQP methods can be
found in Refs. [5, 126], their application to large-scale optimization problems
discussed in Refs. [222, 297], and their performance is analyzed in Ref. [131].
Sequential Quadratic Programming techniques constitute an important class
of methods for trajectory optimization, since their implementation in modern
solvers such as Knitro [62] and Snopt [130] is commonly used by practitioners to solve challenging optimal control problems. For instance, the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) uses the Malto program for preliminary trajectory design, which employs a direct multiple-shooting transcription and uses
Snopt for the optimization of the resulting NLP [309]. Malto has been
successfully used for the preliminary design of several missions, including that
of the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter [343]. The direct pseudospectral collocation
software GPOPS − II, the indirect collocation method Otis, and the diret
multiple-shooting software Copernicus [235, 236] all employ Snopt, while
the SOCS software includes its own implementation of the SQP method.
Primal methods for the linearly constrained problem like the projectedand reduced-gradient methods have been adapted to nonlinear constraints and
coined “generalized reduced-gradient” (GRG) approaches [288, 1, 296]. However, primal approaches usually require that the sequence of iterates be feasible
points, which is difficult to ensure with nonlinear constraints. A different class
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of methods exist where satisfaction of the constraints of the original problem
is not guaranteed until convergence. Penalty methods are approximate optimization methods which modify the objective function to include a penalty
term when the constraints are not respected. The unconstrained minimization
of the penalized objective function replaces the constrained problem, and the
value of the penalty parameter dictates the quality of the approximation to
the constraints. Courant [80] describes a quadratic penalty term which is still
used in many methods today. A number of other penalty functions, using both
the `1 and `2 norms, have been developed to handle nonlinear constraints, a
survey of which can be found in Ref. [104]. The main disadvantage of penalty
methods is that they usually require the penalty parameter to be raised to infinity in order to ensure constraints satisfaction, generating a well-documented
ill-conditioning problem for the Hessian matrix [219, 220, 193].
When optimizing spacecraft trajectories, many of the constraints encountered are inequalities, which require special treatment in the algorithms.
The three most common ways to handle inequalities are: 1) the addition of
slack variables to the problem, which transform the inequality constraints into
equalities, but add a large number of decision variables to the problem. The
approach employed in the MDDP algorithm is based on these principles, but
the slack variables are not explicitly computed. 2) The definition of an activeset strategy, which determines a subset of active constraints and treats them
as equalities, while leaving the rest untouched, and is used in many generalpurpose NLP solvers, such as Snopt [130] and Knitro [62]. The original
HDDP algorithm employed an active-set quadratic programming algorithm
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using a projected-gradient method for the treatment of path constraints [178].
3) The use of barrier or interior point methods[127]. Interior point methods
[104] are a specific type of penalty method which enforces strict satisfaction of
the inequality constraints at every iteration. The logarithmic barrier function
introduced by Frisch [120] and the inverse barrier function of Carroll [67, 68]
most commonly replace the objective functions in interior point methods. Like
penalty methods, interior point techniques suffer from ill-conditioning of the
problem when the penalty parameter is increased [219, 220]. However, since
the mid-1980’s and the publication of the polynomial-time linear programming
algorithm of Karmarkar [162], interest in interior point methods has been rejuvenated and a number of algorithms have been developed [117, 214]. The
large-scale optimization software Ipopt utilizes barrier functions for nonlinear
interior point programming [336, 231, 337, 338], and Knitro implements two
different interior point algorithms. Interior point methods can also be used to
solve the quadratic subproblem within SQP algorithms [40, 119].
Augmented Lagrangian (AL) methods were first developed independently by Powell [260] and Hestenes [150], as an answer to the ill-conditioning
issues arising in pure penalty methods. The basic principle of the Augmented
Lagrangian approach is to augment the original problem with a penalty term.
The unconstrained minimization of the Lagrangian of the augmented problem
replaces the constrained optimization. The addition of the Lagrangian term
in the objective function means that the penalty parameter is not required
to reach infinity anymore, and the ill-conditioning can be mitigated. From
another point of view, a quadratic penalty term is added to the Lagrangian
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in order to ensure its convexity. The mathematical concepts of AL methods as applied to equality and inequality constraints in the MDDP algorithm
are presented in Section 3.2. A thorough review of theoretical and practical
properties of Augmented Lagrangian methods can be found in the books by
Bertsekas [22] and Birgin and Martinez [34].
Augmented Lagrangian algorithms are based on the primal-dual philosophy of original Lagrangian methods, and solve an inner subproblem at each
major iteration of the algorithm, before updating the multipliers in an outer
loop. Therefore, the convergence of Augmented-Lagrangian-based solvers is
dependent on both the inner loop convergence properties, and the chosen multipliers update formula [22, 194]. Tapia [321] presents a survey of possible multipliers update formulas and their history, and proposes a new update. The
theoretical convergence of many variants of the Augmented Lagrangian methods has been extensively studied [209, 354, 72], as well as their use as merit
functions within other algorithms such as SQP methods [299, 128, 112, 60]
and DDP [191, 295]. Moreover, a number of authors used the notion of approximate convergence for the inner subproblem, and demonstrated that the
inner loop does not need exact convergence for the Augmented Lagrangian
algorithm to maintain its convergence properties, thus reducing the computational load of each inner loop subproblem [285, 255, 75]. Rockafellar [283, 284]
introduced an implicit way to handle slack variables for inequality constrained
problems. His approach is selected for the inequality constraints in the present
work, as it has been demonstrated to be numerically superior to a number of
other Augmented Lagrangian extensions to inequalities [35]. Several authors
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mention the improved convergence properties of Augmented Lagrangian algorithms which leave the treatment of simple bounds or linear constraints to
the inner loop solver [109, 75, 72]. The present work will leave simple control
bounds to the null-space trust-region method used in the inner loop for the
solution of the quadratic subprograms.
The Powell-Hestenes-Rockafellar[260, 150, 283, 258, 284] approach to
the Augmented Lagrangian is implemented in MDDP, with dedicated multipliers update formulas for the path and terminal constraints. The method is
general, does not necessitate the explicit inclusion of slack variables or of an
active-set strategy, and permits the use of the previously developed unconstrained algorithm. Authors such as Bertsekas [22], Conn et al. [75] suggest
that the use of Augmented Lagrangian techniques can be superior to the more
common active-set strategy, especially for problems where the determination
of an active-set is difficult, as can be the case with the path constraints of
the trajectory optimization problem. Some of the algorithmic details such as
the approximate convergence scheme are taken from Conn et al. [75], and are
therefore similar to the implementation of the Augmented Lagrangian in the
nonlinear solver Lancelot [77]. Minos [225] is another general-purpose NLP
solver that uses a reduced-gradient approach for linearly constrained problems
and a projected augmented Lagrangian approach for nonlinear constraints
[224].
The transcription of optimal control problems into nonlinear programs
often yields large dimensioned problems, with thousands or tens of thousands
of parameters. Since NLP solvers rely heavily on the solutions to systems of
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linear equations, most optimal control solvers see their computational complexity increase quadratically or cubically with the number of decision variables. However, most nonlinear programs generated by transcription are sparse
problems, and the development of special methods for sparse optimization has
greatly contributed to many advances in the trajectory optimization discipline
[140, 30, 221, 119, 27, 137, 40]. Additionally, DDP methods are designed
to limit the nonlinear growth in complexity with the number of time steps
[217, 187].
1.2.1.4

Differential Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming (DP) methods were introduced for the optimization of multi-stage decision processes. They are based on Bellman’s Principle of Optimality, which states that:
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state
and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first
decision. (Bellman [11] Chap.III.3)
This principle permits to take advantage of the dynamical structure of the
optimal control problem to decompose it into a succession of smaller subproblems at each instant in time, rather than solving a larger global problem.
Bellman’s Principle leads to the continuous Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equations, a system of first-order nonlinear partial differential equations equivalent to Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle [257], and their discrete counterpart,
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the Bellman equation. Solving the HJB equation analytically or numerically
yields the solution of the optimal control problem, which is effectively decomposed in a series of smaller subproblems, solved sequentially, in a process
called backward induction. The subproblem corresponding to the last time
period is solved first, and a control policy depending on the state is computed.
The previous time period is solved, knowing that future decisions are made
optimally, and the process is repeated until the first time period. Dynamic
programming therefore allows the construction of an optimal feedback control
law that accounts for arbitrary perturbations to the state [12]. This is particularly favorable in spacecraft trajectory optimization where force models are
approximate and control policies have to be devised when the spacecraft is
perturbed from the nominal trajectory. The main drawback of dynamic programming is the “curse of dimensionality”: dynamic programming solution
methods generate a field of extremals, where the optimal control policies and
objective value are known for any starting point, which requires large (often
prohibitive) amounts of storage and computing power [56].
Differential DP consists in using quadratic approximations of the objective function around a reference trajectory and solving the resulting quadratic
subproblems. The procedure was first introduced by Mayne [203], Jacobson
and Mayne [157], and Gershwin and Jacobson [123], and has been the subject
of many studies since, a survey of which was realized by Yakowitz [352]. The
method finds control increments that improve the nominal trajectory locally
and uses second-order information to obtain the optimal feedback control law.
The new reference trajectory is then propagated forward using the control
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law, and the whole process is iterated until convergence. DDP algorithms enjoy strong convergence properties, including quadratic convergence in a small
neighborhood around the solution [218]. With only slight modifications, the
method becomes equivalent to a stagewise implementation of Newton’s method
[84]. DDP methods are close to direct methods, in that they parameterize the
state and controls, and optimize the objective function directly. However, they
have been shown to have a lower computational complexity than pure direct
methods, since they solve a sequence of subproblems of smaller dimension.
The complexity of the algorithm increases only linearly with the number of
discretization points, whereas most nonlinear programs display quadratic or
cubic increase [217, 189]. Moreover, Differential DP is not subject to the “curse
of dimensionality” of traditional dynamic programming algorithms since the
search space is restricted to a corridor around the nominal trajectory [350, 56].
This restriction implies however that the convergence of DDP algorithms can
only be ensured locally. Finally, the application of Bellman’s Principle of Optimality and the creation of an optimal feedback law means that the conditions
of optimality given by the calculus of variations are met, making DDP a hybrid
direct/indirect method. Unlike classical indirect methods, the DDP approach
has an increased radius of convergence, and is not as sensitive to poor initial
guesses. DDP algorithms have been tested and used in a number of optimal
control problems, and have demonstrated favorable convergence properties
when compared to other large-scale optimization methods [349, 218, 350, 189].
The methods are used for applications as varied as water resources optimization problems (aqueduct design, reservoir operations analysis, water quality
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maintenance) [349] or robotics problems such as the optimization of complex
humanoid robots [322, 323]. The classic DDP approach is most effective for
smooth unconstrained problems with convex Hessian matrices [188]. Unfortunately, almost no space trajectories yield convex Hessians, except when very
near-optimal. Therefore, modifications must be made for practical use of DDP
methods for the spacecraft trajectory optimization problem.
In this context, Whiffen developed a DDP algorithm dubbed Static /
Dynamic Control Algorithm (SDC), which uses Hessian shifting in order to
enforce convexity of the problem and penalty functions for constraints handling [340, 344]. SDC has been successfully implemented in the JPL’s Mystic software [342], and applied to the optimization of low-thrust spacecraft
trajectories such as the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter [343], distant retrograde
orbits at Europa [173], and the highly successful Dawn mission [278]. In
efforts to further advance the development of DDP methods, Lantoine and
Russell [174, 178, 179] recently extended the application of DDP to include
an Augmented Lagrangian merit function for the treatment of terminal constraints, and to use STMs for sensitivity propagation. The use of Augmented
Lagrangian has been investigated for both continuous and discrete DDP algorithms [70, 306, 295], and has been demonstrated to perform competitively
with more traditional NLP techniques [191, 192, 351]. The main benefit of
the STM approach is the decoupling of the optimization from the dynamics,
allowing for 1) analytic solutions to the uncontrolled dynamics if available, 2)
parallel computation, and 3) approximations to the expensive partial derivatives. The Hybrid Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm (HDDP) also
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uses a range-space method for the treatment of path constraints, as well as a
null-space trust-region method for the solution of the quadratic subproblems
with simple bounds. HDDP has been successfully tested on a number of trajectories, including multi-revolution orbital transfer, and its results have been
compared to solvers like Ipopt and Snopt [179]. Lantoine and Russell [178]
demonstrated that the sensitivities of the augmented objective function used
in HDDP converged to the co-states of the optimal control problem, and could
therefore be used as an initial guess for an indirect method. Moreover, the final solution found by HDDP is guaranteed to satisfy the Pontryagin Minimum
Principle, and therefore to be optimal. While the HDDP algorithm is formulated using multiple phases, it is not a multiple-shooting algorithm, since the
phases are solved successively and not independently.
1.2.1.5

Motivations for the Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic
Programming Algorithm

A new DDP algorithm is developed in the present work. The good convergence properties of DDP methods, the generation of an optimal feedback
control law, as well as the linear increase in computational effort when increasing the number of discretization steps makes DDP a good candidate for the
optimization of long low-thrust spacecraft trajectories. The new MDDP algorithm is largely based on HDDP, and in particular uses STMs for sensitivity
propagation. The DDP framework is used to solve a multiple-shooting transcription of the optimal control problem, since multiple-shooting formulations
have been demonstrated to improve the robustness and convergence proper-
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ties of both direct and indirect methods. The formulation enables a reduction
of the sensitivity of each subproblem, improving the robustness and radius of
convergence. Moreover, parallel implementation of the subproblems is possible, increasing the computational efficiency. The PHR Augmented Lagrangian
approach is used for the treatment of path and terminal constraints, which allows a wide range of constraints to be handled in a general and flexible manner.
The algorithm uses a trust-region method for the optimization of the nonlinear
subprograms, and a null-space approach is used in the trust-region algorithm
for the treatment of simple bounds on the decision variables. The algorithm is
associated with an automated way to generate first- and second-order STMs
and partial derivatives of the constraints and objective function using multicomplex step differentiation, which tremendously increases the versatility of
the implementation. However, numerical evaluation of the second-order STMs
constitutes the majority of the computational burden. Quasi-Newton methods are employed to estimate the second-order STMs, and demonstrated to
drastically reduce the computational load.
1.2.2

Numerical Partial Derivatives
The computation of partial derivatives, or sensitivity analysis, is at

the heart of most optimization and root-solving methods [127, 109, 27], and
are essential to the MDDP algorithm developed in the present dissertation.
The efficiency, convergence rate, and accuracy of derivatives-based algorithms
depend directly on the quality of the computed partials: the theoretical convergence results generally assume that the functions and partials are sufficiently
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smooth and continuous, and that exact derivatives can be obtained. However,
computing exact derivatives is practically impossible, and accurate partials are
almost always computationally expensive to obtain. In the case of trajectory
optimization, the propagation of the trajectory and the computation of its
sensitivities often are the heaviest computational load of the algorithm. Inaccurate derivatives generate sub-optimal steps for the search, yielding a higher
number of iterations to solve the problem, or leading to algorithm divergence.
These problems are accentuated when trajectories are highly nonlinear, as is
the case for multiple-flyby orbits, multiple-body orbits, or multi-revolution
spiral orbits.
The accuracy and efficiency of integration techniques for orbital motion have been the subject of numerous studies. The studies usually focus on
comparing the accuracy of different integrators [118, 213, 142], or different regularizations and formulations of the equations of motion [332, 89, 210, 329].
The accuracy is commonly defined with respect to the true solution of the
equations of motion, and a number of papers focus on finding the best way to
estimate this accuracy [355, 356, 211, 20]. The computational time and the
ease of implementation of the methods are other common comparison criteria [20, 181]. In Chapter 5, the focus is given to the accuracy of the partial
derivatives of the trajectory with respect to its initial conditions. The trajectory is approximated by the process of numerical integration of the equations
of motion, and this approximation and its sensitivities are ultimately needed
as input to a root-solving or optimization algorithm. Therefore, the sensitivities to be used in gradient-based methods should be accurate derivatives of
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the approximate trajectory. Unlike for navigation applications, the notion of
a true trajectory and its partials does not play a role in the purest optimal
control context. In fact, certain integrators that increase the accuracy of the
trajectory propagation (with respect to the physical truth) can degrade the
efficiency of an optimization or root-solving process, due to the presence of
added noise in the gradients and high frequency dynamics [25].
Practitioners commonly use one of the following methods to obtain
partial derivatives: 1) the propagation of the variational equations alongside
the trajectory, 2) finite difference methods, or 3) automatic differentiation
(AD). In the present study the complex-step derivative approximation (CSD)
[311, 202, 181] is used in lieu of AD, as these two methods have been shown
to be linked [201], and the CSD approach has gained traction recently due to
its relative ease of implementation.
The propagation of the variational equations is typically done alongside
the propagation of the trajectory, using the same integrator. The variational
equations are added to the dynamics, and a new augmented state vector containing the state as well as the desired partials is propagated [3, 242]. This
process requires the practitioner to have access to the derivatives of the equations of motion, which can be tedious or even impossible to obtain. In the
present work, symbolic manipulation software (Maple) is utilized for the computation and implementation of the dynamics and the associated variational
equations.
Finite difference methods [46] have been widely used for sensitivity
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analysis, mainly due to their ease of implementation. When using finite differences, the following problem is introduced: it is well-known that finite differences formulas yield truncation errors and round-off errors [156, 115], which
can destroy smoothness in the trailing digits and combine to form large errors
in the sensitivities, especially when generating second- or high-order information, as is necessary for certain algorithms. High-order formulas can be
generated for higher precision of the derivatives [116]. A method for automatic generation of high-order formulas for functions of multiple variables is
explained and used in Chapter 5. It is emphasized that high-order formulas
imply using a large number of function evaluations, resulting in long computational times.
The CSD approximation was first introduced by the work of Lyness and
Moler [197], and Lyness [196]. The modern formulation for first-order derivatives was given by Squire and Trapp [311], and its implementation described
by Martins et al. [202]. Lantoine et al. [181] describe multi-complex variables
that are used to obtain higher-order derivatives and their implementation.
The present work uses complex and bi-complex variables to get the first- and
second-order derivatives of the trajectory. A Fortran library overloading the
operators and intrinsic procedures for bi-complex variables is implemented, as
well as a Python preprocessor allowing for the automatic generation of complex
and bi-complex code.
In this thesis, focus is given to second-order approximations of the
trajectory, using both first- and second-order derivatives. As described in
Section 1.2.1.3, a number of methods only use first-order partials, but many
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optimization and root-solving algorithms benefit greatly from accurate secondorder information. Filters [345, 243, 198], root-solving methods (e.g. Halley’s
[121] and Laguerre’s [239]), and optimization algorithms have been developed
specifically to take advantage of second-order sensitivities. A number of methods have also been developed to approximate the second-order partials, as
the exact partials usually are computationally expensive to obtain. Note that
this second-order benefit does not matter in practice for very smooth, lowsensitivity problems, but it is critical for highly sensitive, highly nonlinear
problems.
1.2.3

Numerical Propagation of Spacecraft Trajectories
The transcription methods introduced in Section 1.2.1.2 all necessitate

the implicit or explicit integration of the dynamical equations of the optimal
control problem. Therefore, the computational speed, robustness, and accuracy of the propagation methods are essential to the performance of the optimal
control solver. The development of numerical methods for the integration of
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) has been studied extensively over the
past decades. The typical goal when developing new integration schemes is
to improve on both speed and accuracy; in this dissertation, the efficiency of
an integrator is defined as its computational speed, assuming some reference
level of accuracy is achieved. In the literature, number of different methods
have been developed, including Runge-Kutta, multistep, symplectic, collocation, and Taylor series methods. The study and comparison of these methods
is left to papers such as Refs. [355, 356, 118, 211, 213, 142, 20, 159], which
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constitute excellent surveys of the different methods available to practitioners,
as well as their caveats. In the present dissertation, particular attention is
given to Taylor series methods, a recursive flavor of which is developed for
the Kepler, Stark, and Circular Three-Body Problem (CRTBP). Montenbruck
[212] demonstrated that the Taylor series methods have several advantages
over other numerical schemes, including high and variable order and simple
step control. Additionally, Taylor series methods naturally allow for the interpolation of states between time steps with no loss of accuracy [102].
The improvement of the accuracy and efficiency of a propagation method
can result from a better numerical scheme, for instance the use of a higher-order
Runge-Kutta integrator. A different method altogether consists in changing
the formulation of the ODEs themselves, so that it can be exploited to achieve
better integration performance, in some cases avoiding integration altogether.
In the well-known case of the 2-body problem, an efficient scheme consists in
using the Lagrange f and g functions, coupled with a solution to Kepler’s equation using Universal Functions [7]. The so-called F and G series are a Taylor
series representation of these Lagrange f and g functions. The advantage of
such a representation lies in the fact that simple recursive formulations exist to
obtain the coefficients of the F and G series [300, 44]. This method has been
used to solve a variety of problems. Steffensen [313] first developed a method
using recursive power series for the restricted 3-body problem. Rabe [268]
adapted it for the case of periodic Trojan orbits, and Broucke [51] extended
the method to solve the N-body problem. Fehlberg [102], Deprit and Price
[87], and Broucke [50] also studied and used power series methods, which have
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been shown to compare favorably to traditional numerical methods [88, 160].
Sconzo et al. [300] showed that the F and G Taylor series can be used efficiently as integrators, since their coefficients can be obtained to high order
using a symbolic manipulator. Bond [44] developed a recursive formulation
of the Lagrange coefficients for Keplerian motion. The generalized F and G
series, extension of the classic F and G series to the N-body problem, were
introduced by Papadakos [241], who also demonstrated their convergence. The
F and G series integration method has also been used for orbit determination
[14], for the propagation of certain cases of perturbed 2-body motion [310, 305],
and for the solution to the Gauss problem (equivalent to Lambert’s problem
in the context of orbit determination, and therefore short times of flight) [6,
pp. 251-258].
In this study, the F and G series method is extended to the so-called
Stark problem, which corresponds to Keplerian motion perturbed by an inertially constant acceleration. Using the Stark problem to represent a lowthrust trajectory corresponds to a piecewise constant parameterization of the
controls, which is adapted to preliminary design applications. Most implementations of low-thrust optimization algorithms use general ODE solvers instead of exploiting the custom Stark solution, resulting in higher propagation
times. The computationally expensive nature of general ODE solutions has
led some researchers to use reduced models, such as the Sims and Flanagan
model [308] that employs a Kepler arc plus an impulsive ∆V to approximate
a low-thrust arc. Such an approach avoids classic numerical integration and
leads to significant runtime savings, but comes at the expense of accuracy.
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The Sims-Flanagan model is used is software such as JPL’s Malto [309] and
Purdue University’s Gallop [204]. Alternatively, Kirchgraber [168], Rufer
[292], Poleshchikov [256] and Lantoine and Russell [176] give analytic solutions to the Stark problem, leading to more accurate solutions, for the case of
two-body plus piecewise constant thrust. However, analytic techniques suffer
from complex formulations and implementations, may include various levels
of approximation, and require transcendental functions such as elliptic integrals to solve. It is noted that Yam et al. [353] make a similar argument, and
suggests the use of the Modern Taylor Series method to propagate the Stark
problem as an approximation to low-thrust trajectories, instead of standard
numerical integration.
The F and G approach is also applied to the 3D CRTBP. Automated
trajectory design methods stand to benefit from using three-body dynamics,
which provide natural opportunities for low-energy transfers [180]. Moreover,
Jorba and Zou [160] demonstrated that their variable-order Taylor series solution to the CRTBP had performance comparable to dop853, an explicit
variable-order Runge-Kutta integrator of order 8, an additional motivation for
the development of a Taylor series solution.
Additionally, both the present work and Yam et al. [353] make use of the
Sundman transformation in order to generate an efficient geometric discretization scheme. For the Kepler and Stark problems, the classic transformation,
employed in Yam et al. [353], is extended to the generalized Sundman transformations. The original transformation was introduced by Karl Sundman as
a way to regularize the equations of motion of the 3-body problem and avoid
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collision singularities [316]. The use of the transformation has proven to be
a remarkably simple way to obtain efficient discretization schemes, especially
for highly eccentric orbits [19, 353]. The Sundman transformation provides
a near-equalization of the truncation error at each integration step [332] and
often reduces the global truncation error by reducing dynamical instability
[332, 8]. Both of these effects result in an improved integration performance,
because the lower global truncation error allows the integrator to take larger
steps. Furthermore, the equalization of the local truncation error makes the
use of fixed-step integrators practical, noting that these are often more efficient than their variable-step counterpart [226]. Szebehely [319] extensively
describes and justifies the need for regularization methods in the CRTBP, as
close approaches between bodies are common and lead to singularities in the
limit of collisions. In particular, Szebehely describes regularization techniques
by Birkhoff [36], Lemaitre [184], and Thiele [324] and Burrau [59], and gives
a historical survey of regularization methods. However, in the current study,
only basic modifications to the Sundman transformation for the CRTBP will
be considered. The Sundman transformation and its application to both the
Kepler and CRTB problems are detailed in Section 2.2.3, while the F and G
solutions to these problems is developed in Chapter 6.

1.3

Outline of the Dissertation
The present dissertation consists of four main chapters detailing the

main contributions of the research, and additional supporting material. Chapter 2 introduces some mathematical notions required for the understanding of
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subsequent chapters. Some mathematical notations and definitions are presented, alongside the definition of State Transition Matrices (STMs) and of the
main dynamical models used for the approximation of low-thrust trajectories,
the Kepler, Stark and CRTB problems. The Sundman transformation and its
application to the aforementioned dynamical models are introduced.
The theoretical development of the Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic Programming (MDDP) algorithm is given in Chapter 3. The general
multiple-phase optimal control problem is transcribed according to multipleshooting principles, and the adopted Augmented Lagrangian strategy is described. The quadratic expansions and update equations necessary to the solution of the multiple-shooting problem are detailed, and the implementation of
the MDDP algorithm is summarized. Finally, the application of quasi-Newton
principles to the computation of second-order STMs is presented.
Chapter 4 contains numerical solutions of diverse optimal control problems obtained using the MDDP algorithm. The effects of the multiple-shooting
formulation are investigated, and the efficiency of the quasi-Newton algorithm
is analyzed. Chapter 4 also contains a description of the set of application
cases used for the performance evaluations.
The efficiency and robustness of the MDDP algorithm and of other
derivatives-based optimization methods is heavily influenced by the quality
of the partial computation methods. Three commonly employed numerical
methods for computing the STMs are described and compared in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, the F and G series solutions to the Stark and CRTB prob-
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lems are developed. The Sundman transformation’s effects are analyzed, and
the new methods are compared to traditional numerical integration methods.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main findings of the dissertation, and
discusses potential future research. Appendices contain additional information
and algorithms, as well as a list of the publications related to this research.

1.4

Summary of Contributions
Several contributions to the field of numerical optimal control and low-

thrust trajectory optimization are put forth in the present dissertation. These
advances have been the subject of publications which are listed in Chapter D.

• A DDP algorithm using an Augmented Lagrangian approach for the
treatment of path and terminal equality and inequality constraints is
developed. Simple bounds on the decision variables are treated using a
null-space trust-region method.
• A robust null-space trust-region algorithm is developed. The MDDP
algorithm depends on a null-space trust-region for the solution of simply
bounded nonlinear subprograms. A number of heuristic safeguards are
developed to ensure robustness of this critical inner-loop solver.
• The first multiple-shooting formulation of a DDP algorithm is presented,
which aims at improving the robustness and computational efficiency of
DDP methods, as well as increasing the potential for parallel implementation. The effects of the multiple-shooting transcription are analyzed.
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• The use of quasi-Newton methods for second-order State-Transition Matrices estimation within a DDP algorithm is investigated, and significant
improvement of the computational efficiency is demonstrated.
• Recursive Taylor Series solutions to the Stark and Circular Restricted
Three-Body problems are developed that seek to 1) preserve the accuracy
of the analytic solutions when available, 2) be simple to implement, 3)
avoid classic numerical integration, and 4) be computationally efficient.
The F and G approach is compared to traditional numerical integration
methods. The use of the Sundman transformation is investigated.
• Three commonly used methods of computation of the State-Transition
Matrices are compared, and previously unpublished subtleties are revealed. Particular attention is given to the caveats of variable-step integration for sensitivity computation, and recommendations are made for
the practitioner.
The contributions listed above are supported by additional work. A
Fortran dynamic library is developed to define bicomplex numbers and overload all intrinsic operators. A text manipulation tool called generize, implemented using Python, generates complex and bicomplex version of user
inputted Fortran subroutines. The tool is used to make generic versions Fortran codes, which can then be called using real, complex or bicomplex numbers, and permits a fast implementation of multicomplex step differentiation.
Bicomplex differentiation is used in all applications of the MDDP algorithm,
except where noted otherwise. The use of an automated differentiation method
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such as multi-complex differentiation increases the flexibility of the algorithm
because the dynamics and constraints can be changed without having to derive
partial derivatives. A generic finite differences code is created for the comparison of finite differences methods. Finally, the MDDP algorithm is implemented
in Fortran 2003, compiled using the Intel Visual Fortran compiler XE 12.1.6
on a Windows 7 workstation. Careful attention is given to the efficiency of all
numerical algorithms and their implementation, and the software is designed
to be modular and user friendly. In particular, dynamic libraries are used to
define the optimal control problems independently of the main solver, allowing
for the rapid and flexible implementation of new problems.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Background

The present chapter serves as an introduction to some of the mathematical concepts used in the subsequent material. Common notations and
definitions are presented, as well as classical equations of motion (EOMs) used
in trajectory design.

2.1

Notations and Conventions
In the remainder of this document, scalars are denoted in plain text,

and vectors in boldface:




X1
 X2 

X=
···
XN

(2.1)

In general, the X vector is the state vector, while r and v indicate position
and velocity vectors, respectively. Matrices and tensors are in plain text. A
colon is used to denote all of the elements in a particular dimensio of an array,
in a way similar to the Matlab notation: M (i, :) represents the ith row of the
M matrix, M (:, j) its j th column, etc.
All matrix calculus will be noted using the numerator-layout convention
and derivation with respect to a scalar or a vector is usually indicated with a
subscript, such that, if J is a scalar function of X, its gradient and Hessian
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are defined as:

JXX



∂J ∂J
∂J
∂J
=
···
JX =
∂X
∂X1 ∂X2
∂XN
 ∂JX
∂JX1 
∂JX1
1
·
·
·
∂X
∂X
∂XN

T  ∂JX1 ∂JX2
∂JX2 
2
2
∂ 2J
∂ ∂J
· · · ∂XN 

∂X2
=
=  ∂X1

2 =
∂X
∂X

···
··· ··· ··· 
∂X
∂JXN
∂J
∂JXN
· · · ∂XXNN
∂X1
∂X2

(2.2)

(2.3)

For a vector-valued function f (X), the Jacobian and Hessian matrices are
defined such that:



∂f
∂fi
f X (i, j) =
(i, j) =
∂X
∂Xj
 2 
∂ f
∂ 2 fi
f XX (i, j, k) =
(i,
j,
k)
=
∂Xj ∂Xk
∂X2

(2.4)
(2.5)

The functions considered in this dissertation are assumed to have continuous
second-order derivatives, and therefore Schwarz’s theorem can be used to conclude that JX X and every

∂ 2 fi
∂X2

are symmetric matrices. Since the second-order

partials of a vector-valued function with respect to another vector is a tensor
of dimension 3, a number of tensor operations have to be introduced. They
will be noted using the •m operator, called the m-mode tensor product and
defined as:
(X •1 T )(i, j) =

N
X

T (p, i, j)X(p)

(2.6)

T (i, p, j)X(p)

(2.7)

T (i, j, p)X(p)

(2.8)

p=1

(X •2 T )(i, j) =

N
X
p=1

(X •3 T )(i, j) =

N
X
p=1
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(M •1 T )(i, j, k) =

N
X

T (p, j, k)M (i, p)

(2.9)

T (j, p, k)M (j, p)

(2.10)

T (j, k, p)M (k, p)

(2.11)

p=1

(M •2 T )(i, j, k) =

N
X
p=1

(M •3 T )(i, j, k) =

N
X
p=1

(M • T • M )(i, j, k) =

N X
N
X

T (i, p, q)M (p, j)M (q, k)

(2.12)

p=1 q=1

where X is an N × 1 vector, M is a N × N matrix, and T an N × N × N
tensor.
In results sections and for example problems, units are usually normalized, and noted DU (Distance Unit) or LU (Length Unit), MU (Mass Unit),
and TU (Time Unit).
2.1.1

State-Transition Matrices
In this work, specific attentions is given to the first- and second-order

State-Transition Matrices (STMs), since they are used to capture the sensitivity of a trajectory with respect to its initial conditions and controls [242, 161,
327]. The first- and second-order STMs from time t0 to t are noted Φ1 (t, t0 )
and Φ2 (t, t0 ) and defined as the first- and second-order partial derivative of
the state X(t) with respect to the initial state X0 = X(t0 ):
∂X(t)
∂X0
∂ 2 X(t)
Φ2 (t, t0 ) =
∂X20
Φ1 (t, t0 ) =
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(2.13)
(2.14)

such that:
1
δX(t) = Φ1 (t, t0 )δX0 + δXT0 •2 Φ2 (t, t0 )δX0 + O(δX03 )
2

(2.15)

The definition of Φ2 in Eq. (2.14) yields, for any (i, j, k), using Schwarz’s
theorem and assuming that the second-order derivatives are continuous:
Φ2 (t, t0 )i,j,k =

∂ 2 Xi (t)
∂ 2 Xi (t)
=
= Φ2 (t, t0 )i,k,j
∂X0,j ∂X0,k
∂X0,k ∂X0,j

(2.16)

This symmetry can be exploited when computing the partials. In the remainder of this dissertation, when first- and second-order STMs are needed, they
are computed using one of the three methods presented in Section 5.1. Unless
indicated otherwise, the multi-complex step derivatives are used.

2.2

Dynamical Models
This section presents three of the most commonly used dynamical sys-

tems for trajectory optimization, as well as the application of the Sundman
transformation to these systems.
2.2.1

Two-Body Problem
The two-body problem, or Kepler problem, represents the motion of

a massless body (e.g. a spacecraft) through the gravitational field of a point
mass. This system has been studied for centuries, and its properties can
be found in a number of astrodynamics textbooks, such as Bate et al. [6].
The two-body problem is one of the only models used in astrodynamics for
which an analytical solution exists for the trajectory and corresponding first44

and second-order STMs. The improvement in computational time resulting
from using an analytical solution rather than numerical integration makes the
Kepler problem an attractive approximation for preliminary trajectory design.
For this purpose, Sims and Flanagan [308] introduce the Sims-Flanagan model,
which employs Keplerian arcs to link impulsive ∆v’s. The Sims-Flanagan
approach is successfully implemented in low-thrust optimization software such
as Malto, developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [309], and Gallop,
developed at Purdue University [204].
The equations of motion of the Kepler problem in time are:


dX
v
=
Ẋ =
− rµ3 r
dt
2.2.1.1

(2.17)

Stark Problem

The so-called Stark problem is a perturbed 2-body problem, where the
perturbation is inertially constant in magnitude and direction. The German
physicist Johannes Stark, the namesake of the problem, discovered the shifting
and splitting of spectral lines of atoms and molecules in the presence of an
external static electric field. This phenomenon is now commonly known as
Stark effect [312]. Apart from its importance in nuclear physics, the Stark
effect can also approximate the behavior of many astrodynamical systems.
A historical survey of the extensive research conducted on solving the Stark
problem’s equations of motion can be found in Lantoine and Russell [176].
Examples of the Stark effect in celestial mechanics include the propagation of
any system with an inertially constant or approximately constant perturbation,
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the inertial frame CRTBP

such as a finite thrust arc, solar radiation pressure, or the direct influence of
a distant third body. Examples of use include Namouni and Guzzo [228],
Pástor [244]. Time varying perturbations can be approximated by the Stark
model with the use of sufficiently small time steps [353, 357], making it a good
candidate for the approximation of low-thrust trajectories. In the remainder of
this dissertation, unless indicated otherwise, two-body low-thrust trajectories
are approximated using the Stark model.
The equations of motion of the Stark problem in time are:


dX
v
Ẋ =
=
− rµ3 r + p
dt
where p is the perturbing acceleration.
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(2.18)

2.2.2

Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CRTBP)
The Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CRTBP) is a well-known

astrodynamics problem, useful for a variety of applications, from modeling the
Earth-Moon system to the exploitation of invariant manifolds for satellite tour
design [136, 2, 177]. The CRTBP model consists of a massless particle moving
through the gravitational field created by two point-masses in circular orbit
around each other. An extensive description of the CRTBP can be found in
the seminal text by Szebehely [319].
For the derivation of the F and G CRTBP series, which is the subject
of Chapter 6, the equations of motion are expressed in the inertial frame. The
inertial frame formulation is preferred in the context of obtaining the recursion
equations. Moreover, many advanced design tools, such as Mystic, express
the CRTBP in the inertial frame [342]. In the inertial formulation, explicit
knowledge of the states of the two masses is also necessary. The augmented
state vector, including all three bodies, is formed as:

T
X = rT vT rTm1 vTm1 rTm2 vTm2

(2.19)

where r, v are the position and velocity of the massless particle in an inertial
frame centered at the barycenter of the system; rmi , vmi are the position
and velocity of mi , where m1 is the primary (the heavier mass) and m2 the
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secondary (the lighter mass, see Fig. 2.1).



v
− Gm3 1 r1 − Gm3 2 r2 
r2

 r1

v m1
dX 


Ẋ =
=

Gm2
− rm rm1


dt
1




v m2
1
− Gm
r
m2
rm

(2.20)

2

By definition (see Fig. 2.1):
r1 = r − rm1

(2.21)

r2 = r − rm2

(2.22)

rm2 = −

rm2
rm = −crm1
rm1 1

vm2 = −cvm1
with c =

(2.23)
(2.24)

rm2
.
rm1

The units are all normalized as shown in Eqs. (2.25)-(2.27):
Gm1 + Gm2 ≡ 1 LU3 /TU2
rm1 + rm2 ≡ 1 LU
ω ≡ 1 rad/TU
where ω =

q

G(m1 +m2 )
3
r12

is the system’s angular velocity. With µ =
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(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)
m2
,
m1 +m2

those relations become:
Gm1 = 1 − µ LU3 /TU2

(2.28)

Gm2 = µ LU3 /TU2

(2.29)

rm1 = µ LU

(2.30)

rm2 = 1 − µ LU

(2.31)

ω = 1 rad/TU

(2.32)

Using Eqs. (2.21)-(2.32), the location of the secondary can be expressed in

T
terms of the primary, and the state vector can be simplified: X = rT vT rTm1 vTm1 .
The equations of motion become:


v
(
pr + qrm1 
− rµ3
p = − 1−µ
r13

2

Ẋ = 
with
1−µ
vm1 
q = 1−µ
−
3
3
r1
r2
−rm1

(2.33)

In the case of the Circular RTBP, the two masses m1 and m2 are in
circular orbits around each other. Position and velocity of m1 , when necessary,
are simply computed by rotation:

cos(t − t0 ) − sin(t − t0 )

rm1 (t) = sin(t − t0 ) cos(t − t0 )
0
0

cos(t − t0 ) − sin(t − t0 )

vm1 (t) = sin(t − t0 ) cos(t − t0 )
0
0


0
0rm1 ,0
1

0
0vm1 ,0
1

(2.34)

Finally, the equations of motion to be solved are:
˙ 

r
v
Ẋ =
=
v
pr + qrm1
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(2.35)

2.2.3

The Generalized Sundman Transformation
In this section, the generalized Sundman transformation and its appli-

cation to astrodynamics are briefly surveyed, and the effects of the transformation on the discretization of the orbit are demonstrated.
2.2.3.1

Presentation and Historical Survey

The classic Sundman transformation was introduced in 1912 by Karl F.
Sundman, as a way to regularize the equations of motion and to avoid collision
singularities in the 3-body problem [316]. It consists of a transformation of
the independent variable from time t to τ , given by:
dt = r dτ

(2.36)

where r is the magnitude of the radius vector and τ is the new independent
variable.
It is well known that the use of the Sundman transformation improves
integration performance by reducing and uniformizing the local truncation
error [318]. The numerical behavior of the regularized expressions becomes
less dependent on the eccentricity when compared to the use of time as the
independent variable [314]. The transformation was later extended to the
so-called generalized Sundman transformation:
dt = crα dτ
where c is a constant and α is a positive constant.
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(2.37)

Many authors have studied the generalized Sundman transformation
in order to find the optimal value for α and to understand why it presents
such numerical benefits. Baumgarte [8] showed that the transformation with
α = 1 reduces dynamical instability in the Lyapunov sense. Velez [332] tied
this dynamical instability to error propagation, and further stated that the
instability can be removed entirely by using α = 2. Bond [45] showed that
this α = 2 case corresponds to transforming the equations of motion to oscillator form. However, Velez also explained that increasing α leads to higher
numerical instability, and could therefore be detrimental to the overall accuracy of the propagation. Velez [332], Feagin and Mikkilineni [101], and Nacozy
[226] all show that in order to reduce the local truncation error, there is not
a single optimal transformation for all problems, or even for all points on one
orbit. The ideal value for α depends on the problem, on the location on the
orbit and on the order of the integrator. However, Merson [207], Velez [332]
and Nacozy [226] all agree that the case α = 3/2 is the best choice for most
satellite applications, because they found it most efficient in the case of a J2
perturbation. It is well known that α = 1 and α = 2 make the independent
variable τ proportional to eccentric and true anomalies, respectively. Because
the α = 3/2 case proved ideal for heavily used scenarios, Nacozy [227] introduced the intermediate anomaly, corresponding to α = 3/2.
Authors have also proposed the idea of a varying α [226], or more
generally of a transformation of type:
dt = g(r) dτ
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(2.38)

where g is an arbitrary function of r [317, 103]. However, this more complicated
type of transformation will not be considered in this document.
An important point, made by most of the cited authors, is that the
Sundman transformation and its extensions introduce an extra differential
equation in the problem: it is now necessary to integrate Eq. (2.37) in order
to keep track of time. In fact, this new differential equation exhibits part or
all of the dynamic instability that was removed from the equations of motion.
However, if the equations of motion are autonomous, then there is no feedback
of the instability into the coordinates, and the benefits of the transformation
usually overcome this disadvantage.
2.2.3.2

Application of the Sundman Transformation to the Kepler
and Stark Problems

In the present work, when applying the Sundman transformation to the
Kepler and Stark problems, a time transformation of type dt = crα dτ , with
c = 1 and α constant is studied.
When using the transformation, the independent variable is changed
from time to τ , so that the traditional ODE:
Ẋ =
becomes:

dX
= f (t, X)
dt


dX
dX dt


 X0 =
=
= crα f (t, X)
dτ
dt dτ
dt

α


= cr
dτ
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(2.39)

(2.40)

˙ designate differentiations of the dummy variable x with
where (x)0 and (x)
respect to τ and time, respectively.
It is important to discuss the case of second-order ODEs, as they are
heavily used in astrodynamics. The conventional way of handling a secondorder ODE is to create a state vector containing the state and its first derivative, and effectively converting the second-order equation to a system of firstorder equations. For astrodynamics applications, the typical state vector contains position and velocity:

X=

dr
dt

r
=v


(2.41)

When using the Sundman transformation with a first order integrator, two
formulations are possible. In the first formulation, the state vector is the one
presented in Eq. (2.41), and the propagation essentially corresponds to a firstorder integration of the position and velocity (r and v). For an arbitrary
time-acceleration a:
 0  α 
r
cr v
X = 0 =
v
crα a
0

(2.42)

Equation (2.42) will be called “time-velocity” equations of motion.
In the second formulation, the following state vector is used:
 
r
X= 0
r

(2.43)

where the integration now corresponds to solving a second-order ODE in τ ,
yielding:
 0 

r
r0
X = 00 =
r
(crα )2 a + (crα )0 v


r0
=
(crα )2 a + rα2 (r · r0 )r0
0
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(2.44)

since
d
r =
dτ
00



dr
dτ


=

d
(crα v) = (crα )2 a + (crα )0 v
dτ

(2.45)

and
(crα )0 v = αcrα−1 r0 v = αr0

α
r crα
v = 2 rr0 r0
r r
r

(2.46)

The true velocity of the particle is obtained from the τ -velocity:
v=

1 0
r
crα

(2.47)

Equation (2.44) will be called “τ -velocity” equations of motion. It is shown
in Section 6.2.1 that the Taylor series methods correspond to a τ -velocity
method and associated state from Eq. (2.43). For the benchmark Runge-Kutta
integrator used in Section 6.3.1, results from both formulations are presented.
Figure 2.2, similar to that found in Berry and Healy [19], presents the
result of high accuracy integrations of Eq. (2.40) using 2-body dynamics, for
different values of α. The output nodes are equally spaced in τ , although ∆τ is
not the same from one trajectory to another: the τ -period (τp ) depends on the
value of α, and ∆τ = τp /50. Table 2.1 gives the formulas for the computation
of τp . Details on the formulas are given in Appendix A. Figure 2.3 presents
the τ -period as a function of a or e for those four cases. For α = 0 or 1, the
period depends solely on a, for α = 3/2, it depends solely on e, and finally for
α = 2, it depends on both a and e. For visualization purposes, a is fixed at 1
when varying e, and e is fixed at 0.7 when varying a.
The typical clustering of points around apoapse is easily seen in Fig. 2.2
for the time case (α = 0), and the gradual shifting of that clustering changes
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α

τ proportional to

τp

0

Time

2π
nc

1

Eccentric
Anomaly

2π
nca

3/2

Intermediate
Anomaly

2

True Anomaly

√

4 K(

√

c

2e
1+e

)

µ(1+e)

√ 2π
nc

a(1−e2 )

p
n = aµ3 is the mean orbital motion
K( ) is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind
µ is the standard gravitational parameter
See Appendix A for details

Table 2.1: τ -period for different values of α

when increasing α. A value of α = 1 corresponds to a regular geometric
spacing, proportional to the eccentric anomaly, and independent of whether
the particle is close to apoapse or periapse. The points start to cluster around
periapse for α = 3/2, and the effect is exaggerated further for α = 2. Note
that the discretization in the case of α = 3/2 most closely mimics the behavior
of conventional variable-step numerical integrators, when compared to the
other discretizations of Fig. 2.2. Therefore, the Sundman transformations, in
particular the α = 3/2 case, are often used in fixed-step integrators. The
discretizations shown in Fig. 2.2 agree with the conclusions of many authors,
in particular those of Berry and Healy [19].
In the remainder of this document, particular attention is given to the
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eccentric anomaly case (α = 1) because the regular geometric discretization
is ideally suited for modeling a perturbation or optimizing a control. In Section 6.3.1.3, the distribution of the local error along one revolution is presented
for all the propagation methods and for different values of α. It is shown that
the optimal α is strongly dependent on the integrator. In particular, the optimal α for Taylor series methods is shown to be 1, both a beneficial and
serendipitous result.
2.2.3.3

Application to the CRTBP

The Sundman transformation has been proved to analytically suppress
singularities for both the two-body and three-body problems [320]. However, Szebehely [319] shows that the use of a simple regularization technique,
while analytically improving the problem, also results in an increased complexity of the equations of motion, which may degrade computational performance. In order to improve the numerical behavior of the equations of motion, more complicated regularization transformations have been introduced
[36, 184, 324, 59, 186]. In the present document, only the simple Sundman
type transformations are considered, leaving other regularization techniques
for future work. The three transformations considered are regularizations of
close approaches to m1 , m2 , or both. These can be written as:
dt = s(r, rm1 ) dτ = s dτ

(2.48)

where s = r1 = kr−rm1 k, s = r2 = kr+crm1 k or s = r1 r2 = kr−rm1 kkr+crm1 k,
respectively. When applying the transformation to Eq. (2.35), the equations
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of motion of the CRTBP become:



X 0 =


sv
s(pr + qrm1 )

(2.49)


 t0 = s
Note that this is the “time-velocity” version of the Sundman transformed
inertial equations of motion.
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Chapter 3
Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic
Programming

Multiple-shooting has been demonstrated to benefit both direct and
indirect methods for optimal control, but has yet to appear in the DDP literature. The present chapter1 is aimed at applying the principles of multipleshooting transcription to one flavor of DDP algorithms, adapted from Lantoine
and Russell’s HDDP algorithm. Associating multiple-shooting principles to
the DDP framework has several benefits: first, as in all multiple-shooting
methods, the sensitivity of the problem is reduced when splitting it into multiple subintervals, which improves the convergence properties and robustness
of the algorithm; second, the inner loop on each multiple-shooting subinterval
can be solved independently, and the formulation is therefore well adapted to
parallel computing; finally, the use of DDP for the optimization of the controls
partly alleviates the high computational complexity generally associated with
1

Work from this chapter was presented as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, A Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic
Programming Algorithm, Paper AAS 17-453, AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics
Meeting, San Antonio, TX, February 2017.
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, Quasi-Newton Differential Dynamic Programming for Robust Low-Thrust Optimization, AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Specialists Conference, Minneapolis, MN, August 2012, doi:10.2514/6.2012-4425
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traditional direct multiple-shooting methods, and improves the overall robustness of the algorithm. The resulting algorithm is currently dubbed MDDP
(Multiple-shooting Differential Dynamic Programming). First, the problem
formulation is adapted to the multiple-shooting framework. The Augmented
Lagrangian strategy utilized for the treatment of path and terminal constraints
is explained. Then, the necessary quadratic expansions and update equations
are developed for the single-leg problem, the multi-leg NLP solver, and the
Lagrange multipliers update. These necessary theoretical developments augment the HDDP algorithm of Refs. [178] and [179], which constitute an important primer to the present chapter. The main differences between MDDP
and HDDP are highlighted and explained. The structure of the MDDP algorithm and its main steps are presented. Finally, quasi-Newton methods are
applied to the computation of the second-order STMs, in efforts to improve
the computational efficiency of the algorithm.

3.1

The Multiple-Phase Optimal Control Problem Formulation
The MDDP algorithm is aimed at solving multiple-phase optimal con-

trol problems. The phases are defined by a change in any of the continuous
functions f , l, g (dynamics, cost, or constraints). In the case of interplanetary trajectory optimization, a change in the orbited body or in the thrusting
engine for instance would correspond to a new phase. In all of the following developments, a superscript [i] indicates that the scalar, vector, matrix
or function is defined for the ith phase. The general m-phase optimal control
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problem in the Bolza form is expressed as the minimization with respect to
the state, the controls, and the initial and final times, of the cost functional J
defined as:
J=

m
X

J [i]

i=1

=

m Z
X

l
[i]

i=1

(3.1)

[i]

tf

[i]


[i]
[i]
[i]
[i] 
x (t), u (t), t dt + ϕ[i] x[i] (t0 ), t0 , x[i] (tf ), tf
[i]

[i]

t0

and subject to, for all i ∈ [1, ..., m]:
• Dynamics equation:

ẋ[i] (t) = f [i] x[i] (t), u[i] (t), t

(3.2)


g[i] x[i] (t), u[i] (t), t ≤ 0

(3.3)

• Path constraints:

• And finally, boundary and inter-phase linkage conditions:

[i]
[i]
[i]
[i]
ψ x[i] (t0 ), t0 , x[i] (tf ), tf | i ∈ [1, ..., m] ≤ 0

(3.4)

where, for phase i, x[i] ∈ Rnx is the state vector, u[i] ∈ Rnu is the controls
vector, f [i] : Rnx +nu +1 → Rnx is the dynamics function, l[i] : Rnx +nu +1 → R is an
accumulated cost, ϕ[i] : Rnx +nx +1 → R is the final cost, g[i] : Rnx +nu +1 → Rng
is the constraint function, and ψ : R2mnx +2m → Rnψ is the boundary function.
Note that the boundary conditions vector function includes all phases, and is a
function of all of their initial and final states. While the following developments
can be adapted to having different dimensions for the state vector and control
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vector (nx and nu respectively) for each phase, the current implementation
holds these dimensions constant for all phases.
One of the notable differences between the standard optimal control
problem formulation (including that of Ref. [178]) and the formulation used
in this dissertation is the absence of static parameters (usually noted w or p).
For conciseness purposes, they are included in the state vector, with their time
derivative taken to be zero.
The first step in solving this continuous optimal control problem is to
reformulate the very general Bolza form problem in a problem of Mayer. To
do so, the state vector and dynamics function for each phase i are augmented
as such:

 [i] [i]

[i]˙
[i]
[i]
x
(t)
f
(x
(t),
u
(t),
t)
[i]
[i]
˙
x̃(t)
= [i]
= f̃ (x (t), u (t), t) = [i] [i]
y (t)
l (x (t), u[i] (t), t)
[i]



Therefore, the accumulated cost

R t[i]
f
[i]
t0

(3.5)


l[i] x[i] (t), u[i] (t), t dt is now accounted
[i]

for over the whole phase by adding y [i] (tf ) to the terminal cost:
[i]

ϕ̂[i] = ϕ[i] + y [i] (tf )

(3.6)
[i]

[i]

Then, the problem is discretized: the time interval [t0 , ..., tf ] is split
into n[i] segments, corresponding to n[i] + 1 nodes (see Fig. 3.1), with:
[i]

[i]
tk

=

[i]
t0

[i]

tf − t0
, k = [0, . . . , n[i] ]
+k
n[i]

(3.7)

In the following, the k subscript denotes the value of a scalar, vector or matrix
for the k th segment. The control vector is constant over a segment. Note
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that the controls for the last node of each phase are not used. The state is
further augmented by adding the current time and the duration of the phase
(denoted as time of flight or tof), which removes the explicit dependency of
the dynamics, cost and controls on the independent variable:


[i]
x̃[i] (tk )


[i]
Xk =  tk[i] 
tof[i]

(3.8)

The new multiple-phase, discrete, constrained optimal control problem is expressed as follows. Minimize the cost:
J=

m
X

[i]

[i]

ϕ̂[i] X0 , Xn[i]



(3.9)

i=1

subject to, for all i ∈ [1, ..., m] and all k ∈ [0, ..., n[i] ]:
• Dynamics equation:
[i]

[i]

[i] 

Xk+1 = F[i] Xk , uk

(3.10)

• Path constraints:
[i]

[i] 

g[i] Xk , uk

[i]

= gk ≤ 0

(3.11)

• Boundary and linkage conditions

[i]
[i]
ψ X0 , Xn[i] , | i ∈ [1, ..., m] ≤ 0

(3.12)

Introducing the multiple-shooting legs.
The multiple-phase formulation of Section 3.1 is adapted to a multipleshooting solution to the problem: the problem is already discretized into
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subintervals (the phases), with linkage conditions. However, in order to be
able to control the number of multiple-shooting subintervals, an additional
level of discretization is added: each phase is split into legs, which constitute
the building blocks of the multiple-shooting algorithm. Each phase consist
[i]

[i]

of nl legs, where nl ≥ 1 is selected by the user to control the sensitivity
and ability to be parallelized. The total number of legs for the problem is
P
[i]
th
nl = m
i=1 nl . The superscript (j) is used for variables defined for the j
Pn[i]
l
n(j) ). The different
leg, which is formed of n(j) segments (yielding n[i] = j=1
levels of discretization are depicted in Fig. 3.1. New intra-phase linkage conditions are introduced between legs. Within a phase, the succession of legs is
by definition continuous, and a simple continuity condition is used:


 
(j+1)
(j)
x0
xn(j)
 (j+1)   0 

y
 
(j+1)
=  0j+1  =  (j) 
X0
 t0   tn(j) 
tof[i]
tof[i]

(3.13)

Note that the integral cost y can be reinitialized at 0 at the beginning of each
(j)

leg, and each internal leg has cost ϕ(j) = yn(j) . The additivity property of the
integral allows the removal of one continuity condition, a potential benefit to
nonlinear problem. Equation (3.13) defines the intra-phase continuity condition. For the last leg of each phase, the general linkage conditions of Eq. (3.12)
are used. Should an application necessitate the continuity of higher-order
derivatives of the motion between legs, users have two different possibilities.
Adding the higher-order derivatives to the state will immediately ensure their
continuity through Eq. (3.13). However, this will also increase the dimension
of the state and could be detrimental to the computational efficiency of the
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algorithm. The user can also add the higher-order derivatives continuity to the
general linkage conditions of Eq. (3.12), and multiply the number of phases
instead of adding legs.
In order to solve the problem using multiple-shooting principles, the
vector s of NLP variables is introduced, and is formed with the initial states
of each of the multiple-shooting subintervals or legs:
 (1)   (1) 
X0
s

 s(2)  
 X(2)

0


s=
=

...   ... 
(n )
s(nl )
X0 l

(3.14)

Finally, the optimal control problem solved in the remainder of the
chapter is the following: minimize the cost functional J defined as:
J=

nl
X

ϕ̂

(j)

(j)
(j) 
X0 , Xn(j)

=

j=1

nl
X

(j)

ϕ̂(j) s(j) , Xn(j)



(3.15)

j=1

subject to, for all j ∈ [1, ..., nl ] and all k ∈ [0, ..., n(j) ]:
• Dynamics equation:
(j)

(j)

(j) 

Xk+1 = F(j) Xk , uk

(3.16)

• Path constraints:
(j)

(j) 

g(j) Xk , uk

(j)

= gk ≤ 0

(3.17)

• Boundary and linkage conditions

(j)
ψ̃ s, Xn(j) , | j ∈ [1, ..., nl ] ≤ 0
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(3.18)

Phase 1

Phase 2

Leg 2
Leg 1
Leg
User defined boundary
condition
Intra-phase continuity
condition
Legs are decomposed in
segments. The controls are
constant over a segment.

Segments can be
decomposed in steps
for numerical integration.

Figure 3.1: Discretization of the optimal control problem for two phases
(j)

where: ϕ̂(j) = ϕ̂[i] if the j th leg is the final leg of a phase, ϕ̂(j) = yn(j) if it
is an inner leg. F and g are, by definition, identical over all the legs of a
phase, and ψ̃ contains the inter-phase boundary conditions of Eq. (3.12) for
the final legs of phases, augmented with the intra-phase continuity conditions
of Eq. (3.13) for the inner legs. Therefore, from an algorithmic point of view,
once the dynamics, cost and constraints functions have been correctly defined,
the phases are no longer relevant to the formulation, and the process moves
forward in the context of legs only.
The goal of the work presented in this chapter is to solve the problem
above using multiple-shooting and DDP principles: a variant of the HDDP
algorithm is used to solve for the controls on each leg, and form the necessary
sensitivities for a general NLP algorithm, dubbed “multi-leg NLP solver”, to
solve for the multiple-shooting variable s.
The problem to be solved by DDP, dubbed the “single-leg problem”,
(j)
(j) 
(j)
is to minimize the cost functional J (j) = ϕ̂(j) X0 , Xn(j) with respect to u0 ,
(j)

(j)

u1 , . . . , un(j) −1 subject to, for all k ∈ [0, ..., n(j) ]:
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• Dynamics equation:
(j)

(j)

(j) 

Xk+1 = F(j) Xk , uk

(3.19)

• Path constraints:
(j)

(j) 

g(j) Xk , uk

(j)

= gk ≤ 0

(3.20)

• Boundary and linkage conditions

(j)
ψ (j) Xn(j) , s ≤ 0

(3.21)
(j)

where ψ (j) is a vector containing all the elements of ψ̃ that depend on Xn(j) ,
(j)

and is of dimension nλ .

3.2

Augmented Lagrangian Algorithm for Constrained
Optimization
The MDDP algorithm is aimed at solving constrained optimal control

problems. The treatment of the general path and terminal constraints g(j) and
ψ (j) introduced in Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.21), respectively, is a crucial part of
the algorithm. An Augmented Lagrangian approach is chosen to handle all
constraints, with the exception of simple bounds on the controls [Eq. (3.22)]
and on the initial states of each leg [Eq. (3.23)] which, when present, are extracted from g(j) and ψ (j) and handled using a null-space trust-region method,
as described in Section 3.4.1.
(j)

(j)

(j)
ul ≤ uk ≤ u(j)
u , ∀k ∈ [0, ..., n ]
(j)

(j)

Xl ≤ X0 ≤ X(j)
u
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(3.22)
(3.23)

The Augmented Lagrangian approach is a common method of solving constrained problems with unconstrained optimization techniques, which
has been demonstrated to be less susceptible to ill-conditioning than penalty
and barrier methods (see Section 1.2.1.3). It is particularly adapted to the
MDDP framework, since it allows to treat constraints while keeping the unconstrained trust-region algorithm as the main component for the optimization
of the quadratic subproblems (see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.1). Moreover,
the structure of the MDDP algorithm, and in particular the use of the firstand second-order STMs for sensitivity propagation, permits the computation
of second-order partials of the cost function with respect to the Lagrange multipliers for a low computational cost, making the use of a second-order formula
to update some of the multipliers more efficient and practical.
3.2.1

Equality Constrained Problems
The main principles of the Augmented Lagrangian approach for equal-

ity constraints are explained in this section. A more detailed analysis, as well
as proofs of principles and of convergence can be found in a number of textbooks, including the comprehensive book by Bertsekas [22]. The problem to
be solved in this section is presented in Eq. (3.24):
minimize J = ϕ(X)
X

subject to ψ(X) = 0

(3.24)

The main idea behind Augmented Lagrangian methods is to modify the problem to include a penalty term, which in this work is chosen to be quadratic:
minimize Jˆ = ϕ(X) + ckψ(X)k2
X
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subject to ψ(X) = 0

(3.25)

The penalty term does not change the solution of the original problem, but
helps ensuring convexity of the Hessian of the Lagrangian, while using the
Lagrangian prevents the ill-conditioning present in pure penalty methods. The
resulting augmented cost is:
˜
J(X,
λ, c) = ϕ(X) + λT ψ(X) + ckψ(X)k2

(3.26)

where λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, and c > 0 is called the penalty
parameter. The primal-dual philosophy of original Lagrangian methods [22, 9]
is conserved: the optimal parameters and Lagrange multipliers can be obtained
by maximizing the dual functional dc (λ) defined in Eq. (3.27). The constrained
optimization problem is replaced with two unconstrained subproblems:
maximize dc (λ)
λ

˜
with dc (λ) = min J(X,
λ, c)
X

(3.27)

It can be demonstrated that there exist a value c∗ < +∞ such that for, c ≥ c∗ ,
and provided sufficient assumptions to interchange limits and infima, Problem (3.24) and Problem (3.27) have the same solution [22]. In Augmented
Lagrangian algorithms, the classic quadratic penalty method is essentially
combined with primal-dual Lagrangian methods, which improves the convergence properties of the algorithm. In the case of typical penalty methods, the
penalty parameter c has to be increased to infinity to guarantee the respect of
the constraints, creating an obvious ill-conditioning problem. The addition of
the Lagrange multiplier allows for the problem to formally converge for lower
values of c (i.e. less than infinity). Moreover, usual primal-dual Lagrangian
algorithms can suffer from unboundedness when the Hessian of the Lagrangian
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is non positive-definite, a problem that is remedied by the penalty term, once
c > c∗ .
The solution method for Problem (3.27) employs a two-loop philosophy:
an inner loop, which can be based on any unconstrained optimization method,
is responsible for solving for X and effectively evaluates the dual functional. In
original Augmented Lagrangian algorithms, the algorithm only proceeds to the
outer loop once the inner loop is converged [260], whereas modern algorithms
utilize the notion of approximate convergence [75], which relaxes the inner-loop
convergence tolerances by orders of magnitude. The approximate convergence
strategy is adopted in MDDP, as explained in Section 3.4.3. Note that the
convergence criteria at this point does not include the constraints, since the
inner loop solves an unconstrained optimization problem. Once convergence
or approximate convergence has been reached, an outer loop is responsible for
the penalty parameter and Lagrange multipliers update. If the value c∗ of the
minimum penalty parameter for convergence could be predicted, any c > c∗
could be used from the first iteration of the algorithm. However, c∗ being unknown forces an update strategy, as picking arbitrary values for c could result
in ill-conditioning, or non-convexity of the augmented problem. The penalty
parameter usually follows a predetermined strictly increasing sequence and is
increased whenever the constraints are grossly non-satisfied during an outer
loop iteration. A larger penalty parameter will force the solution of the next
inner loop solve towards feasibility. When the constraints are approximately
respected, the Lagrange multipliers can be updated, to move towards feasibility and optimality. A number of different update methods for the Lagrange
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multipliers have been proposed in the literature [75, 150, 321], the most popular being a simple first-order update:
δλ = 2cψ(X)

(3.28)

˜
This update is in the steepest ascent direction, since ∇λ J(X,
λ) = ψ(X). The
magnitude of the update comes from the fact that, at iteration p of the outer
loop of an Augmented Lagrangian algorithm, the gradient of the augmented
cost is:
∂ J˜
∂X

= ϕX (Xp ) + [λp + 2cp ψ(Xp )]ψX (Xp )

(3.29)

(Xp ,λp ,cp )

The sequence (Xp , λp ) converges towards the optimal point (X∗ , λ∗ ), where
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are respected:
ϕX (X∗ ) + λ∗ ψX (X∗ ) = 0
ϕX (X∗ ) = −λ∗ ψX (X∗ )

(3.30)
(3.31)

Comparison of Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.31) suggests that the sequence λp+1 =
λp + 2cp ψ(Xp ) converges towards λ∗ , and justifies the magnitude of the firstorder update. In the MDDP algorithm, this first-order update is applied to the
path constraints multipliers, while the terminal constraints multipliers employ
a second-order update, as explained in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2

Extension to Inequality Constraints
The principles of the Augmented Lagrangian method for equality con-

straints have been introduced in Section 3.2.1. However, most optimal control
problems involve a number of inequality constraints, the treatment of which
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is presented in this section. A common way to handle inequality constraints
in optimization is to transform them into equality constraints by introducing
slack variables [155, pp. 136-138], henceforth denoted α. The general inequality constrained problem is described in Eq. (3.32):
minimize J = ϕ(X)
X

subject to ψ(X) ≤ 0

(3.32)

Adding slack variables allows to rewrite the problem as:
minimize J = ϕ(X)
X, α

subject to ψ̂(X, α) ≡ ψ(X) + α = 0, α ≥ 0
(3.33)

or alternatively:
minimize J = ϕ(X)
X, α

subject to ψ̂(X, α) ≡ ψ(X) + α2 = 0

(3.34)

where α2 (i) = α(i)2 . The new problem, which contains only equality constraints, can be solved using the strategy described in Section 3.2.1, where the
inner loop now solves for the states X as well as α. An obvious problem of
this strategy is the addition of nψ new parameters, where nψ is the number of
inequality constraints, increasing the complexity of the inner loop problem.
Rockafellar [283] introduces a way to eliminate the slack variables from
the optimization of the inner loop, by noticing the convexity of the augmented
cost of Problem (3.33) with respect to the individual slack variables. The minimization with respect to each αi can be carried out explicitly. The augmented
cost is written:
˜
J(X,
λ, α, c) = ϕ(X) + λT [ψ(X) + α] + ckψ(X) + αk2
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(3.35)

There is no cross-terms between X and α, and the new minimization problem
in α is written:
˜
minimize J(X,
λ, α, c) = λT α + ckψ(X) + αk2
α

subject to α ≥ 0
(3.36)

The unconstrained minimizer is obtained when the first-order partial is canceled:
J˜α (X, λ, α, c) = λT + 2c(ψ(X) + α∗,unc )T = 0
α∗,unc = −

λ
− ψ(X)
2c

(3.37)
(3.38)

The problem is convex in α since J˜αα (X, λ, α, c) = 2c Inψ ×nψ  0. Therefore,
the unconstrained minimizer is a global minimizer, and, for any i ∈ [1, . . . , nψ ],
if αi∗,unc < 0 then αi∗ = 0. Finally, the solution of the inner loop problem with
respect to αi is:
(
− λ2ci − ψi (X) if ψi (X) ≤ − λ2ci
∗
αi =
0
otherwise

(3.39)

As in typical inequality constraints treatment, the ith constraint is considered
active when αi = 0, and inactive otherwise. Note that this solution essentially
shifts the boundary value for a constraint to be activated or deactivated from
ψi (X) = 0 to ψi (X) = − λ2ci . Equation (3.39) can now be plugged into the
augmented cost of Eq. (3.35), which yields the new slack-free augmented cost:
nα
X

˜
J X, λ, c = ϕ(X) +
P (ψi (X), λi , c)

(3.40)

i=1

with
( 2
λ
− 4ci
P (ψi (X), λi , c) =
λi ψi (X) + cψi (X)2
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if ψi (X) ≤ − λ2ci
otherwise

(3.41)

The Augmented Lagrangian approach of Section 3.2.1 can now be used
to solve the primal-dual problem based on the slack-free augmented cost of
Eq. (3.40). The KKT conditions state that the Lagrange multipliers associated with inequality constraints are nonnegative. The multipliers update is
therefore modified to enforce this nonnegativity:
λi,new = max(λi + δλi , 0)

(3.42)

where δλi can be computed as in Eq. (3.28), or using more complex updates,
such as the second-order update described Section 3.3.3.
It is important to note that the slack-free augmented cost of Eq. (3.40)
is continuously differentiable with respect to X, but presents a discontinuity
in the second-order partials. Most authors quickly dismiss the discontinuity,
since after a sufficient number of iterations p, the minimizer Xp of the inner
loop is usually far from the nonsmooth regions [283, 230]. In a DDP algorithm based on quadratic expansions and on the computation of an expected
reduction, such as in MDDP, the discontinuity can create difficulties, in particular at earlier iterations where constraints can go through the active/inactive
boundary regularly. In order to address this problem, several strategies have
been implemented and studied, including using a Heaviside approximation or
a polynomial interpolation to smooth the transition. However, no fully satisfactory solution has been found yet, and the smoothing of the slack-free
augmented cost is left for future work. The implementation of MDDP presented in this dissertation does not smooth the constraints, and can suffer from
reduced trust-region radii when going through the second-order discontinuity.
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The iteration counts presented in Chapter 4 can likely be improved with an
adapted smoothing strategy.
3.2.3

Application to the MDDP algorithm
In order to apply the principles explained in Section 3.2.1 and Sec-

tion 3.2.2 to the MDDP algorithm, it is important to first define the type of
constraints present in the single-leg problem from Section 3.1. For leg (j), there
(j)

(j)

are nλ terminal constraints, and ng

path constraints. However, the path
(j)

constraints have to be satisfied at each segment, effectively creating n(j) × ng

constraints and associated Lagrange multipliers. The terminal constraints depend on the final state of the leg, X(j)
n , and the vector of multiple-shooting
(j)

variables s. The path constraints at segment k depend on the state Xk and
(j)

the controls uk , for all k ∈ [0, . . . , n(j) ]. In the following, the Lagrange multipliers and penalty parameter associated with the terminal constraints are
noted λ(j) and c(j) , respectively, while those associated with the path constraints are noted µ(j) and d(j) , respectively. For each segment k, the vector
(j)

(j)

µk is of size ng × 1, since the path constraints are to be satisfied at every
segment. The total (slack-free) augmented cost for leg (j) is written:
(j)

J

(j)

=

n
X

(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

L(gk (Xk , uk ), µk , d(j) )

k=0

(3.43)

(j)

n

(j)


(j)

+ ϕ̂(j) X0 , Xn

+

ψ
X

(j)

(j)

(j)
P (ψi (X(j)
n , s), λi , c )

i=0

with
(j)

L(g, µ, d) =

ng
X
i=0
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P (gi , µi , d)

(3.44)

and
( 2
− θ4r
P (h, θ, r) =
θh + rh2

θ
if h ≤ − 2r
otherwise

(3.45)

The Augmented Lagrangian framework described in the previous two sections
can be applied to this augmented cost. The path constraints augmentation is
equivalent to a running cost, and is treated in a similar fashion to the running
cost of Ref. [178]. Because of the potentially high number of path constraints
(j)

Lagrange multipliers, the vectors λ(j) and µk , k ∈ [0, . . . , n(j) ] are treated
differently: as detailed in Section 3.3.3, the terminal constraints multipliers
are updated with a second-order formula, and have a feedback effect on the
control law. A similar treatment of the path constraints could result in the
need to optimize very large problems, inverting matrices with thousands to
tens of thousands of elements, and therefore partly negating the advantages
of using a DDP method. For this reason, the simple (uncoupled) first-order
update introduced in Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.42) is used for µk :


(j)
(j)
(j)
µi,k,new = max [µi,k + 2d(j) g (j) (Xk )], 0

(3.46)

The update is applied when the inner loop is approximately converged, and the
path constraints approximately satisfied (see Section 3.4 and Section 3.4.3).
Moreover, the current implementation does not include feedback terms in µ
in the control law. The path constraints are essentially treated independently
from the other parameters of the problem, allowing for their simple and efficient treatment even with high dimensions.
In all of the developments above, the penalty parameters c and d are
monotonically increasing throughout the outer loop iterations, until the termi76

nal constraints and path constraints are approximately satisfied, as described
in Section 3.4. A number of different update formulas are available in the
literature, but a simple predetermined sequence is used in the present implementation:
(j)
c(j)
new = γc c

(3.47)

(j)
d(j)
new = γd d

(3.48)

Finally, it should be noted that each major iteration of the Augmented
Lagrangian algorithm is associated with an update of the tolerances used to
determinate approximate convergence. The idea is described by Conn et al.
[75], who use it to prove the convergence of their algorithm, and is implemented
in the optimization software Lancelot [77]. Both the first-order optimality
tolerance and the constraint satisfaction threshold are reduced with each iteration of the outer loop, forcing the subsequent solutions of the inner loop
to be increasingly accurate. This process is similar to continuation methods,
since an easier problem with relaxed constraints is solved first and used as an
initial guess for the next iteration. The scheme used in MDDP is described in
Algorithm 1.

3.3

Solving the Multiple-Shooting Problem
The MDDP algorithm is designed according to the Augmented La-

grangian principles described in Section 3.2, and, in particular, following the
primal-dual philosophy. The inner loop of the complete multiple-shooting DDP
algorithm consists in solving the one-leg problem for each of the legs, as well
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as optimizing the vector s of initial conditions of the legs. The outer loop is
responsible for the update of the Lagrange multipliers and penalty parameters.
The present section describes the use of DDP methods to solve the inner loop
problem, as well as to compute the terminal constraints Lagrange multiplier
update. The structure of the algorithm, with details on the organization of
the inner and outer loops, is given in Section 3.4.
3.3.1

Single-leg Quadratic Expansions
The elementary building block of the MDDP algorithm is the leg, or

multiple-shooting subinterval. In order to solve for the optimal controls for
each leg, as well as to obtain the partial derivatives necessary to solve the initial
conditions NLP and update the Lagrange multipliers, a modified version of the
HDDP algorithm developed by Lantoine and Russell is used. The structure
of the solution method is the same. It is summarized in Section 3.4, and a
detailed description can be found in Ref. [178]. In the present section, focus
is given to the quadratic expansions and update equations, which have to be
adapted to the newly introduced dependence of the boundary conditions (and
therefore of the augmented cost) on the multiple-shooting vector s. In addition,
as mentioned in Section 3.1, the static parameters are included in the state
and do not appear in the equations explicitly anymore. The running cost L is
the augmentation due to the path constraints, as explained in Section 3.2.3.
In this section, since only one leg is considered at a time, the superscript (j) is
dropped. The whole multiple-shooting vector is still designated with s, while
s(j) is noted X0 .
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First, the augmented cost-to-go function at segment n is formed. The
cost-to-go is defined as the cost incurred from the current point until the end
of the leg:
Jn = L(gn (Xn , un ), µn , d) + ϕ̂ X0 , Xn ) +

nψ
X

P (ψi (X, s), λi , c)

(3.49)

i=0

with L and P as defined in Eq. (3.44) and Eq. (3.45) respectively. Therefore,
the cost-to-go now has a dependency on the whole s, vector through the boundary conditions, as well as a dependency on X0 = s(j) through the original cost
function ϕ̂, in addition to the usual dependency on the states and controls. It
is therefore necessary to develop quadratic expansions with respect to X, u, to
obtain an optimal control law. The expansions with respect to s are required
to be able to solve the initial conditions NLP, and complete the solution of
the inner loop problem. Finally, the expansions with respect to λ are used in
the outer loop, to compute a second-order update of the terminal constraints
Lagrange multipliers. The cost also has a dependency on the vector of path
constraints µn . However, this dependency is ignored in the quadratic expansions, since the simple first-order update of Eq. (3.46) is used, and no feedback
law in µ is created. Expanding the cost-to-go function Jk with respect to X,
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u, λ, and s gives:
T
T
T
T
δJk = ERk+1 + JX,k
δXk + Ju,k
δuk + Jλ,k
δλ + Js,k
δs

1
1
1
1
+ δXTk JXX,k δXk + δuTk Juu,k δuk + δλT Jλλ,k δλ + δsT Jss,k δs
2
2
2
2
+ δXTk JXu,k δuk + δXTk JXλ,k δλ + δXTk JXs,k δs
+ δuTk Juλ,k δλ + δuTk Jus,k δs
+ δλT Jλs,k δs
(3.50)
The State-Transition Matrices (STMs) are used in order to obtain the
partials necessary for the computation of Eq. (3.50). The upstream segments
∗
∗
∗
∗
having already been optimized, the partials JX,k+1
, Jλ,k+1
, Js,k+1
, JXX,k+1
,
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
, are already known. The mapping
, and Jλs,k+1
, JXs,k+1
, JXλ,k+1
, Jss,k+1
Jλλ,k+1

of the optimized partials1 at segment k + 1 to the partials at segment k is as
follows:




JX,k
Ju,k

 
JXX,k JXu,k
L
= XX,k
JuX,k Juu,k
LuX,k

T
T  ∗
JX,k+1
LX,k
Φ1k
(3.51)
+
=
Lu,k
0nu

T
 ∗

 ∗
JX,k+1
LXu,k
1T JXX,k+1 0nX ×nu
1
+Φk
•1 Φ2k
Φ +
Luu,k
0
0nu ×nX 0nu ×nu k
(3.52)

T



where Φ1k = Φ1 (tk+1 , tk ) is the first-order STM (an (nX + nu ) × (nX + nu )
matrix), Φ2k = Φ2 (tk+1 , tk ) is the second-order STM (an (nX + nu ) × (nX +
nu )×(nX +nu ) tensor), and with the bullet operator defined in Section 2.1.Since
neither the multipliers nor the s vector appear in the equations of motion, the
1
Optimized partials are the partial derivatives that result from a backward sweep and
apply when downstream control laws govern all control decisions.
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mapping of their derivatives is straightforward:
∗
Jλ,k = Jλ,k+1

(3.53)

∗
Jλλ,k = Jλλ,k+1

(3.54)

∗
Js,k = Js,k+1

(3.55)

∗
Jss,k = Jss,k+1

(3.56)

∗
Jλs,k = Jλs,k+1

(3.57)

Cross derivatives with the state use the first-order STM:

 T
  ∗T
T
JXλ,k Juλ,k
= JXλ,k+1 0nλ ×nu Φ1k

 T
  ∗T
T
JXs,k Jus,k
= JXs,k+1 0ns ×nu Φ1k

(3.58)
(3.59)

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
The initialization of the sensitivities JX,n
, Jλ,n
Js,n
, JXX,n
, Jλλ,n
, Jss,n
, JXλ,n
,
∗
∗
, and Jλs,n
is done by taking the partial derivatives of the cost-to-go at
JXs,n

segment n, Jn .
All the terms in Eq. (3.50) are now well defined, and a control law can
be obtained by minimizing the cost-to-go function with respect to δuk :
−1
δuk = −Juu,k
Ju,k + JuX,k δXk + Juλ,k δλ + Jus δs



(3.60)

Note that this control law has an extra term when compared to the one presented by Lantoine and Russell [178]: an additional feedback matrix is necessary to account for changes in the initial conditions generated by the NLP
solver. The expression of Eq. (3.60) might generate controls that violate the
bounds of Eq. (3.22). Moreover, if Juu,k is not positive-definite, the control
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update has no guarantee to be a descent direction. In order to ensure positivedefiniteness, respect of the control bounds to first order, and to limit the size of
the step taken (so that the quadratic approximations stay valid), a null-space
trust-region method is used (see Section 3.4.1). The trust-region method returns a shifted Hessian matrix J˜uu,k , which is used in the new control law:
−1
δuk = −J˜uu,k
Ju,k + JuX,k δXk + Juλ,k δλ + Jus δs

δuk = Ak + Bk δXk + Ck δλ + Dk δs



(3.61)
(3.62)

with
−1
Ak = −J˜uu,k
Ju,k

(3.63)

−1
Bk = −J˜uu,k
JuX,k

(3.64)

−1
Ck = −J˜uu,k
Juλ,k

(3.65)

−1
Dk = −J˜uu,k
Jus,k

(3.66)

Note that Dk is the new control law resulting from the multiple-shooting formulation, providing feedback to individual legs due to changes in initial conditions of other legs. Replacing δuk by the control law of Eq. (3.62) in Eq. (3.50)
yields the following update equations for the expected reduction and the op-
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timized partials:
1
T
ERk = ERk+1 + Ju,k
Ak + ATk Juu,k Ak
2

(3.67)

∗
T
JX,k
= JX,k + ATk Juu,k Bk + JuX,k
Ak + BkT Ju,k

(3.68)

∗
T
Jλ,k
= Jλ,k + ATk Juu,k Ck + Juλ,k
Ak + CkT Ju,k

(3.69)

∗
T
Js,k
= Js,k + ATk Juu,k Dk + Jus,k
Ak + DkT Ju,k

(3.70)

∗
T
JXX,k
= JXX,k + BkT Juu,k Bk + BkT JuX,k + JuX,k
Bk

(3.71)

∗
T
Jλλ,k
= Jλλ,k + CkT Juu,k Ck + CkT Juλ,k + Juλ,k
Ck

(3.72)

∗
T
Jss,k
= Jss,k + DkT Juu,k Dk + DkT Jus,k + Jus,k
Dk

(3.73)

∗
T
JXλ,k
= JXλ,k + BkT Juu,k Ck + BkT Juλ,k + JuX,k
Ck

(3.74)

∗
T
JXs,k
= JXs,k + BkT Juu,k Dk + BkT Jus,k + JuX,k
Dk

(3.75)

∗
T
Jλs,k
= Jλs,k + CkT Juu,k Dk + CkT Jus,k + Juλ,k
Dk

(3.76)

At the end of the backward sweep, once the control law has been found
at every segment of leg j, the controls-free cost-to-go J0∗ is expanded with
respect to X0 , λ, and s:
∗T
∗T
∗T
δJ0∗ = ER0 + JX,0
δX0 + Jλ,0
δλ + Js,0
δs

1
1
1
∗
∗
∗
δX0 + δλT Jλλ,0
δλ + δsT Jss,0
δs
+ δXT0 JXX,0
2
2
2
∗
∗
δs
δλ + δXT0 JXs,0
+ δXT0 JXλ,0

(3.77)

∗
+ δλT Jλs,0
δs

Then, once the control law and the expected reduction have been obtained for every leg, the controls-free partials are used in the NLP solver in
order to minimize the total cost with respect to the s vector, and form the
necessary sensitivities for the Lagrange multipliers update.
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3.3.2

Multi-leg Quadratic Expansions
Once a control law for each leg has been obtained using the method
(j)

described in Section 3.3.1, the total cost can be expanded in terms of δX0 ,
(j)

δλ(j) , and δs(j) , j ∈ [1, . . . , nl ]. By definition of the s vector: δX0 = δs(j)
which, when plugged in Eq. (3.77), yields, for leg j:
∗(j)

δJ0

(j)

∗(j)T

∗(j)T

∗(j)T

= ER0 + JX,0 δs(j) + Jλ,0 δλ(j) + Js,0 δs
1
1
1
∗(j)
∗(j)
∗(j)
+ δs(j)T JXX,0 δs(j) + δλ(j)T Jλλ,0 δλ(j) + δsT Jss,0 δs
2
2
2
∗(j)

∗(j)

(3.78)

+ δs(j)T JXλ,0 δλ(j) + δs(j)T JXs,0 δs
∗(j)

+ δsT Jsλ,0 δλ(j)
Note the dimensions of the different matrices: s(j) ∈ RnX , s ∈ RnX ×nl , λ(j) ∈
(j)

Rnλ , and the gradients and Hessians have corresponding dimensions. The
expansion of the total cost is:
δJ =

nl
X

∗(j)

δJ0

(3.79)

j=1

Analogous to the s vector (see Eq. (3.14)), define the Λ vector as:
 (1) 
λ
 λ(2) 

Λ=
 ... 
λ(nl )

(3.80)

and rewrite Eq. (3.79) as:
nl
X

(j) 
δJ =
ER0 + JST δs + JΛT δΛ
j=1

1
1
+ δsT JSS δs + δΛT JΛΛ δΛ
2
2
+ δsT JSΛ δΛ
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(3.81)

where: JS and JSS are the Jacobian and Hessian of the total cost with respect
to the s vector, and are formed as such:
 ∗(1) 
JX,0
nl
 ∗(2)  X
 JX,0 
∗(j)
J
JS = 
+
 . . .  j=1 s,0
∗(n )
JX,0l

(3.82)


∗(1)
JXs,0
nl
 ∗(2)  h
i X
∗(1)
∗(2)
∗(nl )   JXs,0 
∗(1)
∗(2)
∗(nl )
∗(j)
= diag JXX,0 , JXX,0 , . . . , JXX,0 +
Jss
+ JsX,0 JsX,0 . . . JsX,0 +
 ... 
j=1
∗(n )
JXs,0l
(3.83)


JSS

where, if M1 , . . . , Mn are n m × p matrices, diag(M1 , . . . , Mn ) is the n.m × n.p
non-square block diagonal matrix defined as:

M1 0m×p
0m×p M2
diag(M1 , . . . , Mn ) = 
 ...
...
0m×p 0m×p


. . . 0m×p
. . . 0m×p 

... ... 
. . . Mn

(3.84)

JΛ and JΛΛ are the Jacobian and Hessian of the total cost with respect to the
vector Λ formed of all the Lagrange multipliers. They can be expressed as:
 ∗(1) 
Jλ,0
 ∗(2) 
J

(3.85)
JΛ =  λ,0 
 ... 
∗(n )
Jλ,0 l
∗(1)

∗(2)

∗(n ) 

JΛΛ = diag Jλλ,0 , Jλλ,0 , . . . , Jλλ,0l

(3.86)

Finally, the cross derivatives matrix JSΛ is formed as such:
h
i
∗(1)
∗(2)
∗(n ) 
∗(1)
∗(2)
∗(n )
JSΛ = diag JXλ,0 , JXλ,0 , . . . , JXλ,0l + Jsλ,0 Jsλ,0 . . . Jsλ,0l
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(3.87)

In Eqs. (3.82)-(3.87), the subscripts X, s, and λ indicate a partial derivatives
with respect to the initial state of the leg (dimension nX ), the initial conditions
of all of the legs (dimension nx × nl ), and the Lagrange multipliers of the leg
(dimension nλ(j) ) respectively.
As in classical augmented Lagrangian algorithms [22, 75], the inner loop
must be solved (or approximately solved) using an unconstrained optimizer,
before updating the Lagrange multipliers. Therefore, the multiple-shooting
variable s has to be updated first, then a control law with feedback in λ can
be obtained. In the current MDDP formulation, the trust-region algorithm is
used to minimize Eq. (3.81) with respect to δs (see Section 3.4.1), and returns
a shifted Hessian matrix J˜SS , which is used in the new control law:
−1
δs = −J˜SS
JS + JSΛ δΛ

δs = AS + CS δΛ



(3.88)
(3.89)

with
−1
AS = −J˜SS
JS

(3.90)

−1
CS = −J˜SS
JSΛ

(3.91)

The developments presented up to Eq. (3.91) define the algorithm’s inner loop,
which is iterated before the Lagrange multipliers update. Therefore, in most
iterations of the inner loop δΛ = 0 and the control law of Eq. (3.89) becomes
a simple update. On the first iteration after a Lagrange multipliers update,
the feedback CS is utilized.
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3.3.3

Lagrange Multipliers Update
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, various multipliers updates appear in the

literature, and most authors prefer first-order updates, as the computation of
higher-order partials of the augmented cost with respect to the multipliers can
be computationally expensive. However, because of the STM-based approach
of MDDP, the second-order partials of the augmented cost with respect to Λ
can be computed without additional integrations, by using the mapping and
updating presented in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2. Therefore, a secondorder update is implemented. First, the control law for δs is plugged in the
expansion of Eq. (3.81) to obtain the s-free cost-to-go expansion and update
equations:
ˆ + JˆT δΛ + 1 δΛT JˆΛΛ δΛ
δJ = ER
Λ
2

(3.92)

with:
ˆ =
ER
=

nl
X

(j)

ER0 + ERs

j=1
nl
X

1
(j)
ER0 + JST AS + ATS JSS AS
2
j=1

T
JˆΛ = JΛ + ATS JSS CS + JSΛ
AS + CST JS
T
JˆΛΛ = JΛΛ + CST JSS CS + CST JSΛ + JSΛ
CS

(3.93)
(3.94)
(3.95)
(3.96)
(3.97)

Then, the trust-region is used one more time to obtain the update law:
˜−1 ˆ
δΛ = JˆΛΛ
JΛ
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(3.98)

INITIALIZATION
Read inputs, set up problem structure
(phases, legs, segments), initialize states,
controls, boundary and linkage conditions.

Leg 𝑛𝑙

MULTI-LEG NLP SOLVER

Leg 3
Leg 2
Leg 1

 Initialization:
Form the s vector, the 𝐽𝑆 vector and 𝐽𝑆𝑆
matrix.

SOLVER
LegSINGLE-LEG
1
 Initial Forward Sweep:
Propagate state and compute STMs, using
current initial conditions and control law.

 NLP Solver:
Solve the NLP problem for the s vector, using
a trust-region algorithm.

 Backward Sweep:
Use STMs to map sensitivities from 𝑡𝑘+1 to
𝑡𝑘 . Solve the quadratic subproblem using a
trust-region method. Compute the control law
and optimized sensitivities.

 Forward Sweep:
Updates the initial states and targets.
Propagate state only, using the new control
law. Compute new cost and check against
quadratic reduction. Update global trustregion radius.

 Forward Sweep:
Propagate state only, using the new control
law. Compute new cost and check against
quadratic reduction. Update trust-region
radius.

No

Converged?
(approx)

Yes

Figure 3.2: Inner loop of the MDDP algorithm

and the final expected reduction:
ˆ + ERλ
ERf = ER
ˆ − JˆΛT δΛ − 1 δΛT JˆΛΛ δΛ
= ER
2

(3.99)
(3.100)

The mathematical developments necessary to the solution of both the
inner and outer loops have now been presented, and Section 3.4 shows their
use in the current implementation of the MDDP algorithm.
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INITIALIZATION
Read inputs, set up problem structure
(phases, legs, segments), initialize states,
controls, boundary and linkage conditions.

INNER LOOP
 Single-Leg solver for each leg
(potentially parallel)
 NLP Solver for the initial conditions

Optional
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Update
approximate
tolerances

Converged?
(approx)

Yes

Terminal constraints handling

Yes

Terminal
Constraints?
(approx)

No

UPDATE PENALTY PARAM

UPDATE LAGRANGE MULT

In order to move towards feasibility, increase
the penalty parameter c.

 Initialization:
Form the 𝚲 vector, the 𝐽Λ vector and 𝐽ΛΛ
matrix.
 NLP Solver: MAXIMIZE wrt 𝚲
Solve the NLP problem for the 𝚲 vector,
using a trust-region algorithm.
 Forward Sweep:
Propagate state only for all legs, using the new
control laws. Compute new cost and check
against quadratic reduction. Update 𝚲 trustregion radius.

No

Yes

Path constraints handling

CONVERGED?

Yes

Path
Constraints?
(approx)

No

UPDATE PENALTY PARAM

UPDATE LAGRANGE MULT

In order to move towards feasibility, increase
the penalty parameter d.

Apply first-order update 𝛿𝝁.

Figure 3.3: Structure of the MDDP algorithm
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3.4

Overview of the MDDP algorithm
The MDDP algorithm is structured following the same primal-dual

principles as classical augmented Lagrangian methods. An inner loop solves
for the optimal controls of each leg independently as well as for the optimal
initial conditions of all legs, effectively evaluating the dual functional and its
partials for fixed values of the penalty parameter and Lagrange multipliers. An
outer loop then maximizes the dual functional with respect to the Lagrange
multipliers introduced in Section 3.2. This section presents the main steps
taken in solving the inner and outer loop using MDDP. Figure 3.2 and Fig. 3.3
summarize those steps.
The first task is the initialization of the problem structure. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the problem is initially formulated with a multiple-phase
structure. It is therefore necessary to create the legs for each phase, to associate them with the correct dynamics, costs and constraints, and to initialize
the controls vectors, initial states, and boundary and linkage conditions for
each leg.
Then, the inner loop of the algorithm is entered, which solves for the
controls of each leg in the problem (using the modified HDDP algorithm) and
their initial conditions (using the multi-leg NLP). Because of the multipleshooting formulation, the legs are independent from each other for the “singleleg solver”, which updates the control laws. The steps marked with an asterisk
(*) can be performed in parallel over all the legs, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. An
iteration of the inner loop is organized as follows:
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• Leg initial forward sweep (*): An initial forward sweep propagates
the state and computes the STMs using the current initial state and
control law. In the current implementation of MDDP, the STMs can be
obtained using one of three techniques, which are explained and compared in Chapter 5: the propagation of the variational equations, finite
differences methods, or multi-complex step derivatives [181]. Moreover,
it is possible to reduce some of the complexity and computational labor by using Quasi-Newton approximations to the second-order STM,
as detailed in Section 3.5.
• Leg backward sweep (*): To initialize the backward sweep, the augmented cost function J (j) of Eq. (3.43) is evaluated and its partials are
obtained, either analytically when possible, or using finite differences or
complex-step derivation. For k = n(j) to 1, the cost-to-go partials are
mapped backwards using Eqs. (3.51)-(3.59). A trust-region algorithm
(see Section 3.4.1) is used to compute the inverse of the shifted Hessian
−1
J˜uu
, and the control law is formed using Eqs. (3.62)-(3.66). The opti-

mized, controls-free partials and the expected reduction are computed
with Eqs. (3.67)-(3.76).
• Leg convergence test (*): See Section 3.4.3.
• Leg forward sweep (*): In order to ensure that the quadratic approximations are valid, the state only is propagated using the new control
(j)

law (keeping X0 the same), the leg’s cost ratio is computed and used
(j)

to accept or reject the iteration, and update the trust-region radius ∆u .
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If the iteration is unacceptable, the newly computed control law is dismissed, the trust-region radius is reduced, and a new leg backward sweep
starts from the reference trajectories computed during the initial forward
sweep, as explained in Section 3.4.2
• All legs iteration check: The total effective reduction is compared to
the total expected reduction, and if the iteration is deemed unreliable,
(j)

the ∆u radii of all legs is reduced before restarting all legs backward
sweeps. Note that there is no need for a new forward sweep for this step,
as the new costs of each leg have been computed during the leg forward
sweep.
• Update of the multiple-shooting variables: The global sensitivities
JS , JSS are formed using Eq. (3.82) and Eq. (3.83). The trust-region
algorithm is used to solve for δs.
• Inner loop convergence test: See Section 3.4.3
• Initial conditions forward sweep: A new forward sweep propagates
all legs with their new initial conditions and the recently-accepted leg
control laws. The cost ratio is computed, the trial iterate is accepted
or rejected, the trust-region radius ∆s is updated (see Section 3.4.2). If
the iteration is unacceptable, the δs is dismissed, and the trust-region is
applied again to update the multiple-shooting variables, with a reduced
radius.
In the spirit of Augmented Lagrangian algorithms such as that of Ref. [75], this
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iteration is repeated until approximate convergence is reached. The outer loop
can then proceed to update the penalty parameters or Lagrange multipliers.
Because the path constraints and terminal constraints are treated differently
(see Section 3.2.3), the outer loop updates them separately, starting with the
terminal constraints:
• Determine violation of the terminal constraints
• Update penalty parameter: When the terminal constraints are not
approximately satisfied, the penalty parameter is updated according to
Eq. (3.47)
• Update terminal constraints Lagrange multipliers: If the constraints are approximately satisfied, Eqs. (3.85)-(3.87) are used to form
the global sensitivities to the Lagrange multipliers. Equation (3.91) is
used to compute the feedback matrix CS , and Eqs. (3.94)-(3.96) are used
to obtain the s-free sensitivities JˆΛ and JˆΛΛ . The trust-region algorithm
is used to maximize the cost with respect to λ.
• Outer loop convergence test: See Section 3.4.3
• Lagrange multipliers forward sweep: If the Lagrange multipliers
have been updated, the new trajectory is propagated using the control
laws of Eq. (3.89) and Eq. (3.62), the cost ratio is computed and the
trust-region radius ∆λ updated (see Section 3.4.2). If the update is
unreliable, δΛ is rejected, and the update computed again with a reduced
trust-region radius.
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The penalty parameter and Lagrange multipliers associated with the path
constraints are updated next:
• Determine violation of the path constraints
• Update penalty parameter: When the path constraints are not approximately satisfied, the penalty parameter is updated according to
Eq. (3.48)
• Update path constraints Lagrange multipliers: If the constraints
are approximately satisfied, the first-order update of Eq. (3.46) is used.
The update uses the latest propagation of the trajectory (usually from
the initial conditions or Lagrange multipliers forward sweep) as the reference for Xk , k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ].
Note that there is no convergence test or forward sweep after the path constraints multipliers update. The first-order optimality condition with respect
to µ corresponds to satisfaction of the path constraints. The Hessian of the
augmented cost with respect to µ is not needed, and therefore the second-order
optimality condition can not be computed. For the same reason, the expected
reduction for a change in µ is not computed, and therefore no new forward
sweep is necessary. The path constraints multipliers update is similar to the
penalty parameters update in that its magnitude and effects on the augmented
objective function are not controlled.
Finally, the last step in an MDDP major iteration is to update the tolerances associated with approximate convergence, as described in Section 3.4.3.
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3.4.1

Trust-Region Algorithm

The control laws of Eq. (3.62), Eq. (3.89), and Eq. (3.98) are computed
˜
using the cost-to-go gradients and the shifted Hessians J˜uu,k , J˜SS and JˆΛΛ .
Any numerical solver capable of providing a positive-definite shifted Hessian
could be used for these steps. The trust-region algorithm has been a popular choice for this application in the past [178, 340], because it guarantees
positive-definiteness of the shifted Hessian (and therefore a descent direction),
while also limiting the magnitude of the variations, and therefore ensuring that
the quadratic expansions are reliable (see Section 3.4.2). The algorithm used
in the present implementation is based off of Algorithms 7.3.4 and 7.3.6 of
Ref. [78], and is used for the optimization of most decision variables (controls,
initial conditions, and terminal constraints Lagrange multipliers). The general
quadratic subproblem solved by the trust-region method is:
1
minimize J = Jσ δσ + δσ T Jσσ δσ
δσ
2

subject to kDσ δσk ≤ ∆σ

(3.101)

where σ = u, s or Λ, and Dσ is a scaling matrix. The trust-region subproblem
is solved by ways of shifting the Hessian matrix until: 1) it is positive-definite,
and 2) the magnitude of the step is no larger than the trust-region radius. The
value λ∗ of the shift is the Lagrange multiplier of the trust-region constraint
for the problem of Eq. (3.101). Note that the quadratic subproblems can have
large variations in dimensions, as nu is usually small, whereas ns = nl × nX
Pnl (j)
and nΛ =
j=1 nλ can be orders of magnitude larger, depending on the
number of legs considered, and the number of boundary conditions. Therefore,
different implementations of the trust-region algorithm are used: the method
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employed to update u uses full eigendecompositions of the Hessian, whereas the
initial conditions and Lagrange multipliers are updated using only Cholesky
decompositions. The unconstrained trust-region is in conjunction with a nullspace method described in Ref. [179] in order to guarantee adherence of the
decision variables to hard bounds. The trust-region is solved a first time
using the full Jσσ , and the control variables that lie on or passed their bounds
are identified, and assigned a non-feedback update that fixes them on their
bound. The corresponding rows and columns of the gradient and Hessian are
removed, and a new reduced quadratic subproblem is solved. The process is
iterated until the reduced trust-region produces a step that does not violate
any of the bounds. The resulting gradient Jσ,r and Hessian Jσσ,r , reduced
to the active decision variables only, are used for convergence assessment.
Moreover, the shifted J˜σσ Hessian returned by the null-space method contains
only the elements of the reduced shifted Hessian J˜σσ,r , effectively canceling the
feedback laws for the control variables that violated their bounds. In addition,
numerical safeguards are implemented to prevent ill-conditioned Hessians from
being detrimental to the solver. When the shifted Hessian is ill-conditioned,
the directions corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues are removed, so that
−1
J˜σσ
stays well-conditioned, and does not corrupt the subsequent segments.

Note that because the trust-region method is used for three different
(j)

updates (δu, δs, and δΛ), each leg has its own controls radius ∆u , and both
the initial conditions solver and the Lagrange multipliers update have their
own radius, ∆s and ∆Λ , respectively.
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3.4.2

Cost Ratio Computation and Trust-Region Update
Since the MDDP algorithm uses quadratic approximations of the aug-

mented cost function, it is necessary to measure the quality of the Taylor series
approximation. This quality control is done through the computation of a cost
ratio ρ, which compares the expected quadratic reduction to the effective cost
reduction after an update, as shown in Eqs. (3.102)-(3.108). The cost ratio
allows to control the size of the trust-region radius, and to reject iterations
when the radius is such that the quadratic approximations are unreliable, in
a manner similar to Ref. [178]. Each leg has its own cost ratio, and therefore
its own radius. The cost ratio could be used to determine the sensitivity and
nonlinearity of a specific leg, since it represents the quality of the quadratic
approximations. A strategy could be devised to refine the length of the legs
depending on this cost ratio, but this adaptive mesh refinement is not explored in the current implementation. The cost ratio is computed after each
second-order update, starting with each leg forward sweep:
ρ(j)
u =

J (j),new − J (j)

(3.102)

(j)

ER0

with
(j)

(j)

(j)
J (j),new = J (j) (X0 , unew
1,...,n(j) , s, λ , µ1,...,n(j) c, d)

(3.103)

and
(j)

J (j) = J (j) (X0 , u1,...,n(j) , s, λ(j) , µ1,...,n(j) , c, d)

(3.104)

As an extra safeguard against unreliable quadratic approximations, a cost ratio
for the global problem is also computed after the controls for all legs have been
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updated:
Pnl

j=1

ρu =

P l (j)
J (j),new − nj=1
J
Pnl
(j)
j=1 ER0

(3.105)

where J (j),new and J (j) are defined as in Eq. (3.103) and Eq. (3.104), respectively. This cost ratio is only used to accept or reject an iteration, and does not
impact the legs’ radii if the iteration is acceptable. It can also be computed
without a new forward sweep, since the costs J (j),new have been computed during the legs’ individual forward sweeps. A new cost ratio is computed after
the initial conditions update:
Pnl

j=1

ρs =

J (j),new −
ˆ
ER

Pnl

j=1

J (j)

(3.106)

where
(j),new

J (j),new = J (j) (X0

(j)

new
, unew
, λ(j) , µ1,...,n(j) c, d)
1,...,n(j) , s

(3.107)

and J (j) is defined in Eq. (3.104). Finally, the cost ratio for the terminal
constraints multipliers update is:
Pnl

j=1

ρλ =

J (j),new −
ERf

Pnl

j=1

J (j)

(3.108)

where
(j),new

J (j),new = J (j) (X0

(j)

new
, unew
, λ(j),new , µ1,...,n(j) c, d)
1,...,n(j) , s

(3.109)

and J (j) is defined in Eq. (3.104). Note that in Eq. (3.103), Eq. (3.107),
and Eq. (3.109), the “new” superscript does not necessarily denote the same
quantity: for instance, unew is different after each update, since the feedback
terms modify the control law.
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Figure 3.4: Heuristic multiplier κ(ρ) for trust-region radius update

Once a cost ratio is computed, it is used for the acceptance of trial
iterates: a cost ratio close to 1 indicates that the effective reduction is close
to the reduction predicted by the second-order Taylor series approximations.
The trial iterate can be accepted, and the algorithm moves on to the next
step. When the cost ratio is away from 1 by more than a user defined critical
value 3 , the quadratic approximations did not capture the full change in the
objective function, and are deemed unreliable. The trial iterate is therefore
rejected, the current parameters are reverted to their state before the most
recent quadratic update, and the corresponding trust-region radius is reduced
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(see Fig. 3.4). For the initial conditions or Lagrange multipliers updates, the
trust-region algorithm is applied again immediately with the reduced radius.
For the controls updates, the full leg backward sweep is started again, using the
last initial forward sweep as a reference trajectory. Therefore, the expensive
STMs do not have to be computed again. Once a new update is computed, it
is submitted to the same cost ratio test.
The cost ratio is also used to heuristically control the trust-region radii
for accepted iterations, since it is a scalar metric of the quality of the Taylor series expansions. After every iteration, the trust-region radii is either increased
to allow for a larger step to be taken at the next iteration, or decreased to
improve the reliability of the quadratic expansions:
∆σ,new = κ(ρσ )∆σ

(3.110)

where σ = u, s, or Λ. The heuristic formula for κ in MDDP is based on three
critical values 1 through 3 , and is described in Fig. 3.4. Note that the values
used in Fig. 3.4 (1 = 0.1, 2 = 0.2, 3 = 0.5) are picked for readability, and
are different from the critical values used in practice (see Section 4.1.2).
3.4.3

Convergence Tests
The final convergence of the algorithm is checked using first- and second-

order necessary conditions for optimality. Approximate convergence of the
inner loop is to first-order only, and does not include the constraints criteria.
Final convergence of leg (j) ∀j ∈ [1, . . . , nl ] is determined with the following
conditions:
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(j)

1. The expected change in the objective function is small: ER0 < conv
2. For every segment, the gradient of the reduced subproblem is sufficiently
(j)

small (first-order convergence): ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ], kJu,k,r k < 
3. For every segment, the Hessian of the reduced subproblem is positive(j)

definite (second-order convergence): Juu,k,r  0, ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ]
(j)

4. All path and terminal constraints are satisfied within tolerance: gk ≤

(j)
ζ ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ], and ψ (j) Xn(j) , s ≤ η
The convergence of the inner loop are determined by:
1. Convergence of all the legs following the conditions above
2. The expected change in the objective function is small: ERs < conv
3. The gradient of the reduced subproblem is sufficiently small (first-order
convergence): kJS,r k < ,
4. The Hessian of the reduced subproblem is positive-definite (second-order
convergence): JSS,r  0
Convergence of the complete algorithm is subject to:
1. Convergence of the inner loop (all conditions above)
2. The expected change in the objective function is small: ERλ < conv
3. The gradient with respect to the Lagrange multipliers is sufficiently small
(first-order convergence): kJΛ k < 
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4. The Hessian with respect to the Lagrange multipliers is negative definite:
JΛΛ ≺ 0

Approximate Convergence The approximate convergence of the inner
loop is defined as:
1. For all legs, for all segments, the gradient of the reduced subproblem is
(j)

sufficiently small (first-order convergence): Ju,k,r < app , ∀j ∈ [1, . . . , nl ],
∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ],
2. The gradient of the reduced subproblem is sufficiently small (first-order
convergence): JS,r < app
The approximate satisfaction of the constraints is subject to:
1. For all segments, path constraints are satisfied within approximate tol(j)

(j)

erance: gk ≤ ζapp ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n(j) ]
2. For all legs, terminal constraints are satisfied within approximate toler
(j)
ance: ψ (j) Xn(j) , s ≤ ηapp ∀j ∈ [1, . . . , nl ]
The approximate tolerances are updated at every iteration of the outer loop,
according to a scheme adapted from Refs. [75, 230], and described in Algorithm 1 for the end of iteration p.
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Algorithm 1 Update of the approximate convergence tolerances

(j)
1: if ψ (j) Xn(j) , s ≤ ηapp,p ∀j ∈ [0, . . . , nl ] then


1 α
2:
app,p+1 ← max , 2c
app,p 

1 β
ηapp,p
3:
ηapp,p+1 ← max η, 2c
4: else


1 α
app,0 
5:
app,p+1 ← max , 2c

1 β
ηapp,0
6:
ηapp,p+1 ← max η, 2c
7: end if
8: for j ← 1, . . . , nl do
(j)
(j)
(j)
9:
if gk ≤ ζapp,p ∀k ∈
 [1, . . . , n  ] then
β (j)
(j)
10:
ζapp,p+1 ← max ζ (j) , 2d1(j) ζapp,p
11:
else


β
(j)
1
(j)
12:
ζapp,p+1 ← max ζ , 2d(j) ζapp,0
13:
end if
14: end for

3.5

Estimating the Second-Order State Transition Matrices
The evaluation of second-order partial derivatives is often the most

computationally intense part of an optimization algorithm, as mentioned in
Section 1.2.1.3 and extensively described in Chapter 5. Section 4.3.2 show that,
for the MDDP algorithm, the second-order STMs computation represents up to
95% of the run time. In order to reduce the execution time of the algorithm, the
well-known quasi-Newton Hessian approximations methods are incorporated
into MDDP.
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3.5.1

Quasi-Newton Methods
Quasi-Newton algorithms are method designed to approximate the second-

order order partial derivatives of a nonlinear program. The objective of a typical quasi-Newton algorithm is to find the local minimum of a function J(X).
At iteration p, the estimate Bp of the Hessian H of J with respect to X is
updated as such:
Xp+1 = Xp + ∆Xp
yp = JX (Xp+1 ) − JX (Xp )
Bp+1 = Bp + Up

(3.111)
(3.112)
(3.113)

where Xp is the value of the unknown vector X at iteration p, JX (Xp ) is the
gradient of J with respect to X at that same iteration, and Up is the matrix
update, usually a rank-one or rank-two matrix, depending only on Xp , ∆Xp ,
and yp . Quasi-Newton updates are derived from the quadratic expansion of
JX :
yp = JX (Xp+1 ) − JX (Xp ) = H∆Xp + O(∆Xp2 )

(3.114)

Therefore, the udpate is chosen so that it correctly relates yp and ∆Xp :
Bp+1 ∆Xp = yp

(3.115)

Equation (3.115) is called the quasi-Newton condition or secant condition for
the update. It is unfortunately impossible to extract the full second-order
information from the secant equation. Quasi-Newton methods use a symmetric
update in order to preserve symmetry of the estimate of the Hessian. Most
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updates are rank-one or rank-two matrices [109], Up = arrT or Up = arrT +
bqqT , respectively. The quasi-Newton condition yields:
(Bp + Up )∆Xp = yp
Up ∆Xp = yp − Bp ∆Xp

(3.116)
(3.117)

In the case of a rank-one update:
arrT ∆Xp = yp − Bp ∆Xp

(3.118)

Since arT ∆Xp is a scalar, r has to be proportional to yp −Bp ∆Xp . The simplest
choice for r is r = yp − Bp ∆Xp , resulting in the normalisation condition:
arT ∆Xp = 1, thus defining a. Finally, the rank-one formula is given by:
Bp+1 = Bp +

(yp − Bp ∆Xp )(yp − Bp ∆Xp )T
(yp − Bp ∆Xp )T ∆Xp

(3.119)

In traditional nonlinear programming, the updated estimate of the Hessian is used in conjunction with the gradient to determine the search direction.
It is noted that initial efforts in this study were focused on using QN methods
to estimate the Hessian of the performance index with respect to the control
variables, as in typical applications. Indeed, Sen and Yakowitz [302] and Rakshit and Sen [271] claim having successfully integrated QN techniques in DDP
algorithms. However, in the current study, when QN updates were applied
to the performance index directly, the algorithm generally did not perform
well. In fact, it can be argued that using QN approximations in this manner
is not a well suited strategy for DDP algorithms. As previously discussed (see
(j)

Section 3.3.1), Juu,k is the Hessian of the augmented performance index with
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respect to the controls on the k th segment of leg (j). This Hessian is used in
(j)

concert with the gradient Ju,k to compute a control law for the k th segment
on the next iteration. In Refs. [302], [271] and the initial efforts of this study,
(j)

the QN approximations are utilized to estimate Juu,k , based on the current
(j)

(j)

Juu,k estimate and the current and previous iteration uk and Ju,k . However, in
DDP methods, the gradient and Hessian are computed in a backward sweep
and are explicit functions of downstream control laws. They are therefore only
accurate for future trajectories that exactly obey their associated downstream
control laws. In the DDP architecture, these downstream control laws change
each iteration, and therefore one can not expect the QN condition to hold
(j)

(j)

(Juu,k ∆uk = ∆Ju,k ) even when exact second order partials are computed. In
essence, unlike classic parameter optimization, in the DDP application, the
performance index changes with each iteration and is dependent on downstream control laws that can not be predicted by past iterations. Accordingly,
the authors find the application of QN methods in this context tenuous at
best. Moreover, using a quasi-Newton approximation directly on the objective
function would necessitate to take all Lagrange multipliers into account when
computing the second-order estimate, increasing the dimensions of the update.
Alternatively, the QN approximation is well suited for the second-order
STM approximations because the defining state dynamics are invariant from
iteration to iteration, analagous to the definition of a performance index in
parameter optimization, and do not depend on the Lagrange multipliers. Furthermore, MDDP already decouples the computation of the STMs from the
main optimization algorithm; therefore, the QN application can be imple106

mented with little to no modification to the existing MDDP algorithm. Thus,
in this dissertation, the quasi-Newton update is applied to estimating the
second-order STM. This results in a subtle but important modification of the
typical algorithm: ∆Xp+1 is not computed using a line search and the descent
direction Bp−1 ∇J(Xp ), as it would for a typical quasi-Newton algorithm minimizing a performance index J. Instead, the backward sweep imposes a control
update. Then, the forward propagation using the new control law returns a
value for ∆Xp+1 which is used in the next iteration of the quasi-Newton estimation. The quasi-Newton algorithm thus has no control over the magnitude
of ∆Xp , which may create observability problems when ∆Xp is small. Another
important distinction is the frequency and number of required updates. In a
classic optimization problem there is typically one function (the performance
index) that requires Hessian updates. In the current MDDP application where
the second-order STMs are approximated, there are nx states (and therefore
P
[i]
nx Hessian matrices to estimate), and nseg = m
i=0 n total segments. Each iteration of the single-leg solver requires Hessian updates to (nx × nseg ) separate
functions.
3.5.2

Choosing an Adapted Quasi-Newton Update: the Symmetric
Rank 1 Update
Many quasi-Newton updates are documented in the literature, as intro-

duced in Section 1.2.1.3. Among these, the most commonly utilized methods
include the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell formula (DFP), the Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno update (BFGS) or the modified or “damped” BFGS update
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from Powell [109]. These updates are well suited for use in generic parameter
optimization, partly because they constrain the estimate of the Hessian to be
positive-definite, thus ensuring that a descent direction is selected. Furthermore, it is also common to estimate the inverse of the Hessian in order to avoid
solving a system of linear equations.
However, in this work, the update is applied to the second-order trajectory STMs and not to the Hessian of the objective function. There is
therefore no need to maintain positive-definiteness. In fact, the main criteria
for choosing an update is the accuracy of the approximation compared to the
true Hessian, making any method preserving positive-definiteness overly constrained. Of course, symmetry is still a desired property for the update, as any
Hessian will be symmetric. According to Conn, Gould and Toint [73, 76], the
Symmetric Rank 1 (SR1) update generates more accurate Hessian approximations than other updates for nonquadratic functions. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that the estimates generated by the SR1 update do not require
an exact line search to be accurate [109]. Not requiring a line search is important for the application of a quasi-Newton update to MDDP since ∆Xp is not
computed as in traditional methods. The aforementioned reasons make the
SR1 update the logical choice for an application to MDDP. The simple update
was derived in Section 3.5.1 and is restated here:
Bp+1

rp rTp
= Bp + T
rp ∆Xp

(3.120)

where rp = yp − Bp ∆Xp .
One drawback of the SR1 update is the possibility for the denominator to
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vanish, or to be close to vanishing. To prevent numerical divergence in those
cases, the following condition has to be respected:
krTp ∆Xp k ≥ SR1 krp kk∆Xp k

(3.121)

where SR1 is a constant taken between 0 and 1. In practice, for the problems
considered in this study, SR1 is set to 0.01. If the condition of Eq. (3.121)
does not stand, the previous estimate is reused as is: Bp+1 = Bp .

The quasi-Newton update is applied at each iteration of the MDDP
algorithm, during the leg forward sweep, when the state and the first-order
STM are updated. The augmented state Xk and the first-order STM Φ1k are
computed for each stage k. For iteration p, for the ith element of the state,
the update is applied as follows:
yk,p,i = Φ1k,p+1 (i, :) − Φ1k,p (i, :)

(3.122)

rk,p,i = yk,p,i − Φ2k,p (i, :, :)∆Xk,p

(3.123)

rk,p,i rTk,p,i
rTk,p,i ∆Xk,p

(3.124)

Φ2k,p+1 (i, :, :) = Φ2k,p (i, :, :) +

The quasi-Newton update is applied nx times for every segment at every iteration. It is not applied on the control vector, since u̇ = 0, and therefore
Φ2 (i, :, :) = 0n×n when the ith element is part of the control vector. In the
following, the MDDP algorithm with quasi-Newton second-order sensitivities
is dubbed QMDDP. Chapter 4 contains the application of the MDDP and
QMDDP algorithms to various optimal control problems, and an analysis of
the performance of the quasi-Newton approximations.
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Chapter 4
Applications of the Multiple-Shooting
Differential Dynamic Algorithm

The implementation of the MDDP algorithm presented in Chapter 3
is now applied to constrained nonlinear optimal control problems, in order to
validate the multiple-shooting quadratic expansions and the Augmented Lagrangian formulation, and to examine the performance of the optimal control
solver1 . First, the collection of test cases used in this dissertation is presented.
The MDDP algorithm is applied to diverse optimal control applications, from
the original Brachistochrone problem to spacecraft trajectory design. The
quadratic expansions and update equations of Section 3.3 are validated, and
examples of the behavior of the algorithm with equality and inequality path
1

Work from this chapter was presented as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, A Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic
Programming Algorithm, Paper AAS 17-453, AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics
Meeting, San Antonio, TX, February 2017.
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, Quasi-Newton Differential Dynamic Programming for Robust Low-Thrust Optimization, AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Specialists Conference, Minneapolis, MN, August 2012, doi:10.2514/6.2012-4425

Work from this chapter will be presented as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, Applications of the Multiple-Shooting Differential Dynamic Programming Algorithm with Path and Terminal Constraints, Paper AAS 17-788 AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialists Conference, Stevenson, WA,
August 2017.
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and terminal constraints are given. The performance of the multiple-shooting
formulation is evaluated on several trajectory optimization problems, and the
use of quasi-Newton approximations for the second-order STM is examined
and demonstrated to reduce the computation time for problems with a moderate or high complexity.

4.1

MDDP Algorithm Testing Framework
This section introduces the application cases used for the analysis of

the MDDP algorithm, as well as a number of parameters and settings given
for reproducibility purposes.
4.1.1

A Collection of Optimal Control Problems

4.1.1.1

Quadratic-Linear Problem

A simple problem with quadratic objective function and linear constraints is used to validate the quadratic expansions and update equations.
The problem is taken from Ref. [179], and is described by Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4).
minimize J1 = lN
u

 

rk+1
rk + vk
subject to vk+1  =  vk + uk 
lk+1
lk + kuk k
rN = [1, −1, 0]T

r0 = [1, 1, 1]T , v0 = [1, 1, 1]T
with I.C.
and

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

where rk ∈ R3 (LU) is the position vector at segment k, vk ∈ R3 (LU/TU)
is the velocity vector at the same instant, uk ∈ R3 (LU/TU2 ) is the control
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vector and is akin to an acceleration. The impulse is equivalent to an Euler
integration of the equations of motion with ∆t = 1 TU.
4.1.1.2

Brachistochrone problem

The Brachistochrone problem is the original optimal control problem,
published by Bernouilli in 1696. The problem statement is:
Given two points A and B in a vertical plane, what is the curve
traced out by a point acted on only by gravity, which starts at A
and reaches B in the shortest time.
The Brachistochrone is a minimum-time optimal control problem that can be
described by Eqs. (4.5)-(4.8):
minimize J1 = tf
u
  

ẋ
v sin(u)
subject to ẏ  = v cos(u)
v̇
g cos(u)
x(tf ) = xb , y(tf ) = yb

t0 = 0, x(t0 ) = xa
with I.C.
y(t0 ) = ya , v(t0 ) = 0
and

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

where (x, y) (LU) are the coordinates of the point, v (LU/TU) is its velocity,
and u (rad) is the angle between the direction of movement and the vertical.
4.1.1.3

Van Der Pol Oscillator

The Van Der Pol oscillator is a classical nonlinear second-order system
often used for the validation and analysis of optimal control algorithms [42,
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205, 81]. The problem is described by Eqs. (4.9)-(4.12).
minimize J1 = x3 (tf ) or J2 = tf
u
  

ẋ1
(1 − x22 )x1 − x2 + u

x1
subject to ẋ2  = 
1
2
2
2
(x1 + x2 + u )
ẋ3
2

x2 (tf ) − x1 (tf ) + df = 0,
ul ≤ u ≤ uu
and
x1 ≥ x1,l ,
x2 ≥ x2,l

t0 = 0,
tf = 6
with I.C.
x(t0 ) = [1, 1, 0]
4.1.1.4

(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

One-Dimensional Landing Problem

The one-dimensional landing problem of Ref. 175 is considered. The
thrust appears linearly in the Hamiltonian, resulting in a bang-bang optimal
control.
minimize J1 = −m(tf )
u
  

v
ẋ
u
subject to  v̇  = −g + m
−u
ṁ
g0 ISP

x(tf ) = 0,
v(tf ) =
and
ul ≤ u ≤ uu

t0 = 0,
x(t0 )

v(t0 ) = −0.783, m(t0 )
with I.C.

g0 ISP = 2.349,
g

(4.13)
(4.14)
0
= 1
= 1
= 1

(4.15)
(4.16)

where x (LU) is the height of the spacecraft measured from the ground, v
(LU/TU) is its velocity, and m (MU) its mass. The control vector is u (MU
LU/TU2 ), which is the vehicle thrust. The final time tf (TU) is left free. Note
that the cost J1 is the opposite of the final mass, since the goal is to maximize
the final mass, and MDDP is written to minimize an objective function.
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4.1.1.5

Two-Dimensional Orbit Transfer

A planar orbit transfer problem similar to that from Bryson and Ho
[56, pp. 66-69] is considered. In order to allow for coast arcs, the problem is
slightly modified to aim for a fixed radius while minimizing the consumption
of fuel or the quadratic integral of the thrust, rather than searching for the
largest radius possible in a fixed final time.
minimize J1 = −x5 (tf ) or J2 = x6 (tf )
T,θ

  
x3
x˙1
x4

x˙2  
x1

  
2

x4
µ
T
x˙3  
+
−
sin
θ


 =  x1 x21 x5
subject to 
x˙4   − x3 x4 + T cos θ 

  
x1
x5

x˙5  
−T /(g0 ISP ) 
1 2
x˙6
T
2
(
ul ≤ u ≤ uu , x1 (tf ) = rq
f
and
µ
x3 (tf ) = 0,
x4 (tf ) =
rf

t0 = 0, x(t0 ) = [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]
with I.C.

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)
(4.20)

where x1 (LU) is the radial distance, x2 (rad) the polar angle, x3 (LU/TU)
and x4 (rad/TU) their derivatives, x5 (MU) the mass, x6 (LU2 /TU3 ) is the
integral of the square of the thrust, T (LU/TU2 ) the thrust magnitude, and
θ (rad) the angle of the thrust with respect to the tangential direction. The
gravitational parameter is µ = 1 (LU3 /TU2 ), and g0 ISP = 5 (LU/TU). Note
that the J2 objective function is a quadratic function of the thrust, yielding
a smoother solution than the typical minimum-fuel problem optimizing J1 ,
which results in bang-bang controls.
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4.1.1.6

Three-Dimensional Two-Body Problem

A Cartesian representation of the three-dimensional two-body problem
with piecewise constant parameterization of the controls is used to model lowthrust spacecraft trajectories. The problem is described by Eqs. (4.21)-(4.24):
minimize J1 = −m(tf ) or J2 = x8 (tf )
T
  

v
ṙ
T
 v̇  − rµ3 r + m
+ apert 




subject to   = 
T

− g0 ISP
ṁ
2
T
x˙8
2

ul ≤
T = kTk ≤ uu ,
ul ≤ T ≤ uu
and
r(tf ) = kr(tf )k ≥ rf , r(tf )T v(tf ) = 0

t0 = 0, x(t0 ) = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]
with I.C.

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)
(4.24)

where r ∈ R3 (LU) is the Cartesian position of the spacecraft, v ∈ R3
(LU/TU) its velocity, m (MU) is the mass, T ∈ R3 (LU/TU2 ) is the thrust,
and apert ∈ R3 (LU/TU2 ) is a perturbing acceleration, which can be used to
include the dominant spherical harmonics term J2 for instance. As for the
two-dimensional spacecraft problem, the quadratic integral of the thrust x8
(LU2 /TU3 ) is added to the state vector and results in a smoother optimal
control problem when used as cost. It also is a cost of Lagrange converted into
the Mayer form, demonstrating the validity of the augmentation of the state
vector explained in Section 3.1. Note that the constraints imposed on the controls in Eq. (4.23) are different by nature: the vector constraints ul ≤ T ≤ uu
are handled using the null-space trust-region method whereas the norm constraint ul ≤ T = kTk ≤ uu is satisfied using the Augmented Lagrangian
approach for path inequality constraints. A number of different initial and
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final conditions, as well as different path and terminal constraints are utilized
in the present chapter, and will be introduced alongside their solutions in the
following sections.
4.1.2

Settings & Parameters
For reproducibility purposes, the main tuning parameters and their

values used for the applications in this chapter are listed in Table 4.1. It is
important to keep in mind that, within reasonable limits, the exact parameters should not have significant influence on the robustness of the convergence
and the final solution found by the algorithm. The tuning of these parameters primarily influences the rate of convergence. The values listed below
are the default used for all problems, except where noted. However, different
tunings have been tested to check robustness of the algorithm with respect to
the parameters. Unless noted otherwise, the propagation of the EOMs is accomplished using a fixed-step Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg of order 8 (RKF8). One
integration step is taken per segment. The partial derivatives are obtained
using multi-complex step differentiation.
All simulations in this study use the Intel Visual Fortran Compiler
v.17.0.0.109 on a Windows 7 workstation running on a single core of a quadcore Intel Xeon W3550 CPU with 3.07GHz clock speed, and 24GB of RAM.

4.2

Validation of the MDDP algorithm
The examples presented in this section use the problems of Section 4.1.1

to validate the MDDP algorithm described in Chapter 3. The quadratic ex116

Table 4.1: Tuning parameters and their default values

Parameter
(1 , 2 , 3 )
(κmin , κmax )
(sgB , sgC , sgD , sgCs )

(sgcontrols , sgδs )

(γc , γd )
(α, β)
conv
(, app,0 )
(η, ηapp,0 )
(ζ, ζapp,0 )

Description
See Section 3.4.2
See Section 3.4.2
Safeguards on the feedback matrices Bk , Ck , Dk , and Cs , as described
in Ref. [179]
Safeguards on the control update,
as described in Ref. [179], and similar safeguard on δs
See Eq. (3.47) and Eq. (3.48)
See Algorithm 1
See Section 3.4.3
See Section 3.4.3
See Section 3.4.3
See Section 3.4.3

Value
(0.01, 0.1, 0.5)
(0.5, 1.5)
1010

103

(1.2, 1.2)
(0.2, 0.1)
10−10
(10−6 , 10−2 )
(10−8 , 10−2 )
(10−8 , 10−2 )

pansions and update equations are verified, and the behavior of the algorithm
subject to various equality and inequality path and terminal constraints is
examined. The single-shooting version of the MDDP algorithm (using a single phase and leg) is employed in this section. The single-shooting version
of MDDP includes the single-leg solver as well as the update to the initial
conditions of the single leg and Lagrange multipliers. Examples are shown for
a varied subset of the problems of Section 4.1.1 in order to demonstrate the
capability of the MDDP algorithm to solve general optimal control problems.
4.2.1

Validation of the Quadratic Expansions and Updates for the
Single-Leg Solver
The expansions and update equations of Section 3.3.1 reduce a nonlin-

ear optimal control problem to a sequence of quadratic programs, which are
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Figure 4.1: Solution of the quadratic linear problem. J1 = 1.2807

solved exactly. An optimal control problem with quadratic objective function
subject to linear constraints has a quadratic augmented cost, which will therefore be represented exactly by the expansions in MDDP. The problem is solved
in one iteration (when all safeguards are relaxed and the trust-region radii are
set to infinity) [265, 179].
The solution obtained with the MDDP algorithm with a single leg is
shown in Fig. 4.1. As expected, MDDP converges to the solution in exactly
1 iteration for any number of legs. The expected reductions at each step of
(j)

the algorithm (ER0 , ERλ ) match the cost reductions to machine precision,
therefore confirming that the quadratic expansions represent the system exactly.
4.2.2

Validation of the Treatment of Terminal Constraints
The example of Section 4.2.1 uses a simple equality terminal constraint:

the targeting of a user-specified final state rN = [1, −1, 0]. The Augmented
Lagrangian approach described in Section 3.2 is used to enforce the satisfaction
of this linear constraint. However, the same approach can also be used to
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Figure 4.2: Solutions to the constrained and unconstraints Van Der Pol
oscillator. J1 = 2.8268 for the unconstrained solution, J1 = 2.8658 for the
constrained solution.

enforce more complex terminal constraints, as is demonstrated in this section.
First, the Van Der Pol problem is solved with the terminal constraint
described in Eq. (4.11) active and inactive, and df = 0.5. The solutions
presented in Fig. 4.2 demonstrate the respect of the control bounds, as well
as the satisfaction of the terminal constraint. As expected, the cost is lower
when the problem is unconstrained.
The one-dimensional landing problem of Section 4.1.1.4 is then solved
with an inequality constraint on the velocity:
v(tf ) ≤ 0

or

v(tf ) ≥ 0

(4.25)

This example is designed to show that inequality constraints are treated like
equality constraints when active (in this example, when v(tf ) ≥ 0), and ignored
when inactive. The solution shown in Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the expected bangbang controls when the constraint is active, and keeps the initial guess of zero
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Figure 4.3: Solutions to the 1D landing problem with active and
inactive terminal constraint on velocity. J1 = −m(tf ) = −1 MU for the
inactive solution, J1 = −m(tf ) = −0.39527 MU for the active solution.

thrust when the constraint is inactive.
Finally, a Hohmann transfer is simulated using the three-dimensional
spacecraft of Section 4.1.1.6. The initial conditions are fixed as in Eq. (4.24),
the final radius is rf = 3 LU, the control constraints are relaxed, the final time
q
3
is set to half a revolution of the transfer orbit (tf = π 21 = 8.8858 TU), and
the problem is solved with active and inactive terminal constraint on circularity
(r(tf )T v(tf ) = 0). The trajectories shown in Fig. 4.4 are almost identical to
each other, the only difference being the last thrust segment which circularizes
the trajectory in the constrained case. As expected, the trajectories are similar
to Hohmann transfers, with single thrust segments taking the spacecraft onto
the transfer ellipse. The slight rotation of the line of nodes is due to the
length of the thrust segment (in contrast to the impulsive ∆V of the Hohmann
transfer). The unconstrained solution has a higher final mass, since it does
not require a thrust segment to circularize the trajectory.
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Figure 4.4: Solutions to the 3D Hohmann transfer with active and
inactive terminal constraint on circularity. J1 = −m(tf ) = −0.95581 when
the circular constraint is inactive, J1 = −m(tf ) = −0.92401 when it is
active.

4.2.3

Validation of the Treatment of Path Constraints
In order to confirm that the treatment of the path constraints presented

in Section 3.2 is implemented correctly, and yields feasible solutions to the
optimal control problems, the problems of Section 4.1.1 are solved with active
path constraints. Examples shown in this section use the Brachistochrone
problem, the Van Der Pol oscillator, and the 3D spacecraft problem.
The Brachistochrone problem is solved with initial and final conditions
(xa , ya ) = (0, 0) LU and (xb , yb ) = (2.0, −2.0) LU. The inequality path constraint described by Eq. (4.26) is added to the problem, so that the motion is
restricted to be outside of a disk of prescribed center and radius.


dmin − (x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2 ≤ 0
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(4.26)
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Figure 4.5: Solutions to the contrained and unconstrained
Brachistochrone problem. J1 = tf = 0.82446 TU for the unconstrained
solution, J1 = tf = 0.91495 TU for the constrained solution 1, and
J1 = tf = 0.85870 TU for the constrained solution 2.

with (xc , yc ) = (1, −1.7) LU and dmin = 0.4 LU2 . The results obtained with
the MDDP algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.5. The unconstrained solution, as
well as two solutions to the constrained problem obtained with different initial
guesses for the controls are exhibited. The adherence to the path constraint
is verified.
The Van Der Pol problem with active terminal constraint (see Fig. 4.2)
is modified to include the path constraints (x1 − x1,l ≥ 0) and (x2 − x2,l ≥ 0).
The bounds are (x1,l , x2,l ) = (−0.4, 0.1). The resulting optimal solution is
depicted in Fig. 4.6b, which once again demonstrates satisfaction of the path
constraints.
Finally, the control constraints of Eq. (4.23) are activated in the Hohmann
example of Section 4.2.2. The scalar bounds are (ul , uu ) = (10−4 , 0.2). The
vector constraints (bounding each Cartesian element of the thrust using the
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Figure 4.6: Solutions to the contrained and unconstrained Van Der Pol
oscillator. J1 = 2.8658 for the unconstrained problem, J1 = 4.1716 for the
constrained problem.

null-space trust-region method) are set to be much looser than the thrust
magnitude constraint, ensuring that the latter constraint is satisfied using
the Augmented Lagrangian approach. The resulting control law, shown in
Fig. 4.7, presents the expected bang-bang structure for a maximum-mass (or
minimum-fuel) problem.

4.3

Performance Analysis of the Multiple-Shooting Formulation
The single-shooting version of MDDP, including the treatment of equal-

ity and inequality path and terminal constraints, has been validated in Section 4.2.1. The present section displays applications of the multiple-shooting
formulation to different optimal control problems. First, the expansions of
Section 3.3 are verified once more using the quadratic linear problem and 10
legs. The solution of Fig. 4.8 is obtained in exactly one iteration, and all ex-
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Figure 4.8: Solutions of the quadratic linear problem with 10 legs.
J = 1.2807

pected reductions match real cost reductions to machine precision. Note that
the cost is discontinuous, since it is equivalent to a cost of Mayer, and can be
set to 0 at the beginning of each leg, as explained in Eq. (3.13).
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The set of test cases used to demonstrate the functionality of the
multiple-shooting formulation is described hereafter:
• Brachistochrone: The variations of the Brachistochrone problem presented in Section 4.2.1 are denoted by Brach1 for the unconstrained
problem and Brach2 for the constrained problem. Their solutions are
given in Fig. 4.5.
• Van Der Pol oscillator: VDP1 and VDP2 designate the unconstrained
and constrained Van Der Pol problems of Section 4.2.3, respectively.
Their solutions are given in Fig. 4.6.
• Minimum-time Van Der Pol: The problems noted VDP3 and VDP4
use the J2 = tf cost function of Eq. (4.9). This variant is a minimumtime problem with linear controls, and is expected to have a bang-bang
structure, which is exhibited in Figure 4.9b. The problem is solved with
inactive (VDP3) and active (VDP4) path constraints, and the solutions
obtained with 20 legs for both problems are shown in Fig. 4.9.
• 1D landing: The one-dimensional landing problem of Section 4.2.2 is
noted 1D, and its solution is presented in Fig. 4.3.
• 2D Spacecraft: The two-dimensional spacecraft problem in polar coordinates is used to simulate a planar orbital transfer from a circular
orbit at radius 1 LU to a circular orbit at 3 LU, as in the 3D spacecraft problem. The thrust is bounded [(ul , uu ) = (0.01, 0.2)] using the
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unconstrained solution, and J2 = tf = 5.8242 TU for the constrained
problem.

null-space trust-region method, or using the Augmented Lagrangian approach, which results in identical converged solutions, but different iteration counts. 2DS1 utilizes J2 and the null-space trust-region method,
2DS2 uses J2 and the Augmented Lagrangian approach, while 2DS3 and
2DS4 optimize J1 and use the null-space and Augmented Lagrangian approaches respectively. The solution for both the minimum-fuel (J1 ) and
the minimum quadratic thrust (J2 ) are shown in Fig. 4.10.
• 3D Spacecraft: The three-dimensional spacecraft problem introduced
in Section 4.2.3, with active path constraints, is noted 3DS2, and its
solution is in Fig. 4.7. 3DS1 designates the minimum quadratic thrust
(using J2 ) variant of the same problem.
The number of iterations required to obtain convergence on each of
these 13 problems is shown in Table 4.2, with varying number of legs nl ∈
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Figure 4.10: Solutions of the minimum-fuel (2DS3 and 2DS4) and
minimum-thrust (2DS1 and 2DS2) 2D spacecraft problem.
J1 = −m(tf ) = −0.90893 for the minimum-fuel problem, and J2 = 2.6449
for the minimum thrust problem.

[1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20], resulting in 65 multiple-shooting test cases. The multipleshooting formulation fails to converge in a single case, for 3DS1 with 10 legs.
While this failure could be remedied by altering the initial guess or some of the
algorithm parameters, the present section aims at giving statistical insights for
the baseline settings of Section 4.1.2, rather than finely tune each example.
The converged solutions for multiple-legs are identical to the single-shooting
version, up to the prescribed convergence tolerance. Table 4.2 demonstrates
the capability of the MDDP algorithm to solve optimal control problems using
a multiple-shooting formulation.
Table 4.2 also shows that, while the multiple-shooting formulation converges in most cases, it does not usually lower the iteration count or improve
the convergence rate. The examples used in this section have a relatively low
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Table 4.2: Number of iterations for the collection of
problems

# of legs
Problem
Brach1
Brach2
VDP1
VDP2
VDP3
VDP4
1D
2DS1
2DS2
2DS3
2DS4
3DS1
3DS2

1

2

4

5

10

20

21
28
22
56
147
76
48
46
73
104
167
51
65

61
190
29
70
81
91
51
50
114
176
168
104
179

137
180
36
78
110
86
75
52
103
386
324
70
336

75
84
38
67
106
64
75
72
77
338
260
94
396

98
103
42
71
102
87
132
93
131
162
282
N/A
273

125
123
44
81
293
86
273
84
158
322
353
754
1948

complexity, especially when compared to multiple-body spacecraft trajectories. Therefore, the benefits of splitting the sensitivities are not as important
as the increase in complexity due to the addition of unknown states and of linkage constraints. The results obtained with a single-leg on the two-dimensional
spacecraft problem also demonstrate that, when simple bounds are present, it
is more efficient to treat them using the null-space trust-region method (2DS1
and 2DS3) than using the Augmented Lagrangian approach (2DS2 and 2DS4),
as suggested in Ref. [72].
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4.3.1

Multiple-Revolution Orbit transfer
In this example, which uses the two-dimensional spacecraft problem,

the time of flight is chosen to yield approximately 40 revolutions for an orbital
transfer from a circular orbit or radius 1 LU to a circular orbit of radius 3
LU. The objective function is chosen to be a quadratic function of the thrust,
yielding a smoother solution than the typical minimum-fuel problem. The
solution is presented in Fig. 4.11, and the controls display the expected sinusoidal shape (small variations about the velocity direction). The long time
of flight and multiple revolutions yield a highly sensitive trajectory, a difficulty that can be mitigated by the multiple-shooting formulation. In order
to demonstrate this capability, the norm of the displacement predicted by the
first-and second-order STM is plotted as a function of the segment number in
Fig. 4.12. This proxy metric for sensitivity is calculated as:
∆k =

Φ1 (k, 0)δX0 + 21 δXT0 •2 Φ2 (k, 0)δX0
kδXk k
=
kδX0 k
kδX0 k

(4.27)

where, if v is an N × 1 vector and T an N × N × N tensor:
(v •2 T )(i, j) =

N
X

T (i, p, j)v(p)

(4.28)

p=1

The sensitivity of the final state with respect to initial conditions is
significantly decreased when using multiple legs, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.12.
This well-known property of multiple-shooting methods increases their robustness to bad initial guesses. This property can enable optimal control solutions
to highly sensitive problems that are otherwise intractable using single shooting methods. Figure 4.12 shows the sensitivities are reduced by about two
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity metric as computed in Eq. (4.27)

orders of magnitude when using 10 legs instead of 1. Note that in this case,
the displacements ∆k for the first iteration or the solution are quite similar,
which is understandable since the initial trajectory is relatively close to the
solution.
4.3.2

Quasi-Newton Numerical Results
In this section, the quasi-Newton modification of the MDDP algorithm

(QMDDP) is tested on the optimal control problems presented in Section 4.3,
in order to analyze the performance of the quasi-Newton approximations to the
second-order STM. Several scenarios are examined, and compared to the full
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Figure 4.13: Speedup and iteration ratio of the quasi-Newton scenarios
for the Brachistochrone problems

second-order algorithm (noted SO). A pure quasi-Newton method, denoted QN,
does not utilize any second-order information and relies on approximations
only. The second-order STM is initialized at 0, and subsequent iterations
improve the approximation. In the QNI scenario, the full second-order STM
is evaluated at the first iteration, in order to give a better initial guess to the
quasi-Newton method. In the QN10, QN20, and QN50 scenarios, the full-second
order STM is evaluated every 10, 20 and 50 iterations respectively. Figures 4.13
to 4.17 contain the speedups [Eq. (4.29)] and iteration ratio [Eq. (4.30)] for
all 13 problems, varying the number of legs, and quasi-Newton scenario. A
barred white cell indicates that the corresponding problem did not converge.
ttot,SO
ttot,QN*
niter,QN*
It =
niter,SO

SU =

(4.29)
(4.30)

As expected, the algorithm is usually faster when using quasi-Newton
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Figure 4.14: Speedup and iteration ratio of the quasi-Newton scenarios
for the Van Der Pol problems

approximations, yet requires more iterations to reach convergence. The increase in iteration number is due in part to the inaccurate second-order information yielding imperfect descent directions. The QMDDP algorithm also
tends to take smaller steps: the computation of the expected reduction uses
the second-order sensitivities, and is corrupted by the quasi-Newton approximations. The trust-region management strategy explained in Section 3.4.2
therefore yields reduced trust-region radii as compared to the full second-order
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Figure 4.15: Speedup and iteration ratio of the quasi-Newton scenarios
for the one-dimensional landing problem

case.
In spite of the increased iteration count, the quasi-Newton approach
yields lower runtimes for most application cases. Indeed, the most computationally intense step of the MDDP algorithm is the evaluation of the full
second-order STM. The maximum speedup per iteration can be computed for
each test case:
SUmax =

titer
titer − tSO + tFO

(4.31)

where titer (s) is the average runtime per iteration, tSO (s) is the time required
for a full second-order STM computation, and tFO (s) is the time required for
a first-order STM computation, which is still necessary in the quasi-Newton
scenarios. Figure 4.18 shows the maximum speedups per iteration for each test
case. As expected, the speedups are tied to the complexity of the equations
of motion, suggesting that the quasi-Newton approach will be more beneficial
for complex dynamics.
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Figure 4.16: Speedup and iteration ratio of the quasi-Newton scenarios
for the two-dimensional spacecraft problems

The results of Figs. 4.13 to 4.17 show that the maximum speedup is
rarely attained, due to the higher iteration count. The impact of the quasiNewton approximations is also decreased when the number of legs is increased.
This is explained by the additional computations necessary for the initial conditions and Lagrange multipliers updates when adding unknown states and
new linkage conditions. The computation of the full second-order STM becomes less prevalent on the total runtime when adding legs. Moreover, it
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is apparent that the different quasi-Newton scenarios yield similar speedups.
Therefore, utilizing an initialization strategy such as QN10 when the secondorder partials are available allows to reduce the runtime while limiting the
decrease in robustness, since the full second-order STM is computed every 10
iterations.
For completeness, other quasi-Newton updates were tested in the pre135

sented framework: the DFP update, the BFGS update, as well as Powell’s
Damped Algorithm. Consistent with the discussion in Section 3.5.2, none of
these convexity preserving updates originated acceptable results, as the algorithm did not converge for most of the benchmark problems. In addition, a
simple first-order method was tested: the second-order STM was set to 0N xN xN
for each iteration, therefore canceling any feedback controls and second-order
effects. Similarly, the resulting algorithm did not converge for most benchmark
problems.
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Chapter 5
On the Computation and Accuracy of
Trajectory State Transition Matrices

In this chapter1 , the different methods for partials computation presented in Section 1.2.2 are described, and compared in terms of timing and
accuracy. The differences between using a variable- or a fixed-step integrator
for the computations are emphasized. A number of problems appear when using variable-step integrators, because of the changing integration path. These
subtleties are examined in detail and recommendations are made to improve
the quality of the partials obtained by practitioners. The first part of the
chapter provides explanations of the three methods used for sensitivity computations, as well as some details of their implementation. The results obtained
for different tests and metrics on a variety of orbital problems are presented
in the second part.
1

Work from this chapter was published in a peer-reviewed journal as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, On the Computation and Accuracy of Trajectory State Transition Matrices, Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Vol.
39 No.11, pp.2485-2499, November 2016, doi:10.2514/1.G001920

Work from this chapter was presented as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, On the Accuracy of Trajectory StateTransition Matrices, Paper AAS 15-785, AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialists Conference, Vail, CO, August 2015
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5.1

Methods
This section presents three common methods used for the computation

of partial derivatives, which were introduced in Section 1.2.2. The methods
are applied to the computation of the first- and second-order STMs (see Section 2.1.1) which are essential to the MDDP algorithm.
5.1.1

Variational Equations
The variational equations, when available, allow the practitioner to

propagate the STMs directly alongside the trajectory. The equations are added
to the equations of motion (EOMs), and the state is augmented with the firstand second-order STMs. Consider a state vector containing N elements, and
subject to the EOMs:
Ẋ = f (X)

(5.1)

The dynamics function f is assumed to be well-behaved (at least of class C 2
over the whole domain). If time explicitly appears in the right hand side of
Eq. (5.1) it can be removed by augmenting the state with a time element.
Then the variational equations are:
Φ̇1 = fX Φ1

(5.2)
T

Φ̇2 = fX •1 Φ2 + Φ1 • fXX • Φ1

(5.3)

where fX is the Jacobian matrix of the dynamics function f , fXX is its Hessian,
and the • operator is defined in Section 2.1.
Propagating the STMs alongside the state means propagating N +N 2 +
N 3 equations simultaneously, which can have an impact on the integration
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path (see Section 5.2.2.1). It is possible to take advantage of the symmetry of
the second-order partials [Eq. (2.16)], but this results in a loss of the matrix
notation, and the resulting expressions are tedious to implement with the
variational equations, since Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3) use matrix algebra. In this
study, symmetry is not considered with the variational equations. However,
it is noted that judicious code optimization will identify repeated expressions,
thus accounting to first order for any symmetry automatically. The size of the
state, however, remains N + N 2 + N 3 .
In order to propagate the STMs, the fX matrix and fXX tensor must be
available. Symbolic manipulation software (Maple) is used to obtain analytical
derivatives of the dynamics. The required partials are computed analytically,
and Maple’s code generation capabilities are used to create optimized Fortran
code for each case (f , {f, fX }, {f, fX , fXX }). Symbolic manipulation software
can often yield inefficient code, due to insufficient factoring, generating repeated computations. Maple offers an optimize option, which helps reducing
repeat computations. An alternative but less efficient way of obtaining the
variational equations would be to use the finite difference or CSD methods on
the dynamics function alone.
When using numerical integration to propagate equations of motion
and variational equations, the resulting state trajectory is an approximation
of the true trajectory up to an order that depends on the integrator. However,
the computed STMs are the derivatives of the approximated trajectory (to
roundoff error) for the fixed-step integrator. In the simplest case of the Euler
integrator with a fixed-step δt, the update equation for the state and first-order
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STM are:
Xi+1 = Xi + f (Xi )δt

(5.4)

Φ1i+1 = Φ1i + fX |Xi Φ1i δt

(5.5)

Then, by definition of Φ1 :
Φ1i+1 = Φ1 (ti+1 , t0 ) =

∂Xi+1
∂X0

(5.6)

Taking the partial of Eq. (5.4) with respect to X0 yields:
∂Xi
∂f
∂Xi+1
=
+
∂X0
∂X0
∂X

∂Xi
δt
Xi ∂X0

= Φ1i + fX |Xi Φ1i δt

(5.7)
(5.8)

Equation (5.5) and Eq. (5.8) are identical, demonstrating that the approximation of the STM generated by the integrator [Eq. (5.5)] is indeed the partial
of the approximated state generated by the same integrator on the same path
[Eq. (5.8)].
In the case of a variable-step integrator, the time increment δt is computed from the approximation of the error at the previous step (δt = δt(Xi ))
[267]. Therefore, Eq. (5.8) becomes:

The

∂δt
∂X

∂Xi+1
∂Xi
∂f
=
+
∂X0
∂X0
∂X

(5.9)

= Φ1i +

(5.10)

∂Xi
∂δt
∂Xi
δt + f (Xi )
∂X Xi ∂X0
Xi ∂X0
!
∂δt
fX |Xi δt + f (Xi )
Φ1i
∂X Xi

term in Eq. (5.10) is not found in Eq. (5.5). Therefore, the variational

equations do not capture the changes to the state due to a change in the
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integration step sizes. Similar derivations can be made for the second-order
STM, and for higher order integrators. The partial derivative of the integration
step size was also derived by Ellison et al. [95], in order to compute time of flight
derivatives. This subtle shortfall of the variational equations when propagated
with variable-step integrators will be demonstrated in Section 5.2.2.2. The
result, however, is consistent with the practitioners’ experience that fixedstep integrators often work better than their variable-step counterparts when
embedded inside a root-solving or optimization algorithm [25].
For the variable-step integrator used in this chapter (Runge-KuttaFehlberg (7)8), the δt update equation is:

δti+1 = δt(Xi ) = 0.8δti

u(Xi )
v(Xi )

 45
(5.11)

where  is the tolerance input to the variable-step integrator. The function
u(Xi ) = kXi k is used to scale the tolerance to the considered problem. The
function v(Xi ) is the embedded error, and is computed from the difference
between the approximations of order 7 and 8. Then:

− 1 ∂u
∂v
4
∂δt
u(Xi ) 5 ∂X Xi v(Xi ) − u(Xi ) ∂X
=  5 0.64δti
∂X Xi
v(Xi )
v(Xi )2
The

∂δt
∂X

!
Xi

(5.12)

4

term in Eq. (5.10) is a factor of  5 , and will therefore have a greater

impact for low accuracy propagations, when the tolerance is loose, as is demonstrated in Section 5.2.2.2.
5.1.2

Complex Step Derivative
The complex step approach is based on the Taylor Series of complex an-

alytic functions, and is described extensively in [202]. The resulting expression
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for the first-order derivative of an analytic function f is:
f 0 (x) =

=(f (x + ih))
+ O(h2 )
h

(5.13)

The main difference between this complex approach and the classic finite differences methods (see Section 5.1.3) is the absence of subtraction between
two function evaluations. This absence allows the perturbation h to have a
very small magnitude, as it will not introduce subtraction cancellation error.
Therefore the truncation error can be made arbitrarily small, and the derivative can be approximated to the same precision as the function itself. Martins
demonstrated that the CSD approximation is similar to the forward mode
of Algorithmic Differentiation methods, with some extra computations being
performed for the CSD method [201].
The CSD approximation was extended to high-order derivatives by Lantoine et al. [181] with the use of multi-complex numbers, a multi-dimensional
generalization of complex numbers. In order to obtain the second-order STMs
studied in this chapter, bi-complex numbers are necessary. Bi-complex numbers q ∈ C2 are defined as:
C2 = {z1 + i2 z2 | z1 , z2 ∈ C} = {x1 + i1 x2 + i2 x3 + i1 i2 x4 | x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ∈ R}
(5.14)
Then the first- and second-order derivatives of a function of two variables are
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computed as such:
∂ 2 f (x, y)
∂x2
2
∂ f (x, y)
∂y 2
2
∂ f (x, y)
∂x∂y
∂f (x, y)
∂x
∂f (x, y)
∂y

=
=
=
=
=

=12 (f (x + hi1 + hi2 , y))
h2
=12 (f (x, y + hi1 + hi2 ))
h2
=12 (f (x + hi1 , y + hi2 ))
h2
=1 (f (x + hi1 + hi2 , y))
=2 (f (x + hi1 + hi2 , y))
=
h
h
=1 (f (x, y + hi1 + hi2 ))
=2 (f (x, y + hi1 + hi2 ))
=
h
h

(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)

where, if q = x1 + i1 x2 + i2 x3 + i1 i2 x4 ,
=1 (q) = x2

=2 (q) = x3

=12 (q) = x4

(5.20)

The implementation of the CSD and multi-complex approaches are
described by Martins et al. [202] and Lantoine et al. [181] respectively. A
Fortran dynamic library implemented by the author, which includes all the
operator and intrinsic functions overloading needed to work with complex and
bi-complex numbers, is used in the present study. The code for the real number implementation of the function requiring differentiation needs to be modified so that it can accept complex and bi-complex arguments. In the case of
trajectory propagation, the function itself is the whole integration, and the
variable definitions parts of the code for the integrators and dynamics have
to be modified. A Python preprocessor called generize is written to execute
those changes. It takes Fortran files as an input and returns a “generic” version of the files: each procedure contained in the files is duplicated, the type
of the variables is changed, and an interface is written, allowing all procedures
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in the file to be called with real, complex or bi-complex arguments. With the
CSD algorithm, it is trivial to take advantage of the symmetry of the secondorder STM [Eq. (2.16)]. Accordingly, the implementation used in this chapter,
as well as in the rest of the dissertation, computes only the necessary unique
terms. Comparisons of the computational times needed for the integration of
complex or bicomplex states to the other approaches are made in Section 5.2.3.
The CSD method propagates the EOMs using complex or bi-complex
numbers, whereas the state is usually propagated using only double precision
real numbers. Therefore, the roundoff error in the dynamics computations can
be different when propagating the STMs or the state. This minor difference
in roundoff error creates a difference in the error estimates, which is amplified
when those estimates are used to compute the next step size. Changing the
integration path yields inaccuracies in the partials. However, the differences
are negligible for the cases considered in the current chapter. While CSD
and AD have been proved to be linked [202], automatic differentiation should
not present the same behavior, as it does not use complex numbers for the
propagation.
When using the CSD approximation, the whole integration process is
computed using complex or bi-complex numbers. Therefore, the CSD generates approximations of the derivatives of the whole process, including the
embedded step size adjustement. Including the sensitivity of the step size term
is a subtle but important advantage of CSD and AD methods over the variational equations, when using a variable-step integrator (see Section 5.2.2.2).
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5.1.3

Finite Differences
A common technique for numerical differentiation is the finite differ-

ence method, because it does not require extra dynamics (as for the variational equations), and is relatively easy to implement. Moreover, using the
variational equations or the CSD method is not always possible, for instance
when using black-box codes, such as linear algebra packages. The different
formulas for finite differences are obtained from the truncation and combination of Taylor series expansions. The simplest examples of such methods are
the forward differences (FD) and central differences (CD), computed as such
for a function of one variable:

5.1.3.1

f (x + h) − f (x)
+ O(h)
h
f (x + h) − f (x − h)
=
+ O(h2 )
2h

f 0 (x)FD =

(5.21)

f 0 (x)CD

(5.22)

Generic Finite Differences

The expressions in Eq. (5.21) and Eq. (5.22) suffer from a truncation
error depending on the magnitude of the perturbation h. However, they also
suffer from floating point arithmetic errors, especially when h becomes small
[156, 115]. Therefore, a generic finite differences algorithm is implemented,
which computes the stencil and coefficients needed for any order approximation of the derivatives. Higher-order approximations yield smaller truncation
errors, and the magnitude of h can be increased, therefore reducing the floating point arithmetic error as well. The generic finite differences approximation
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[116] is written:
n+1

X
hd (d)
f (x) =
βi f (x + αi h) + O(hn+1 )
d!
i=1
f

(d)

n+1
d! X
(x) = d
βi f (x + αi h) + O(hn+1−d )
h i=1

(5.23)
(5.24)

where αi ’s comprise the stencil, and βi ’s are the coefficients. For first-order
partials:
n+1

1X
βi f (x + αi h) + O(hn )
f (x) =
h i=1
0

(5.25)

The forward differences formula of Eq. (5.21) uses n = 1, α = [0, 1] and
β = [−1, +1]. The central differences formula of Eq. (5.22) has n = 2 and
α = [−1, 0, 1] and β = [− 12 , 0, + 12 ]. In general, for an arbitrary order n, the
Taylor series expansions can be expressed as:
f (x + αh) =

n
X
αj hj

j!

j=0

f (j) (x) + O(hn )

(5.26)

Then Eq. (5.25) can be written:
n+1

n

1 X X αij hj (j)
f (x) =
βi
f (x) + O(hn )
h i=1 j=0 j!
0

n+1

f 0 (x) =

(5.27)

n

1 XX
hj
βi αij f (j) (x) + O(hn )
h i=1 j=0
j!
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(5.28)

Equation (5.28) equation can be expressed in matrix form:

T 

f (x)
β1
1
...
1
 β2   f 0 (x) 
 α1 h
. . . αn+1 h 




  00

1
2
2 
 1 α12 h2 . . . 1 αn+1
  f (x) 
h
β
f 0 (x) = 
3
2


2
 
h
 . . .
...
. . .  . . .   . . . 
1 n n
n
α h . . . n!1 αn+1
hn βn+1
f (n) (x)
n! 1

T 


f (x)
β1
1
...
1
 α1 h . . . αn+1 h  β2   f 0 (x) 

  1 00
 2 2

1
2 
2
  f (x) 
 α1 h . . . αn+1
β
h
= 
3
2

 


h
 . . . . . .
. . .  . . .   . . . 
1 (n)
n
hn βn+1
α1n hn . . . αn+1
f (x)
n!


(5.29)

In order for Eq. (5.29) to be verified, the coefficients αi and βi must be a
solution of:



1
 α1
 2
 α1

. . .
α1n

  

0
β1
...
1




. . . αn+1  β2   1 

2
 β3  =  0 
. . . αn+1
  

. . . . . .  . . .  . . .
n
βn+1
0
. . . αn+1

(5.30)

The system in Eq. (5.30) is called a Vandermonde system, and efficient algorithms are available for solving it [39]. The implementation used in the present
work is based on the solution found in Ref. [267]. The stencil is taken to be
equally spaced, and constructed to correspond to either forward, backward
or central differences. The resulting coefficients have been checked using the
known solutions found by Fornberg [116].
High-order approximations of the derivatives usually improve the accuracy, but they also present drawbacks: 1) the high number of function evaluations obviously increases the compute time, although the trade-off may be
worth it for very sensitive problems where the accuracy of the partials is essential to convergence; 2) the function must remain continuous for all the
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evaluations (meaning for all αi ’s), which widens the range around the reference point where the function must be continuous. In the particular case
of STM computations using a variable-step integrator, the number of steps
taken by the propagation must remain the same over the range of α’s (see
Section 5.2.2.3).
5.1.3.2

Second-Order Finite Differences

Equation (5.30) can be slightly modified to obtain the coefficients for
second-order derivatives:

1
 α1
 2
 α1

 ...
α1n+1

  

...
1
0
β1
 β2   0 
. . . αn+2 
  

2
 β3  =  2 
. . . αn+2
  

. . . . . .  . . .  . . .
n+1
βn+2
0
. . . αn+2

(5.31)

For multivariate functions, the gradient is obtained by solving the system of Eq. (5.30) and applying Eq. (5.25) on each dimension of the state.
Each element is obtained by applying one derivative approximation after the
2

∂ f
other ( ∂x∂y
=

∂ ∂f
∂x
∂y

). Therefore, the second-order derivative of a function of

two variables f (x, y) can be approximated by:
n+1 n+1
∂f (x, y)
1 XX
= 2
βi βj f (x + αi h, y + αj h) + O(hn−1 )
∂x∂y
h i=1 j=1

(5.32)

In the following, the derivatives computed using Eq. (5.25) and (5.32)
will be called generic finite differences, and are computed with n = 4. The
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corresponding stencil and coefficients are:
α = [−2

1
β=
12

− 1 0 1 2]
−

2
3

0

2
3

(5.33)
−

1
12


(5.34)

When using a variable-step integrator, the integration path and the
step sizes will change for each propagation of a perturbed X. Therefore, the
finite differences methods capture the changes due to the step size function (see
Eq. (5.9) and Section 5.2.2.2). Similar to the CSD approximation, it is trivial
to take advantage of the symmetry of the second-order STM [Eq. (2.16)] when
using finite differences, and the implementation used in this work computes
only the necessary unique terms.
The magnitude of the perturbation magnitude h is critical for the accuracy of finite difference methods. In order to obtain the most accurate partials
for this chapter, the perturbation magnitude is tuned using a process described
in Section 5.2.1.4.

5.2

Applications
In order to demonstrate the subtle differences between the three meth-

ods presented in Section 5.1, several applications are implemented and the
results are analyzed. The test cases and applications are explained, and different types of numerical results are presented. First, the differences between
fixed- and variable-step integration are highlighted. Then, the accuracy and
computational efficiency of all methods are compared.
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All integrations are performed using explicit integration routines: the
variable-step integrator used is a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator of order 8
with embedded order 7 (RKF(7)8), and the fixed-step integrator is a RungeKutta-Fehlberg integrator of order 8 (RKF8). Note however, that other integration schemes (such as some implicit or predictor-corrector methods) also
utilize multiple segments and variable-step sizes to adaptively capture the dynamics. Therefore, the general conclusions of the tests below are expected to
apply more broadly to other variable-step integrators.
All simulations in this study use the Intel Visual Fortran compiler XE
12.1.6 on a Windows 7 workstation running on a single core of a quad-core
Intel Xeon W3550 CPU with 3.07GHz clock speed, and 24GB of RAM.
5.2.1

The Testing Framework

5.2.1.1

Test Cases

The set of test cases consists of three unstable three-body periodic orbits, and two two-body orbits. For the three-body orbits, the initial conditions
for the primary and secondary (in units of LU and TU) are:
[x0

y0

z0

ẋ0

ẏ0

ż0 ]Tm1 = [−µ 0 0 0

[x0

y0

z0

ẋ0

ẏ0

ż0 ]Tm2 = [1 − µ 0 0 0 1 − µ 0]T

where µ is the dimensionless mass ratio

m2
,
m1 +m2

− µ 0]T

(5.35)
(5.36)

and the typical equations of

motion are described by Szebehely [319]. The equations of motion are normalized for numerical conditioning purposes. The initial conditions of the
three-body periodic orbits are given in Table 5.1, and the trajectories are plot150

Table 5.1: Initial conditions for the 3-body periodic orbits

PO 1
PO 2
PO 3
x0 (LU)
0.8982275190
1.0486505808
0.974785880
y0 (LU)
0.0
0.0
0.0
z0 (LU)
0.0
0.0
0.0712951519
ẋ0 (LU/TU)
0.0
0.0
0.0
ẏ0 (LU/TU)
-0.01806028472
-0.09354853663
-0.526306975
ż0 (LU/TU)
0.0
0.0
0.0
TP (TU)
25.13898226
70.53945041
2.5177274065
µ
2.528009215 E-5 2.528009215 E-5
0.01215509906
λmax
2.468621114 2.804814246 E7
17.632688124
2
kΦ k
1.881880182 E4 8.290465853 E17 5.182997297 E6
All periodic orbits are found using differential correction

ted in Fig. 5.1. The λmax value is the largest eigenvalue of the monodromy
matrix (first-order STM applied over a full period), and is used as a proxy
for the degree of sensitivity of the trajectory. High values of λmax indicate
highly sensitive orbits (λmax > 1 is a formal indication of instability [110, 50]).
The norm of the second-order STM Φ2 is further given as an indication of
nonlinearity. The sensitivity and nonlinearity of the dynamics are important
in this section as they impact the quality of the derivatives. Gradient-based
solvers working with such highly sensitive trajectories are limited to taking
very small steps from iteration to iteration, thereby accentuating the importance of smoothness and accuracy of the model sensitivities. As can be noted
on Table 5.1, PO2 is several orders of magnitude more sensitive and nonlinear
than the other three-body orbits, due to multiple close fly-bys of the secondary.
The two-body orbits both have the same initial conditions (with units
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Figure 5.1: Three-body periodic orbits test cases

of LU and TU):
[x0

y0

z0

ẋ0

ẏ0

ż0 ]T = [1 0 0 0 1 0]T

(5.37)

The standard gravitational parameter is Gm = 1 LU3 /TU2 , and the typical
equations of motion are found in Section 2.2.1. TB1 is a single revolution of
a circular Keplerian orbit (period tf = 2π TU). TB2 has a perturbing thrust
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Figure 5.2: The two-body orbits

along the velocity vector:
ap = a

v
LU/TU2
rv

(5.38)

where v is the velocity vector, v is the velocity, r is the distance to the attracting body, and a is the acceleration and equals to 7.10−4 LU2 /TU2 . TB2
is propagated for tf = 900π TU, corresponding to approximately 100 revolutions of the spiraling orbit. TB2 is several orders of magnitude more sensitive than TB1. The largest eigenvalue of the first-order STM for TB2 is
λmax = 8.9810.103 , whereas it is λmax = 1 for TB1. The norms of the secondorder STMs are kΦ2 k = 1.0396.103 and kΦ2 k = 3.3547.107 for TB1 and TB2
respectively.
5.2.1.2

Fixed Path Feature

A number of observations and recommendations in this chapter concern the use of variable-step integration. In order to highlight some of the
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differences between fixed- and variable-step integration, a “fixed path” feature
is implemented in the integration routines: if turned on, it records the step
sizes taken by a reference variable-step propagation. Those step sizes can then
be used for subsequent integrations, using the fixed-step RKF8. This feature
also allows to simulate fixed-step integration while following a path decided
by a variable-step integrator, and therefore achieving better precision, since
the step sizes are adapted to the sensitivity of the reference trajectory at each
point. It should be noted that this solution is used in the present chapter in
order to comparatively study fixed- and variable-step propagation of sensitive
orbits (with close flybys), while removing the need for time regularizations. In
practice, fixed-step integration should be used in conjunction with regularized
equations of motion.
5.2.1.3

The Linesearch Application

The linesearch application is used in order to demonstrate the effects of
the different integration and derivation methods in an optimization context. In
gradient-based optimization methods, the Jacobian and Hessian matrices are
used to estimate the direction of descent and curvature of the function to be
optimized [127, 109]. If the partials do not accurately predict the change in the
state due to a perturbation, the optimization algorithm will follow sub-optimal
descent directions, and may struggle converging.
In this context, the accuracy of the STMs is measured with respect to
function evaluations in the vicinity of the initial point. The trajectory and
its STMs are evaluated from an initial point X0 to a final point Xf,0 . Then,
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a series of small δX are applied to the initial state, and the trajectory is
propagated again - usually in a state only mode to save computation time - to
obtain the resulting final state. These final states along the linesearch are also
approximated using the STMs from the initial reference trajectory, to firstand second-order:
X1f, expected = Xf,0 + Φ1 (t0 , tf )δX + O(δX 2 )

(5.39)

1
X2f, expected = Xf,0 + Φ1 (t0 , tf )δX + δXT •2 Φ2 (t0 , tf )δX + O(δX 3 ) (5.40)
2
The error at each point in the linesearch is computed as the relative
norm of the difference in the final states:
Err =

kXf, expected − Xf, real k
kXf, real k

(5.41)

The results of the application are plots of this error for a range of δX’s, and
for different scenarios (integrator, partials computation method). The error is
usually computed with respect to the second-order expected state of Eq. (5.40),
except where indicated. In this section, δX is along the vector [1 1 1 1 1 1]T ,
and the range of the perturbations is δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−2 ], except where otherwise indicated. The plots therefore show the accuracy of the approximation
as well as the influence of the truncation error. Note that for small δX, the
accuracy is almost always on the order of 10−15 , because when δX is small,
only the first few digits of the STMs matter. Such small δX would not be
used in practice as it would yield a very large number of iterations for a rootsolving or optimization algorithm. In a similar manner, when δX becomes
large, the truncation error becomes the dominant term in the error, and all
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methods yield approximately the same error. When using the Root Mean
Square (RMS) of the linesearch results (for conciseness purposes), the range
is chosen to be δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−7 ], in order to not include truncation error.
This application can be used to estimate the error encountered in a
linesearch algorithm (hence its name), or from one iteration to another in an
optimization algorithm. A key component of a linesearch in practice is that
the propagations are performed in a state only mode, i.e., derivatives are not
computed at every point along the search. However, a second case is relevant
in algorithms that don’t perform traditional linesearches, but compute partials
at every iteration of a search. In this second case, the simulated linesearches
represent major iterations of an optimization algorithm.
5.2.1.4

Tuning the Perturbation Magnitude

The perturbation magnitude h plays an important role in the accuracy
of finite difference methods, because of the combined effects of truncation error and of floating point operations [156, 115, 152]. Tuning methods have
been developed to find the ideal perturbation magnitude for a specific finite
difference formula and a specific problem [279]. The tuning process represents additional complexity and compute time, and has to be repeated when
changing the trajectory. Therefore, heuristic methods can be employed when
the practitioner does not desire to re-tune the algorithm for every different
problem. The main goal is to balance the effects of truncation error and of
the floating point arithmetic errors, since truncation error decreases when h
decreases, whereas a small h leads to higher error in floating point opera156

tions. A simple heuristic, valid under strong assumptions, was developed in
Ref. [247]. However, the assumptions do not hold for most space trajectories,
and a tuning process is used in the present chapter. The linesearch application
is used: the RMS of the linesearch error for δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−7 ] is computed
for a range of perturbation magnitudes, and the value resulting in the smallest
error is chosen. In order to decouple the tuning of the perturbation from the
problems highlighted in Section 5.2.2, the tuning process uses fixed-path for
both the reference and the linesearch propagations. The results of the tuning
process are plotted in Fig. 5.3 for two of the considered orbits. Note that the
x axis of Fig. 5.3a and 5.3b is the magnitude of the perturbation applied to
obtain the first- and second-order STMs (and not the perturbation applied in
the linesearch application). The results of Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.2 demonstrate
that larger perturbation magnitudes should be applied when using a higherorder finite difference method. Moreover, as expected, the tuned perturbation
magnitude is smaller when the orbit is more sensitive. The integration tolerance did not seem to influence the ideal perturbation magnitude. For the rest
of this study, the values given in Table 5.2 are used for h.
5.2.2

The Caveats of Variable-Step Integration
When using variable-step integrators to propagate a trajectory, the

integration path is decided on the fly by the integrator. The step sizes depend
on the error estimates at each step, which vary depending on the equations of
motion, on the initial conditions, and on the roundoff error from the dynamics
evaluations. This section highlights the consequences of a changing integration
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Table 5.2: Perturbation
magnitude for the finite difference
methods

Forward
PO1
10−8
PO2
10−9
PO3
10−9
TB1
10−8
TB2
10−8

Central
10−7
10−8
10−8
10−7
10−6

10 0

10 0
Finite Difference Method
Forward
Central
Generic

10 -2

Finite Difference Method
Forward
Central
Generic

10 -2

10 -4

RMS of the linesearch error

RMS of the linesearch error

Generic
10−6
10−8
10−7
10−6
10−5

10 -6
10 -8
10 -10
10 -12
10 -14

10 -4
10 -6
10 -8
10 -10
10 -12
10 -14

10 -16
10 -2

10 -4

10 -6

10 -8

10 -10

10 -12

10 -16
10 -2

10 -4

10 -6

10 -8

Perturbation magnitude

Perturbation magnitude

(a) PO3

(b) TB2

10 -10

10 -12

Figure 5.3: Accuracy results for  = 10−3 , when varying the
perturbation magnitude used in the finite difference methods

path on the accuracy of the partials computation.
5.2.2.1

Path with Variational Equations

When propagating the variational equations alongside the EOMs, the
variable-step integrator bases its error estimates on a system of dimension
N + N 2 + N 3 . In the following, the N + N 2 + N 3 vector containing the state
and STMs is called the augmented state. Propagating the augmented state
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Figure 5.4: TB2 and its sensitivites integrating the state only path or
the state and variational equations path

generally yields a greater number of integration steps than when integrating
the state alone (dimension N ), creating two different integration paths. The
difference in the resulting trajectories for TB2 is shown on Fig. 5.4a and 5.4c.
The effect of the different paths on the state and STMs can be observed on
Fig. 5.4b and 5.4d: the fixed path feature is used to integrate the STMs using
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Figure 5.5: Results of the linesearch application for TB2, using the
RKF(7)8 and the variational equations

the state only path and the augmented state path, which generates two different estimations of the state and sensitivities. For the variational equations,
using the fixed path feature is equivalent to restricting the estimation of the
error to the state variables only, as the integrator now follows the state only
path. Figure 5.5 shows the effects of the mismatch on the linesearch results
for the same orbit. Both figures, as well as the other linesearch application
plots in the rest of the chapter show the transition to truncation error: the
converging lines on the right-hand side of the plots correspond to truncation
error becoming dominant.
Figure 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 demonstrate that state only propagations and
augmented state propagations should not be mixed. Many nonlinear optimization methods require both gradient information (augmented state propagations) to determine a search direction, and function evaluations (state only
propagations) for the linesearch. In such cases, a common integration path
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should be chosen, otherwise the partials are inconsistent. This common path
can be efficiently accomplished by: 1) fixing the path (using a fixed-step integrator or a fixed path feature) or 2) evaluating the integration error on the
state only when propagating the augmented state (triangle case in Fig. 5.5).
Figure 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 also demonstrate that the difference in path is
more important for low accuracy propagations. For higher accuracy propagations, the trajectory approximated by the integration converges towards the
physical solution of the equations of motion. Therefore, the potential integration paths present less dispersion, and the smaller differences in said paths
have less influence on the approximation. Choosing an appropriately tight
integration tolerance is a way to mitigate the problems due to different integration paths. Note that the differences in path are exacerbated for highly
sensitive orbits, such as TB2 used in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. Propagating the
augmented state at all times produces more accurate results than using the
state only path since it essentially corresponds to tightening the tolerance of
the variable-step integrator.
5.2.2.2

Partials of the Variable-Step Integration

The initial conditions of the integration influence the integration path,
which in turn changes the final computed state. This dependency is explicitly
expressed in Eq. (5.9). The δt(X) function implemented in the integrator used
for the present study is shown in Eq. (5.11), and the corresponding partial with
respect to the state is Eq. (5.12).
As is observed formally in Section 5.1.1, the variational equations do
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Figure 5.6: Linesearch results for PO3 with  = 10−3

not capture the extra term in the partials due to

∂δt
.
∂X0

The CSD and finite

difference methods are expected to take this change into account. This section
confirms these findings.
Figure 5.6 presents the results of the linesearch application for PO3,
and an integration tolerance  = 10−3 . A number of different configurations
are analyzed, mixing the use of variable-step and fixed path integrations (noted
VS and FP in the legends, respectively). Figure 5.6a demonstrates that when
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using the variational equations, the STMs predict the change in the final state
much more accurately when the state propagations use a fixed path. When
the variable-step is used for the linesearch, part of the change is not accounted
for, as is predicted in Section 5.1.1. It is also worth noting that once more, the
error is smaller when the path is computed from the augmented state, which is
explained by the δti term in Eq. (5.12): the smaller the step sizes, the smaller
the

∂δt
∂X0

term.

The CSD is analyzed in Fig. 5.6b. Poor approximations of Xf happen
only when fixed and variable paths are mixed. Since the CSD algorithm generates partials of the whole integration process, it captures the

∂δt
∂X0

term when

using variable-step integration, yielding STMs that can predict the changes
due to the variation of the path.
Finally, the ability of the finite difference methods to capture the

∂δt
∂X0

term is demonstrated in Fig. 5.6c and Fig. 5.6d. Once again, mixing fixed
and variable paths yields worse results than those with consistent paths. Note
that using the fixed path feature for the finite difference methods means that
every propagation of a perturbed state within the partials computation will
follow the reference path. The better accuracy of the central differences over
the forward differences also is exhibited.
For all methods, the errors observed when mixing variable-step and
fixed-path integrations are identical, corresponding to the error introduced by
the extra

∂δt
∂X0

term, which is shown to be the dominant error in those cases.

Note that the apparent chatter encountered for lower δX and errors around
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Figure 5.7: RMS of the linesearch results for PO3

10−15 is due to floating point operations error in the computation of the error,
since Xf,expected and Xf,real are extremely close.
All the cases presented in Fig. 5.6 are run for different tolerances. For
conciseness purposes, the RMS of the error for δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−7 ] is chosen
to represent the accuracy of each configuration. The results are presented in
Fig. 5.7, which demonstrates that the influence of the

∂δt
∂X0

term decreases as

the tolerance is tightened.
5.2.2.3

Discontinuity of the Integration Path

The variations in step size discussed in the previous sections deteriorate the quality of the partials. As demonstrated in Section 5.2.2.2, the small
inaccuracies in the STMs when using variational equations and a variable
step integrator can be accounted for by using the CSD and the finite difference methods. However, some of the multiple propagations of neighboring
trajectories performed by the linesearch might require a different number of
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integration steps than that used for the reference trajectory. This change in
number of steps causes a discontinuity in the integration function with respect
to the initial conditions, which affects the accuracy of all methods of partials
computation. These cases happen naturally on certain trajectories, for certain integration tolerances. In this section, the initial conditions of PO3 are
slightly modified to create a new perturbed trajectory where the discontinuity
is apparent, and decoupled from other subtleties:

X̃0, PO3 = X0, PO3 + 2.053002.10−4

T
0 0 0 0 0

(5.42)

Using the RKF(7)8 with  = 10−3 , X̃0, PO3 is propagated from t = 0 to
t = TP, PO3 in 6 steps. The linesearch direction in this example is along the
[1 0 0 0 0 0]T vector, and the range is δX ∈ [0, 10−10 ]. When the linesearch
reaches δX = 4.10−11 , an additional step is necessary to complete the integration. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show the resulting linesearch results. A step function
increase in the error is expected when δX ≥ 4.10−11 , since the reference and
STMs propagation can not predict the change in number of steps. In the case
of the finite difference methods (Fig. 5.9), when using variable-step integration
for the reference and STMs, an error over the whole domain is expected, in
addition to the step function increase at δX = 4.10−11 . The finite differences
methods use the propagation of perturbed states to approximate the partials.
For this particular orbit, when computing the partials with respect to X1 , the
finite difference methods perturb the initial state along X1 , with a magnitude
greater than 4.10−11 (see Table 5.2), which causes the discontinuity to occur,
corrupting the computation of the STMs. The fixed path finite differences do
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(b) Perturbed PO3. When using a
(a) Original PO3. Only the variational
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equations used with a variable-step
linesearch,
the change in number of
linesearch exhibit the higher error
steps leads to a step function increase in
explained in Section 5.2.2.2.
the error for both methods.
Figure 5.8: Results of the linesearch using the variational equations and
the CSD method for PO3 and its perturbed version, with  = 10−3

not encounter the discontinuity. The propagation of the perturbed state for
the CSD approximation has very little chances to encounter a discontinuity,
as the magnitude of the perturbation is extremely small (h = 10−40 ).
The expected step function in the error can be observed on Fig. 5.8b
and 5.9b, when δX ≥ 4.10−11 . It only occurs when the linesearch propagations use the variable-step integrator, and not when the paths are fixed. All
methods for partials computation are affected by this discontinuity. As expected, the discontinuity has a particularly negative effect on the accuracy
of the finite differences methods. Comparing Fig. 5.9a and Fig. 5.9b shows
that, in addition to the jump in error at δX = 4.10−11 when the linesearch
state uses the RKF(7)8, the general accuracy of the STMs over the whole
linesearch is also degraded when using the variable steps. The diamond and
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Figure 5.9: Results of the linesearch using the central difference
method for PO3 and its perturbed version, with  = 10−3

circle cases of Fig. 5.9b have a worse accuracy than in Fig. 5.9a over the whole
domain, because the computation of the STMs is corrupted by the discontinuity. Once again, these effects are exacerbated for looser integration tolerances.
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1, tighter tolerances yield less dispersion of the
integration path, and therefore a smaller discontinuity of the resulting integration.
5.2.3

Accuracy and Timings of the Partial Computations
In this section, the methods of Section 5.1 are compared in terms of

accuracy and computational time. The accuracy is measured as the RMS of
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Figure 5.10: Linesearch results for fixed and variable-step integration of
TB2,  = 10−6

the errors in the linesearch application over the range δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−7 ].
The methods are timed using Fortran’s intrinsic routine SYSTEM CLOCK, and
the timings are averaged over 100 runs of the STMs computations. Parallel
implementations of the STMs are not considered.
As is usually the case in optimization algorithms, fixed- and variablestep integration are not mixed in the linesearch application, and both the
reference trajectory/STMs and the linesearch states are propagated using the
same type of integrator. The fixed path feature is used to simulate fixedstep integration. In light of the pitfalls of variable-step integration discussed
in Section 5.2.2, only some of the cases shown above are selected. When
propagating the variational equations, the variable-step integration follows the
augmented state path, and the fixed path integration follows the state only
path.
Figure 5.10 shows the fixed- and variable-step results for TB2 and
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Figure 5.11: Accuracy

 = 10−6 along the linesearch range. The methods are compared over the
whole range of δX. The variational equations are outperformed by all other
methods when using variable-step integration, because of the mixing of integration paths. Note that  = 10−6 is a typical integration tolerance (it is the
default for Matlab integrators for instance), highlighting once more that the
mixing of integration paths presented in Section 5.2.2.1 is a particularly bad
practice. Figure 5.10 also shows the results obtained with the first-order only
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approximation of the state, and highlights the decrease in truncation error
when using second-order information.
Figure 5.11 presents the accuracy results for the different trajectories
for all considered tolerances. Both Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 confirm the results
presented in Section 5.2.2. When using variable-step integration, the CSD
method achieves a better accuracy than the variational equations, especially
for loose integration tolerances. This confirms the influence of the

∂δt
∂X

term

on all orbits (see Section 5.2.2.2). The CSD approximations are also only
slightly slower to compute than the variational equations when a variable-step
integrator is used (see Fig. 5.12), since the propagation of the augmented state
usually takes a larger number of integration steps. When using a fixed path,
both methods have equivalent accuracies. Moreover, the variational equations
are faster to propagate than the CSD derivatives, since their propagation now
follows the state only path, and takes the same number of steps as the CSD.
The common finite difference
methods present a loss in accuracy.
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variational equations in certain loose
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tolerance cases. The central differences do not attain the same accuracy as
the CSD. In most of the examples presented here, the generic finite differences (i.e., using five evaluations for every partial) achieve similar accuracy to
the variational equations and CSD approach, but have a high compute time
penalty (and their step sizes have to be custom tuned to obtain such accuracy).
All the results in this section are exacerbated for low accuracy propagations.
For tighter integration tolerances, only the most sensitive orbits are affected
by the findings of Section 5.2.2.
Finally, it is important to note that the parallel computation of the
sensitivities is possible. The timings could therefore be improved if implemented in parallel (for instance using OpenMP). The parallel implementation
of CSD or finite differences is straight-forward, since each propagation of a
perturbed state is independent from the others. The variational equations can
be computed in parallel as well, but the implementation is not trivial.

The Special Case of PO2 The results obtained for PO2 are presented
separately from the other test cases, in Fig. 5.13. PO2 is the most sensitive
of the orbits tested in this chapter, and therefore, the range for the RMS is
δX ∈ [10−12 , 10−9 ], as truncation error becomes dominant for larger values of
δX. The error in the linesearch application invariably grows as the integration
tolerance is tightened, because the global nature of the orbit changes with the
integration tolerance. For low accuracy propagations, the integration error is
such that the phasing of the spacecraft and of the secondary body is corrupted,
and the number of close flybys of the secondary is less than for tight integration
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Figure 5.13: Accuracy and timings results for PO2

tolerances. The sensitivity of the trajectory and therefore the magnitude of
the STMs increases with the number of flybys, resulting in an increase of
the associated error. However, for a given integration tolerance, the results
discussed in Section 5.2.2 remain valid. For the variable-step integration and
certain integrations tolerances, the CSD algorithm outperforms the variational
equations by several orders of magnitude, confirming that the sensitivity of the
orbit exacerbates the importance of the

∂δt
.
∂X

PO2 is a good example of a case

where using a loose integration tolerance for preliminary design would not be
suited, since tighter tolerances result in very different trajectories.

5.3

Conclusions
In this chapter, three common methods of partials computation are ex-

amined in detail. The propagation of the variational equations is compared
to the complex-step derivative approximation, and finite difference methods.
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The accuracy of the first- and second-order partials computed by each method
is analyzed, for fixed- and variable-step integrators, and subtleties of the partials computation are documented. The integration path is critical: when
using sensitivity analysis for a linesearch, the integration path for the partial
computation and the linesearch has to be consistent.
In this light, three main pitfalls of variable-step integration for STMs
computation are highlighted. 1) When propagating the variational equations,
it is important to avoid mixing propagations of the state only and of the state
and STMs. 2) Variable-step integration can lead to discontinuities of the integration function, due to the step size selection changing the number of steps required to complete the integration. These discontinuities can not be predicted
by the partials computations. Moreover, the finite difference approximations
are especially vulnerable to these discontinuities unless the number of integration steps is fixed when computing the perturbed trajectories. Therefore,
the use of fixed-step integration and time regularization techniques is recommended to avoid the need for a variable-step integrator. 3) The variation of
the step sizes has an impact on the final state, and should be accounted for
in the partials. The propagation of the variational equations does not capture
this change, in contrast to the cases of the CSD approximations and the finite difference methods. When using variable-step integration, the variational
equations are usually outperformed by CSD, and even by the finite differences
methods for loose integration tolerances. These caveats all have a larger influence for highly sensitive orbits, and for low accuracy propagations, making
them especially important for the preliminary design of modern space missions
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(when a low accuracy propagation is adapted and does not change the nature
of the orbit).
When using fixed-step integration or variable-step integration with a
tight tolerance, the accuracy of the variational equations and the CSD method
are comparable. The variational equations usually are faster, especially for
fixed-step integration. As expected, the forward difference method is the least
accurate method of all the finite difference methods. The central differences
usually improve the accuracy, without matching that of the variational equations or CSD method. The generic finite difference method can match the
accuracy for nonsensitive orbits and tight integration tolerances, but has a
large compute time penalty. Note that the accuracy of all finite difference
methods are dependent upon choosing an appropriate perturbation step size,
which is accomplished by tuning the perturbation magnitude for each method
and each orbit. Although the CSD and variational equations methods usually
outperform them, finite difference methods are sometimes the only available
method when the dynamics require the use of black-box codes, such as linear
algebra packages. The computational time necessary for the finite difference
and CSD methods can be improved by a straight-forward parallel implementation of the algorithm, whereas the parallel implementation of the variational
equations is much more involved.
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Chapter 6
F and G series solutions to the Kepler, Stark,
and Circular Restricted Three-Body Problems

6.1

Introduction
The numerical propagation of differential equations is essential to the

transcription of optimal control problems into nonlinear programs. The present
chapter1 introduces a new formulation of the equations of motion (EOMs) for
two dynamical systems commonly used for the approximation of spacecraft trajectories, namely the Stark and CRTB problems (see Section 2.2). Recursion
equations for the F and G Taylor series method extended to these problems,
are presented in Section 6.2, and are implemented to high order using symbolic manipulation software. The recursion equations include a possible time
regularization technique based on the Sundman transformation. Section 2.2.3
1

Work from this chapter was published in a peer-reviewed journal as:
• Etienne Pellegrini, Ryan P. Russell, F and G Series Solutions to the Kepler and
Stark Problems with Sundman Transformations, Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical
Astronomy, Vol. 118 No. 4, pp. 355-378, March 2014, doi:10.1007/s10569-014-9538-7

Work from this chapter was presented as:
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, F and G Taylor Series Solutions to the
Stark Problem with Sundmann Transformations, Paper AAS 13-725, AAS/AIAA
Astrodynamics Specialists Conference, Hilton Head, SC, August 2013
• Etienne Pellegrini and Ryan P. Russell, F and G Taylor Series Solutions to the Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem, Paper AAS 14-237, AAS/AIAA Space Flight
Mechanics Meeting, Santa Fe, NM, February 2014
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presents the details of the generalized Sundman transformation and its effects
on the discretization of the problem. A variety of different power laws defining the generalized Sundman transformation are considered, and their effects
on the integration accuracy are presented for the F and G series, and three
benchmarks integration methods. The Modern Taylor Series (MTS) presented
in Section 6.3.1.1 and an eighth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator in both
its fixed-step and variable-step variants (designated by RKF8 and RKF(7)8
respectively) are chosen as the benchmarks. A comparative study of the computational times required by each of the integration schemes is performed,
paying close attention to compare only solutions of similar accuracy.
The numerical results presented in Section 6.3.1 show that: 1) The
Taylor series solutions to the Stark problem have significantly better performance than a classic RKF8 integrator; 2) The Taylor series methods for the
Kepler and Stark problems are exceptionally efficient for the Sundman transformation corresponding to a unity power law, a result which departs from the
conventional wisdom that the power law of 3/2 (corresponding to the so-called
intermediate anomaly) is most efficient for astrodynamics; and 3) The impressive speedups of both the F and G and MTS methods compared to the RKF8
are specific to the simple form of the Stark and 2-body equations of motion.
The numerical results presented in Section 6.3.2 demonstrate the successful integration of the CRTBP via F and G type series. A variable-step
integrator using the F and G solution is described, and shown to have comparable performance to traditional integration methods, except for low-fidelity
propagations, for which the F and G integrator with no time transformation
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is demonstrated to be faster than the RKF(7)8. The F and G series solution is therefore adapted to preliminary trajectory design. The Sundman type
transformations are demonstrated to improve the discretization of the orbit
and lower the number of steps necessary for the propagation of the EOMs.

6.2

Development of the Series Formulations
In this section, the principles of the classic F and G Taylor series

method are reviewed, and the derivation is extended to both the Stark problem
and the CRTBP. The Lagrange coefficients f and g are a well-known solution
method to the two-body problem [6]. The position and velocity vectors at τ
are decomposed in the basis formed by position and velocity at τ0 :
r(τ ) = f r(τ0 ) + gv(τ0 )
v(τ ) = f˙r(τ0 ) + ġv(τ0 )

(6.1)

This formulation is valid for Keplerian orbits, as the motion is confined to
a plane. However, in the case of the Stark problem or the CRTBP, out-ofplane motion can occur. Therefore, at least one extra basis vector is needed
to track the particle in the 3D space. The third vector necessarily has a
component in the angular momentum direction, and is otherwise arbitrary.
The choice for the extra basis vectors is problem dependent, and will be covered
in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2. Moreover, in both problems, the use of the
Sundman transformation introduces an extra differential equation for time, as
shown in Eq. (2.40) and Eq. (2.49), and therefore requires the development of
one more series to keep track of time The methods introduced in this chapter
will therefore use four or five series instead of the classic two F and G series.
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However, for legacy purposes the sets of series will be called the “F and G
Stark series” and “F and G CRTBP series”.
6.2.1

F and F Stark Series
In the Stark problem, out-of-plane motion will occur when the per-

turbation p is out-of-plane. Therefore, a third basis vector is needed for the
general 3D problem. The perturbation vector itself will be used in this study.
Note that the authors considered other options for this third basis vector; the
angular momentum vector and its normalized counterpart resulted in an increase in the complexity of the recursion formulas, since they are not inertially
constant; any of the inertial reference frame basis vectors could not capture the
full motion when the osculating orbit plane was aligned with said basis vector.
The authors found that the inertially fixed perturbation vector leads to the
simplest and most elegant formulation. The three vectors r0 , v0 and p form a
basis to the 3D space. If the perturbation is in the plane of r0 and v0 , p is a
redundant basis vector, but the 2D space is still spanned. This new third basis
vector necessitates the development of a third series to be computed alongside
F and G.
To solve the Stark integration problem using Taylor series, the development of the conventional F and G series [6] is extended. For order N , to
obtain the position vector r at τ = τ0 + ∆τ , the following truncated Taylor
series is employed:
r'

N
X
dn r
n=0

dτ n

∆τ n
τ0 n!

(6.2)

As mentioned previously, r0 , v0 and p form a suitable basis for either a 2D or
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3D space, and therefore the r derivative terms of Eq. (6.2) can be expressed
as a linear combination of r0 , v0 and p:
dn r
dτ n

= Fn |τ0 r0 + Gn |τ0 v0 + Hn |τ0 p

(6.3)

τ0

which, when substituted into Eq. (6.2) yields:
r'

N 
X
n=0




N 
N 
X
X
∆τ n
∆τ n
∆τ n
r0 +
Gn |τ0
v0 +
Hn |τ0
p
Fn |τ0
n!
n!
n!
n=0
n=0

(6.4)

≡ F r0 + Gv0 + Hp
The “extended” Lagrange coefficients form of the solution is:
r(τ ) = f r0 + gv0 + hp

(6.5)

Comparing Eq. (6.4) taken to order infinity and Eq. (6.5) yields the relation
between the f , g, and h Stark functions and the F , G, and H Stark series:

∞ 
X
∆τ n
f=
Fn |τ0
n!
n=0

∞ 
X
∆τ n
g=
Gn |τ0
n!
n=0


∞
X
∆τ n
h=
Hn |τ0
n!
n=0

(6.6)

In order to find the coefficients Fn , Gn , and Hn for any n, the successive
derivatives of r at τ are decomposed in the basis formed by r0 , v0 and p. It
is important to note that this decomposition, when evaluated at τ0 , is the one
shown in Eq. (6.3).
dn r
= Fn r + Gn v + Hn p
dτ n
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(6.7)

Equation (6.7) is differentiated with respect to τ :
d(n+1) r
dv
dp
dr
0
0
0
+
G
v
+
G
+
H
p
+
H
=
F
r
+
F
n
n
n
n
n
n
dτ (n+1)
dτ
dτ
dτ
µ
= Fn0 r + crα Fn v + G0n v + crα Gn (− 3 r + p) + Hn0 p
r

(6.8)
(6.9)

Alternatively, advancing the sequence in Eq. (6.7) from n to n + 1 leads to:
d(n+1) r
= Fn+1 r + Gn+1 v + Hn+1 p
dτ (n+1)

(6.10)

Equating terms of Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) gives the recursive coefficient definitions:

 µ
Fn+1 = Fn0 + crα Gn − 3
r
Gn+1 = G0n + crα Fn

(6.11)

Hn+1 = Hn0 + crα Gn
In order to integrate the time with respect to τ , a fourth series is added:
∆t '
Tn+1 =

N
X
n=1
Tn0

Tn

∆τ n
n!

(6.12)
(6.13)

The coefficients are initialized using F0 = 1, G0 = 0, H0 = 0 and T1 = crα ,
since dt = crα dτ , and for ∆τ = 0, r = F0 r0 + G0 v0 + H0 p = r0 .
When applying the recursion equations, in order to compute the prime
quantities of Eq. (6.11), intermediate variables and differentiation rules have
to be defined. To demonstrate, the recursion formulas of Eq. (6.11) are applied
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as follows, starting with order 1:
F00

F1 =


+ sG0

−µ
r3


=0

G1 = G00 + sF0 = s
H00

H1 =

(6.14)

+ sG0 = 0

T1 = s
where s = crα . For order 2:


−µ
r3





−µ
+ sG1
F2 =
=s
r3
r·v
G2 = G01 + sF1 = s0 = αs2 2
r
F10

H2 =

H10

+ sG1 = s

2



(6.15)

2

r·v
r2
The scalar r · v is renamed k1 . In order to get order 3, the recursion equations
T2 = T10 = s0 = αs2

need to be applied once more, and both k1 and r will need to be differentiated,
which will generate new intermediate variables and differentiation rules. The
process is repeated until all the variables and their derivatives with respect to
τ are defined in terms of known quantities. The complete set is:
dr
rṙ
r·v
k1
= crα = crα
=s
dt
r
r
r
r
·
v
k
1
s0 = αs2 2 = αs2 2
r
r




µ
µ
k10 = s v 2 − + p · r = s k4 − + k2
r
r
r0 = crα

s ≡ crα
k1 ≡ r · v
k2 ≡ p · r
k3 ≡ p · v
k4 ≡ v · v

(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)

k20 = sp · v = sk3




−µ
−µ
0
2
2
k3 = s
p·r+p =s
k2 + p
r3
r3



µ
µ 
k40 = 2s p · v − 3 r · v = 2s k3 − 3 k1
r
r

(6.19)

p0 = 0, c0 = α0 = µ0 = 0

(6.22)
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(6.20)
(6.21)

Using the recursive equations Eq. (6.11) and Eq. (6.13), and the intermediate variables and their derivatives defined in Eqs. (6.16)-(6.22), the FN ,
GN , HN , and TN terms can be developed up to any order N , as shown in Algorithm 2. Equation (6.4) is used to obtain the position vector r. To compute
the velocity vector v, Eq. (6.4) is differentiated with respect to time:
dr dτ
dr
=
dt
dτ dt
 (n−1) 
 (n−1) 
N 
N 
X
X
∆τ
1
∆τ
r0 +
Gn |τ0
v0
=
Fn |τ0
s n=1
(n − 1)!
(n − 1)!
n=1
 (n−1)  !
N 
X
∆τ
+
Hn |τ0
p
(n − 1)!
n=1

v=

(6.23)

Note that this form of the velocity computation corresponds to the τ -velocity
implementation presented in Section 2.2.3.2.
The computation of the elapsed time is achieved using Eq. (6.12). Algorithm 2 gives the detailed steps for the computation of the F and G Stark series coefficients. In this study, the implementation of Algorithm 2 is performed
with the symbolic manipulator Maple, and the software’s code generation capabilities are employed to obtain optimized expressions for the coefficients.
Details on the implementation are provided in Appendix C, as well as the
coefficients of all four series up to order six, which is the first order for which
all the variables introduced in Eqs. (6.16)-(6.22) are used. The Fortran coefficient files as well as an integration routine using the F and G Stark Series can
be found at: http://russell.ae.utexas.edu/index_files/fgstark.html
and as an electronic supplement to the associated journal publication [252].
An important drawback of the F and G Stark series is the complexity of
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the high order coefficients. This complexity, associated with taking repeated
analytic derivatives of multivariate functions, leads to large coefficients files
when high orders are required. The symbolic manipulator efficiently combats the problem at low orders using intermediate variables to minimize repeated computations (see Chapter C). However, the complexity burden begins
to overwhelm the symbolic manipulator near order 25, and the files become
harder to compile; the method becomes inefficient, and the authors decided
against computing the series beyond order 25. As a matter of fact, as is shown
in Section 6.3.1, this limitation only presents a small inconvenience in practice,
as discretizations of 15 or more points per revolution typically require orders
below 20.
Algorithm 2 Computation of the coefficients F and G Stark series
1: Input: r0 , v0 , p, µ, α

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Initialize k1 ← r · v, k2 ← p · r, k3 ← p · v, k4 ← v · v, s ← crα
Initialize F0 ← 1, G0 ← 0, H0 ← 0 and T1 ← s
for n ← 0, N − 1 do
Compute Fn0 , G0n , Hn0 , Tn0 (i.e. differentiate each coefficient with respect
to τ )
Substitute {r0 = s kr2 , s0 = αs2 kr21 , k10 = s(k4 − µr + k2 ), b0 = sk3 ,
k30 = s(− rµ3 k2 + p2 ),
k40 = 2s(k3 − rµ3 k1 )}
Fn+1 ← Fn0 + sGn (− rµ3 )
Gn+1 ← G0n + sFn
Hn+1 ← Hn0 + sGn
Tn+1 ← Tn0
end for

12:

Output: {Fn , Gn , Hn , Tn } for n = 0 → N

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
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6.2.2

F and G CRTBP Series
As for the Stark problem, the authors have studied the development

of the series for the CRTBP using a variety of basis vectors, and a variety of
formulations of the problem (including the propagation in the rotating frame),
but the resulting expressions lead to less convenient sets of recursion formulas.
The best option of those considered uses four vectors to span the full space: r0 ,
v0 , rm1 ,0 , and vm1 ,0 . The space can not be spanned under all circumstances,
using any three of the vectors. A fourth vector is potentially redundant, however, is necessary to ensure the recursions.
The position and velocity vectors have to be expressed as Taylor series
in the independent variable τ . For order N , the position vector r at τ = τ0 +∆τ
can be written as:
r'

N
X
dn r
n=0

dτ n

∆τ n
τ0 n!

(6.24)

Since the set of four vectors r0 , v0 , rm1 ,0 , vm1 ,0 forms a basis of the 3D space,
the consecutive derivatives of r in Eq. (6.24) can be expressed in this basis:
dn r
dτ n

= Fn |τ0 r0 + Gn |τ0 v0 + An |τ0 rm1 ,0 + Bn |τ0 vm1 ,0

(6.25)

τ0

Equation (6.25) is plugged in Eq. (6.24):


N 
N 
X
X
∆τ n
∆τ n
r0 +
Gn |τ0
v0
r'
Fn |τ0
n!
n!
n=0
n=0


N 
N 
X
X
∆τ n
∆τ n
+
An |τ0
rm1 ,0 +
Bn |τ0
vm1 ,0
n!
n!
n=0
n=0

(6.26)

≡ F r0 + Gv0 + Arm1 ,0 + Bvm1 ,0
The extended Lagrange coefficients form of the solution is:
r(τ = τ0 + ∆τ ) = f r0 + gv0 + arm1 ,0 + bvm1 ,0
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(6.27)

Therefore, taking the decomposition in Eq. (6.26) to infinity, and comparing
it term by term to Eq. (6.27) yields a relation between the f , g, a, b functions
and their associated series:
f=

∞ 
X
n=0

∆τ n
Fn |τ0
n!



∞ 
X


∆τ n
g=
Gn |τ0
n!
n=0


∞
X
∆τ n
a=
An |τ0
n!
n=0


∞
X
∆τ n
b=
Bn |τ0
n!
n=0

(6.28)

As for the Stark case, in order to obtain the coefficients of the F and G CRTBP
series for any order n, the successive derivatives of r at τ are decomposed in
the basis formed by r, v, rm1 and vm1 . It is important to note that this
decomposition, when evaluated at τ0 , is the one shown in Eq. (6.25).
dn r
= Fn r + Gn v + An rm1 + Bn vm1
dτ n

(6.29)

Equation (6.29) can be differentiated with respect to τ , using Eq. (2.33) and
Eq. (2.49):
dn+1 r
= Fn0 r + Fn sv + G0n v + Gn s(pr + qrm1 )
dτ n+1
+ A0n rm1 + An svm1 + Bn0 vm1 − Bn srm1
=

(Fn0

+ spGn )r +

(G0n

(6.30)

+ sFn )v

+ (A0n + sqGn − sBn )rm1 + (Bn0 + sAn )vm1
Alternatively, Eq. (6.29) can be advanced from n to n + 1:
dn+1 r
= Fn+1 r + Gn+1 v + An+1 rm1 + Bn+1 vm1
dτ n+1
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(6.31)

Comparing Eq. (6.30) andEq. (6.31) yields the recursion formulas for F , G,
A, and B:
Fn+1 = Fn0 + spGn
Gn+1 = G0n + sFn
An+1 = A0n + sqGn − sBn

(6.32)

Bn+1 = Bn0 + sAn
As mentioned earlier, a fifth series is necessary in order to integrate the time
with respect to τ :
N
N
X
dn t ∆τ n X ∆τ n
Tn
=
∆t '
dτ n n!
n!
n=1
n=1

Tn+1 = Tn0

(6.33)
(6.34)

For ∆τ = 0, r(τ0 ) = F0 r0 + G0 v0 + A0 rm1 ,0 + B0 vm1 ,0 = r0 . The coefficients
are therefore initialized using F0 = 1, G0 = A0 = B0 = 0. Since dt/dτ = s,
T0 = 0 and T1 = s.
When using the recursion equations described in Eq. (6.32) and Eq. (6.34)
at order n, the derivatives of the coefficients of previous orders with respect to
τ have to be computed. In order to compute those derivatives in a recursion,
a set of new intermediate variables and differentiation rules are necessary. As
for the Stark case, a complete set requires that derivatives of all the variables
with respect to τ can be expressed as explicit functions of the variables. The
creation of the set is initiated by the differentiation of r1 and r2 , which appear
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in p and q, as well as in the Sundman transformation term s.
r1 · v 1
r · v − rm1 · v − r · vm1
k1 − k2 − k3
=s
=s
r1
r1
r1
r · v + crm1 · v + cr · vm1
k1 + c(k2 + k3 )
r2 · v 2
=s
=s
r20 = s
r2
r2
r2
r10 = s

(6.35)
(6.36)

k1 ≡ r · v

k10 = s(v · v + pr · r + qr · rm1 ) = s(k4 + pk5 + qk6 )

(6.37)

k2 ≡ rm1 · v

k20 = s(vm1 · v + prm1 · r + qrm1 · rm1 )

2
= s k7 + pk6 + qrm
1

(6.38)

k3 ≡ r · vm1

k30 = s(v · vm1 − r · rm1 ) = s(k7 − k6 )

(6.39)

k4 ≡ v · v

k40 = s(2pv · r + 2qv · rm1 ) = 2s(pk1 + qk2 )

(6.40)

k5 ≡ r · r

k50 = 2sr · v = 2sk1

(6.41)

k6 ≡ r · rm1

k60 = s(v · rm1 + r · vm1 ) = s(k2 + k3 )

(6.42)

k7 ≡ v · vm1

k70 = s(pr · vm1 − v · rm1 ) = s(pk3 − k2 )

(6.43)

Using the recursive equations Eq. (6.32) and Eq. (6.34) with the intermediate results from Eqs. (6.35)-(6.43), the coefficients of the five F and G
CRTBP series can be computed up to arbitrary order N and are evaluated
at τ = τ0 . Then, Eq. (6.26) is used to obtain the position vector r. Once
again, in order to compute the velocity vector v, Eq. (6.26) is differentiated
with respect to time:
dr dτ
1
dr
=
= r0
dt
dτ dt
s



N
N 
X
1 X
∆τ n−1
∆τ n−1
=
Fn |τ0
r0 +
Gn |τ0
v0
s n=1
(n − 1)!
(n − 1)!
n=1
!


N 
N 
X
X
∆τ n−1
∆τ n−1
+
An |τ0
rm1 ,0
Bn |τ0
vm1 ,0
(n − 1)!
(n − 1)!
n=1
n=1

v=
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(6.44)

As for the Stark case, the relations presented in this section are implemented via the symbolic manipulation software Maple, and using an algorithm
similar to Algorithm 2. The code generation capability of Maple is used to
generate optimized Fortran code. Similar to the solution to the Stark problem, the main drawback of this technique is the increasing complexity of the
terms of high order. The chain rules involved in the successive differentiations
lead to large coefficient files, as the symbolic manipulator and compiler become overwhelmed for high orders. This practical limitation on the order N
explains the maximum orders chosen in Section 6.3.2.

6.3

Numerical Validation and Comparison to Other Integrators
The F and G Stark and CRTBP series are applied to a set of test

cases and their numerical performance is evaluated, in terms of accuracy and
speedup. All simulations in this study use the GNU Fortran compiler (gfortran) v4.7.0 on a Windows 7 workstation with a quad-core Intel Xeon W3550
CPU with 3.07GHz clock speed, and 6GB of RAM. The -O3 optimization flag
was used during compilation. The coefficient files are generated using Maple
17.
6.3.1

F and G Stark Series
This section presents the results obtained when using the F and G

Stark series propagator on a set of different test cases. The method is validated and its computational efficiency is compared to both the MTS method
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(see Section 6.3.1.1) and the RKF8 numerical integrator. The Sundman transformation makes the local error more uniform and justifies the use of fixed-step
integrators. The RKF8 integrator is implemented using both the time-velocity
and the τ -velocity equations of motion using Eq. (2.42) and Eq. (2.44), respectively. The Stark time-acceleration is used: r̈ = − rµ3 r+p and the gravitational
parameter is fixed at µ = 1.
6.3.1.1

The Modern Taylor Series Method

Unlike the F and G approach, Taylor series coefficients for the state
variables can also be computed recursively using Leibniz’s product rule. The
Taylor series formed in this manner is referred to as the Modern Taylor Series (MTS) method and has identical coefficients to those found using the F
and G approach. The MTS method was originally implemented for the 2body problem in the astrodynamics field as the power series method [88]. The
method has been shown to be valid for any ODE problem that is piecewise
smooth [160], and, as previously mentioned, has been used recently for the integration of a low-thrust trajectory using the classic Sundman transformation
[353]. Other recent astrodynamics applications of the MTS method include
Scott and Martini [301], where the efficiency of the MTS method is highlighted
for near Keplerian orbits. Furthermore, in Jorba and Zou [160], the method is
shown to perform similarly to conventional integration methods on a restricted
three body problem simulation, making the MTS a useful benchmark in the
current study to evaluate the performance of the proposed F and G Stark
series solutions. The main challenge in implementing the MTS is splitting
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the dynamics into the elementary operations such as additions, subtractions,
multiplications, divisions, exponents, etc. This decomposition can be done
manually [301] (not advisable as the dynamics become more complicated) or
using Automatic Differentiation (AD) packages [160, 37, 339, 16, 132].
For the dynamics of the problem addressed in this project, only multiplication, division, and raising to a power are needed. These operations have
to be carried out on Taylor series and therefore, the general Leibniz product
rule can be used:
(n)

[f (t)g(t)]


n 
X
n
=
f (k) (t)g (n−k) (t)
k

(6.45)

k=0

where x(n) represents the n-th derivative of x. Using the general Leibniz rule,
relations for other common elementary operations can be derived [160]. All the
recursion relations for the current study are implemented in Fortran. Splitting the dynamics into elementary operations is carried out manually for the
relatively simple Stark dynamics, and checked with the output produced by
Taylor [160].
6.3.1.2

Accuracy Estimation

There are many different methods to estimate the accuracy of an integration method, as presented in Berry and Healy [20]. This section uses
comparisons with a truth trajectory computed using a variable-step RungeKutta-Fehlberg integrator of order (7)8, in quad precision, with a tolerance set
to 10−25 . However, this section presents two ways of obtaining an estimate of
the accuracy without having to propagate the trajectory a second time. The
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integrals of motion method should be used with caution ; the highest order
terms method can be used in order to implement a variable-step integrator
from the F and G solution.

Integrals of Motion Integrals of motion play an important role, when available, in numerical simulations. The integration accuracy can crudely be represented by the variation in any integral of motion, and checking for this
conservation constitutes a reasonable accuracy check when no truth or other
integration method is available. However, as shown by Huang and Innanen
[153], there might be integration errors that are not represented by a change in
the integral invariants. The detailed expressions of the Stark problem’s integrals of motion can be found in Lantoine and Russell [176]. The Hamiltonian,
most commonly used in the Stark case, is simply:
H=

1 2 µ
v − −r·p
2
r

(6.46)

and the associated error estimation is:
H = |H(r, v, p) − H(r0 , v0 , p)|

(6.47)

where r and v are the series solutions computed from Eq. (6.4) and (6.23)
respectively, and |x| is the absolute value of the dummy scalar x.

Magnitude of Highest Order Terms The preservation of the Hamiltonian can be a good indication of the accuracy of the Taylor series solution.
However, the change in the Hamiltonian across a single step can not be computed to a value below machine epsilon (10−16 for double precision, 10−32 for
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quad precision), since the computation subtracts terms of large magnitude (v 2 ,
µ, r). Another way to estimate the accuracy of the solution is to compute the
contribution of the last term added to the series. This method is similar to the
classic accuracy checks made in most variable-step integrators. As opposed to
the method using the Hamiltonian, the last term error estimates are not based
on a difference of terms of large magnitude, and can therefore retain values as
low as 10−307 for double precision (10−4931 for quad), which are the underflow
limits of the used hardware and compiler. Such information is useful for the
design of a variable-order or variable-step integration routine. If the F and G
Stark series are computed up to order N , then the error estimation terms are
defined as follows:
∆τ N
R = (FN |τ0 r0 + GN |τ0 v0 + HN |τ0 p)
N!
1
∆τ N −1
V =
(FN |τ0 r0 + GN |τ0 v0 + HN |τ0 p)
s
(N − 1)!
N
∆τ
T = TN
N!

(6.48)
(6.49)
(6.50)

where kxk is the Euclidian norm of the dummy vector x.

Overflow Safeguard When numerically computing the F and G series, it
is important to detect rapid divergence to avoid the potential for arithmetic
overflow. In the context of an automated use of the method (in an optimizer
for instance), the step size has to be controlled, since Taylor series have a
convergence region; a step taken outside of that region could lead to divergence,
and therefore arithmetic overflow. There are several ways to avoid arithmetic
overflow, even without formally detecting divergence. One simple heuristic is
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to compute the ratio described in Eq. (6.51) for each series and for each order
n. If the ratio exceeds some user-defined threshold (e.g. 100), the algorithm
returns with an error flag. This safeguard is based on the idea that in a
converging Taylor Series, the magnitude of high-order terms is smaller than
that of lower-order terms. The ratio is defined as such:
n
Fn |τ0 ∆τ
n!
γF (n) =
i
1 + Fi |τ0 ∆τ
i!

(6.51)

where i is the order of the first non-zero term in the series.
6.3.1.3

Study of the Generalized Sundman Transformation for the
Unperturbed 2-Body Problem

Many authors have studied the effects of the Sundman transformation on the performance of integrators. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the
benefits of the Sundman transformation include a reduction and an equalization of the local error, allowing fixed-step integrators to perform similarly to
their variable-step counterparts. In this section, the local truncation error is
analyzed for the various power laws associated with the Sundman transformation. Unlike conventional integration methods, the Taylor series techniques
are shown to be most efficient for α = 1.
In this study, the local error is represented by the change in Hamiltonian over one integration step. The orbit used for the testing is an unperturbed
Keplerian orbit with semi-major axis a = 1 LU (LU = arbitrary Length Unit)
and eccentricity e = 0.6, propagated for one full period with 50 equally spaced
points in τ . The propagation starts at periapse. The Taylor series methods
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are used with order 8 and 12, which result in fairly large changes in the Hamiltonians; indeed, it is important for this test that the round-off error can be
neglected with respect to the local truncation error. Figure 6.1 shows the
change in Hamiltonian across a single orbit for different α values. Figure 6.2
shows the maximum change in the Hamiltonian and the Root Mean Square
(RMS) of this change over one period versus α for all integrators. The Taylor
series solutions are presented with two different orders to show how the error
is translated when the order changes. The plots of the total error and of the
local error standard deviation are not shown because they exhibit similar behavior to that of Fig. 6.2. As mentioned, the results presented on Fig. 6.1 and
Fig. 6.2 are obtained when propagating an unperturbed Kepler orbit. A similar study of the error has been conducted when adding a Stark acceleration.
The behavior of the local error is similar to that of the unperturbed problem,
so the non-zero perturbation plots are not included here.
For the case of the Runge-Kutta integrator, the results presented in
Fig. 6.1c closely agree with past findings (see Section 2.2.3.1). The local error
depends on the position of the particle along the orbit, and this behavior itself
depends on α in the Sundman transformation. When α = 0 (the independent
variable is equivalent to time), the traditional rise of the error around periapse
is observed, as well as a low error around apoapse. As α grows, the local error
becomes more uniform, until the trend reverses near α = 2. Figure 6.2 confirms
this behavior, and shows that the ideal α for the presented case is between 3/2
and 2, leading to minimized maximum numerical deviation of the Hamiltonian
and minimized RMS of that deviation. When using the τ -velocity equations
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Figure 6.1: Effect of orbit location on the local truncation error. a = 1,
e = 0.6, p = 0, µ = 1

of motion and the RKF8 integrator, the ideal α is considerably lower (see
Fig. 6.2). Figure 6.1d shows that the local error is more uniform for α = 1
when using the τ -velocity formulation compared to using the time-velocity
formulation.
The results obtained when using either of the two Taylor series integrators demonstrate a peculiar behavior. As illustrated in Fig. 6.2, there is
a narrow, but real, dip of the maximum and RMS errors at α = 1. This be-
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Figure 6.2: Effect of α on the local truncation error. α equally spaced
using ∆α = 0.01, a = 1, e = 0.6, p = 0, µ = 1

havior is observed for both the F and G method and the MTS method, and
is confirmed by Fig. 6.1a and Fig. 6.1b. The local error when α = 1 is lower
and more uniform than for any other value of α. Aside from the sharp dip at
α = 1, the error statistics for other values of α behave similarly to their RKF8
counterparts. The optimal α for α not close to 1 is α ≈ 1.25, a further shift
to the left of the RKF8 integrations. It is speculated that the narrow dip at
α = 1 is in part due to the recursion equations Eq. (6.35)eq:auxend which are
highly simplified for the exact case of α = 1. This peculiar behavior presents
a serendipitous advantage: the α = 1 case corresponds to the regular geometric distribution of nodes along an ellipse, and is ideal for the preliminary
low-thrust optimization problem and other problems benefiting from a regular
discretization. Therefore, in the case of the Taylor series methods, the ideal α
for discretization coincides with the ideal α for accuracy and efficiency.
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6.3.1.4

Runtime Comparisons Between the Taylor Series and the
RKF8 Integrator

Here, the F and G integrator is compared to the MTS integrator and
to both the time- and τ -velocity implementations of the RKF8 integrator. The
methods are compared on the basis of CPU time necessary for the propagation
of approximately one revolution of a perturbed orbit.
In order to compare the speed of different integrators in a fair manner,
it is important to ensure that the accuracy obtained with those integrators
is comparable. In this section, the accuracy  is defined as the norm of the
difference between the truth and the state vector at the final time of the
integrator being tested, as shown in Eq. (6.52). The truth is obtained using a
validated variable-step Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator of order (7)8, in quad
precision. The tolerance of the integration is set to 10−25 .
 = kX(τf )truth − X(τf )k

(6.52)

The comparison scheme relies on the computation of n, the minimum
number of steps necessary to achieve a prescribed accuracy. This dynamic
selection of n ensures that the accuracy is reached, while minimizing the computational efforts for each integrator being tested. The comparisons, made
according to Algorithm 3, allow for a fair evaluation of the timings: the accuracy and perturbation discretization achieved by each integration method are
essentially the same.
In order to present a complete set of test cases, the procedure described
in Algorithm 3 is repeated for a variety of parameters and initial conditions.
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Algorithm 3 Comparison of the timings for all integrators
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Initialize the propagation (choose a, e, p, α, τf , N, )
Compute the truth using a variable-step Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator
and quad precision.
Compute the minimum number of steps nRK necessary to achieve the tolerance  with RKF8, using either the τ -velocity or time-velocity formulation.
for k ← 1, N do
Compute the minimum number of steps nk required to achieve  using
each of the TS methods and order k
for i ← 1, 10000 do
Propagate the orbit for nk steps, using the corresponding TS method
and time the execution using the CPU TIME Fortran procedure
end for
Average the timings
Compute nst =CEILING(nRK /nk ). The RKF8 propagation is done over
nk segments of nst steps each, simulating a classic discretization of the
orbit in nk segments
for i ← 1, 10000 do
Propagate the orbit using RKF8 and time the execution using
CPU TIME procedure
end for
Average the timings
end for

The nominal trajectory is an ellipse specified by a = 1 LU and e = 0.8, and
is in the plane of the first two coordinates. The nominal perturbation is p =
10−3 [1, 1, 1]T LU/T U 2 (TU = arbitrary Time Unit) and the nominal tolerance
is  = 10−12 . Figure 6.3 presents the timings obtained using all integration
methods while varying the tolerance, the eccentricity, the magnitude of the
perturbation and the Sundman transformation power law.
Figure 6.3 shows that the Taylor series solutions are significantly faster
than the RKF8 integration in most cases. It also shows that the τ -velocity
solution is faster than its time-velocity counterpart, for reasons previously
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Figure 6.3: Timing results when varying integration parameters, for all
integrators

described. The timings of the RKF8 are approximately constant over any
TS order. The increase in runtime for the RKF8 integrator at the low TS
orders occurs because the integrator cannot take less than 1 step per segment.
Therefore in these regions, a lower order Runge-Kutta integrator would be
necessary to reduce runtime without over-achieving the accuracy. The F and
G series demonstrate optimal efficiency for orders between 10 and 15. The
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MTS method becomes more efficient than the F and G method beyond order
20.
The F and G series are increasingly inefficient at high orders due to
the complexity mentioned inSection 6.2.1, making their coefficients difficult to
obtain beyond order 25. Alternatively, it is noted that the MTS method easily
achieves orders of 100 or more, although numerical issues have been observed
to accumulate when taking very large steps, lowering the interest of using the
method at a very high order.
Figure 6.3a shows that the prescribed tolerance, while having a significant influence on the timings, does not modify the relative performance of the
methods. It is observed in Fig. 6.3b that the eccentricity, while significantly
affecting the timings of the Runge-Kutta method, leaves the timings of the
Taylor series methods essentially unchanged, and therefore has an important
impact on the relative performances of the integrators. The speedups of the F
and G Stark series solution over the RKF8 integrator go from 5× for e = 0 up
to 60× for e = 0.95. Figure 6.3c shows that the magnitude of the perturbation
does not alter the performance of the RKF8 integrations. However, it does
have a minor impact on the timings of the Taylor series solutions, and therefore on the relative performances. A large perturbation tends to counteract
the benefits of using the Taylor series. Finally, Fig. 6.3d demonstrates the
influence of the Sundman transformation power law. The runtimes to achieve
the prescribed accuracy for all methods are higher when α = 0 (corresponding
to no transformation). As expected from the results in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2,
the F and G series performs best at α = 1 for the majority of orders.
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The primary advantage of the F and G method lies in the fact that the
intermediate orders for which it performs optimally correspond to a practical
range of node points per revolution. As an example, to achieve a prescribed
relative accuracy of 10−12 , an F and G series solution of order 12 requires
approximately 20 points per revolution. This approximate number of node
points and the geometrically symmetric distribution associated with α = 1
makes the F and G method an ideal candidate to replace traditional numerical
integrators in applications such as low thrust optimization.
It is emphasized that the favorable results of the TS methods are in
part due to two beneficial behaviors. First, the formulation presented in Section 6.2.1 is simple enough to generate relatively small coefficient files. The
simple nature of the 2-body equations of motion and the use of an inertially
constant perturbation p as the third basis vector greatly influences the efficiency of the method. It is noted that the authors successfully adapted this
F and G series method to other more complicated dynamical systems (e.g.
the restricted 3-body problem, and the 2-body problem with a perturbation
constant in a rotating frame). However, the timings obtained for those scenarios did not present as significant an improvement when compared to the
RKF8 timings. Second, the behavior of the local error for the Taylor series
solutions coupled with the Sundman transformation (see Section 6.3.1.3) is
serendipitous, and highly beneficial to the results. Indeed, when the independent variable is proportional to the eccentric anomaly, the Taylor series
methods abnormally require fewer steps to achieve equivalent accuracies when
compared to all other techniques considered.
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6.3.1.5

Application: Low-Thrust Orbital Transfer

In order to show the utility of the F and G series method, an application to a low-thrust trajectory is presented. The problem consists of a transfer
from a circular Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) to a highly-elliptical orbit. To simplify
the implementation and to avoid Keplerian arcs, the selected strategy involves
thrusting constantly. In order to propagate the trajectory using the Stark
formulation, a discretization in a finite number of segments with constant perturbation is necessary. The thrust is directed along the velocity vector at the
beginning of each segment, and its magnitude varies according to Eq. (6.53).
For segment i, from ti to ti+1 :
pi =

q
[1 + cos ν(ti )]v(ti )
r(ti )

(6.53)

where ν is the true anomaly and q is a constant (q = 10−3 in the following).
The control policy and ∆τ are computed at each step of the propagation, until a final condition is reached, as described in Algorithm 4 in Appendix B. The test is designed to compare total compute speeds of the Taylor
series solutions to the speeds of the RKF8 integrations, while preserving a
similar accuracy for any two methods being compared.
Figure 6.4a presents the trajectory resulting from the control policy of
Eq. (6.53) with a discretization of 20 Segments Per Revolution (SPR). The
eccentricity increases from 0 to 0.94, with large changes when the particle is
close to periapse (when the thrust is the largest). The size of the τ -steps
has a similar behavior. Figure 6.4b shows the variations in the magnitude of
the thrust. In this application, the accuracy is once again represented by the
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magnitude of the difference between the last propagated state and the last
state of the truth. The truth is computed using a quad precision variable-step
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator of order (7)8.
Figure 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 present the results in terms of 1) achieved
speedup and 2) order of magnitude of the common accuracy, as functions
of the SPR discretization. The goal of displaying the data in this manner is
to emulate realistic trajectory design applications. The desired accuracy and
associated model discretization typically have large effects on the number of
optimization variables, and therefore are of primary interest to a trajectory
designer. Figure 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 provide the expected speedups with respect
to these two important design variables. Each curve in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6
stops when the speedup for a larger SPR is significantly smaller than that for
a smaller SPR. As a matter of fact, a large decrease of the speedup means
that the accuracy has reached machine epsilon for this order, and increasing
the SPR will only increase the runtime, not the precision. The confirmation
of this behavior can be observed on the accuracy plots of Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6.
Figure 6.5a shows that, for this example, the F and G Stark series
method provides speedups between 4× and 15× when compared to the timevelocity RKF8. For orders 7 and 10, the speedups are relatively constant across
all discretizations, and the accuracy is low, as expected. For high orders (>
15), the accuracy is high, but the speedups are lower, confirming the tendency
observed in Section 6.3.1.4. The best results for the F and G method are
obtained for intermediate orders (between 10 and 15), and for discretizations
with SPR > 20. A low SPR results in lower accuracies for the TS methods,
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Figure 6.5: Results of the application: Speedup of Taylor series
solutions compared to time-velocity RKF8

and since the RKF8 does not have to take many steps per segments to match
these accuracies, the associated speedups are low.
Figure 6.5b shows the results obtained when comparing the MTS method
to the RKF8 integrations. On a general level, the speedups are lower, confirming the findings of Section 6.3.1.4.
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Figure 6.6: Results of the application: Speedups and accuracy of Taylor
series solutions compared to τ -velocity RKF8

Figure 6.6 presents the results obtained when comparing the Taylor
series solutions to the τ -velocity RKF8. As expected, the behaviors are identical, with lower speedups due to the better efficiency of the τ -velocity RKF8.

6.3.2

F and G CRTBP Series
This section presents the results of the Taylor series integration of the

CRTBP for different scenarios. The method is validated, and its performance
is compared to that of the same RKF8 integrator as in Section 6.3.1. Both
variable-step and fixed-step integrations are considered and compared. The
Sundman type transformations are used for the fixed-step integration, and the
behavior of the associated solutions is studied. The maximum series orders
are: 15 with no Sundman transformation, 13 in the s = r1 and s = r2 cases,
and 12 in the s = r1 r2 case. All timing results are sensitive to implementation
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choices and compilation settings; however, a good-faith effort was made by the
authors to ensure fair comparisons of the integration methods. The timings
are obtained using the intrinsic Fortran routine cpu time, and averaging over
10, 000 simulations. Four different scenarios have been considered in this study,
in order to qualitatively capture the different types of motion in the CRTBP.
The scenarios correspond to four different periodic orbits, each propagated for
one period.
6.3.2.1

Framework

The CRTBP studied in this section is a representation of the EarthMoon system, with the mass ratio µ = 1/82.27 = 0.012155099064057 given by
Broucke [49]. The initial conditions for the primary are:


r0 v0

T
m1


T
= −µ LU, 0 LU, 0 LU, 0 LU/TU, −µ LU/TU, 0 LU/TU
(6.54)

and the secondary initial conditions are given by Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (2.24).
This section presents the four different scenarios studied for the analysis
of the F and G CRTBP series. The first three scenarios are planar periodic
orbits, with initial conditions found in Broucke [49], and the fourth one is a 3D
Halo orbit found using differential correction. In Scenario 1, the particle orbits
the primary m1 . In Scenario 2, the particle stays close to m2 . In Scenario 3,
the particle goes back and forth between m2 and m1 . Table 6.1 contains
the initial conditions for each orbit, as well as their period, and the distance
of their closest approach to each mass. Figure 6.7 to Fig. 6.10, in addition
to presenting the studied trajectories, show the influence of the Sundman
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Table 6.1: Initial conditions for the four test scenarios

x0 (LU)
y0 (LU)
z0 (LU)
ẋ0 (LU/TU)
ẏ0 (LU/TU)
ż0 (LU/TU)
TP (TU)
m1 dist. (LU)
m2 dist. (LU)

Scenario 1
-1.972795736
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.864677641
0.0
6.283185420
0.022365
0.59037

Scenario 2
1.044045197
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.633046910
0.0
6.283159790
0.83006
0.039515

Scenario 3
0.960920244
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.958491618
0.0
18.489999998
0.36744
0.026908

Scenario 4
0.974785881
0.0
0.071295151
0.0
-0.526306975
0.0
2.517727406
0.88259
0.072481

Scenario 1 is Orbit 33 on Table 3 of Broucke [49]
Scenario 2 is Orbit 65 on Table 9 of Broucke [49]
Scenario 3 is Orbit 263 on Table 5 of Broucke [49]
Scenario 4 is obtained using a differential corrector and well known techniques for finding
Halo orbits
Earth radius RE = 0.01659 LU ; Moon radius RM = 0.004519 LU

transformations in each case. Time is effectively “slowed down” when the
particle approaches one of the masses, allowing for a more robust integration,
in particular for a fixed-step integrator. Section 6.3.2.3 confirms the utility of
the Sundman type transformations. Figure 6.7 to Fig. 6.10 are obtained using
the fixed-step twelfth order F and G solution, with the minimum number of
steps required so that glob ≤ 10−6 (see Section 6.3.2.2 and Section 6.3.2.3).
Not all integration steps are shown, and the spacing between shown integration
steps is displayed on the plot. Figure 6.10 is a plot of the 3D Halo trajectory,
and of the projections of this 3D trajectory on the (x, y), (y, z), and (x, z)
planes.
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Figure 6.7: Scenario 1, with different Sundman transformations.
glob ≤ 10−6
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Figure 6.8: Scenario 2, with different Sundman transformations.
glob ≤ 10−6

6.3.2.2

Variable-Step Integration

The four scenarios are integrated using a variable-step integration method.
The F and G CRTBP series solution is compared to a conventional RKF(7)8.
In the case of the series solution, the error estimate, necessary to adjust the
step-size, is given by the infinity norm of the last vector added to the series.
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Figure 6.9: Scenario 3, with different Sundman transformations.
glob ≤ 10−6

For order N , the estimate of the error is:

T
 = k Tr Tv TT k∞

(6.55)

 ∆τ N
N!
 ∆τ N −1
1
FN |τ0 r0 + GN |τ0 v0 + AN |τ0 rm1 ,0 + BN |τ0 vm1 ,0
v =
s
(N − 1)!
∆τ N
t = TN |τ0
N!
r = FN |τ0 r0 + GN |τ0 v0 + AN |τ0 rm1 ,0 + BN |τ0 vm1 ,0
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Figure 6.10: Scenario 4, with different Sundman transformations.
glob ≤ 10−6

This error estimate is used in the variable-step integrator in a manner similar
to the Runge-Kutta variable-step integrators described by Press et al. [267].
The user inputs an absolute (abs ) and a relative (rel ) tolerance, and at each
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step the algorithm ensures that:
 ≤ max(abs , rel kXk∞ )

(6.59)

In the following, the tolerances are set such that abs = rel , and only abs is
mentioned.
In order to compare the time required by different integration routines,
it is important to ensure that similar accuracies are obtained in each case. The
global accuracy glob is defined as the norm of the difference between the truth
and the state vector at the final time of integration, as shown in Eq. (6.60).
The truth is computed using a variable-step RKF(7)8 in quad precision, with
tolerance abs = 10−22 .
glob = kX(τf )TRUTH − X(τf )k

(6.60)

To ensure a fair comparison of methods, the prescribed error tolerance
abs for each integrator is successively reduced, until the accuracy glob described in Eq. (6.60) steps below a prescribed error threshold (thresh ). This
comparison scheme not only controls the local error (an inherent feature of the
variable-step algorithms), it also ensures that the global errors accumulated
over one period are comparable. Moreover, slowly reducing abs ensures that
thresh is reached while minimizing the computational efforts.
Figure 6.11 presents the speedups obtained when comparing the variablestep F and G CRTBP solution to the variable-step RKF(7)8 for each scenario.
No time transformation is used for the variable-step propagation (s = 1). The
results are given for different error thresholds (thresh ). Missing data points
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Figure 6.11: Speedups of the variable-step F and G CRTBP propagator
compared to the RKF(7)8. No Sundman transformation is used (s = 1).
For Scenario 3, for thresh = 10−12 , neither the F and G series nor the
RKF converged

correspond to cases where the lower-order F and G series did not converge
even for the lowest possible value of abs (abs = 10−16 ).
The behavior of the variable-step F and G integration presented in
Fig. 6.11 is similar for all four scenarios. The F and G Taylor series solution
is up to 3.3× faster than the RKF(7)8. Moreover, for low-fidelity propaga-
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tions (thresh = 10−3 ), the F and G series are between two and three times
faster than the RKF(7)8 for all test cases, when selecting an appropriate order. In general, as the prescribed error threshold is lowered, the optimal order
increases. The results of Fig. 6.11 are consistent with previously published
comparisons between power series solutions of the CRTBP and Runge-Kutta
integration: Jorba and Zou [160] demonstrate that their power series solution to the CRTBP performs up to three times faster than a Runge-Kutta
integration.
6.3.2.3

Fixed-Step Integration

Comparisons of the fixed-step integrators are performed under conditions similar to the variable-step comparisons. The accuracy is the one described in Eq. (6.60), and the comparison scheme also relies on bringing this
accuracy below a prescribed error threshold thresh . However, in order to reach
thresh , the number of steps taken by the algorithm is slowly increased instead
of lowering the tolerance abs .
Figure 6.12 presents the speedups obtained when comparing the fixedstep F and G CRTBP solution to the fixed-step RKF8. The results are given
for different thresh and for the different Sundman transformations presented in
Section 2.2.3.3. Figure 6.13 shows the number of steps necessary to achieve the
prescribed error threshold thresh = 10−6 for each method, and for the different
Sundman transformations. Two different orders of the F and G solutions are
presented.
Figure 6.12 exhibits a behavior of the fixed-step F and G integra213
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Figure 6.12: Speedups of the fixed-step F and G CRTBP propagator
compared to the RKF8

tion similar to that of the variable-step integration. The Taylor series solution presents a different optimal order for each error threshold, increasing
as the threshold is lowered. The speedups over the RKF8 go as high as 13×.
The Sundman transformation usually lowers the speedups, indicating that the
RKF8 benefits most from the regularization. This change in relative performance when using a Sundman transformation is due to the increase in the
complexity of the equations of motion. This affects the F and G recursion
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Figure 6.13: Number of steps necessary to achieve the prescribed
tolerance thresh = 10−6 using fixed-step integration.

complexity more than that of the Runge-Kutta equations. Both methods benefit from the improved discretizations.
Figure 6.13 confirms these tendencies: the number of necessary integration steps is greatly reduced when using an adapted Sundman transformation,
for every integration method. As expected based on the proximity of the trajectories to each primary, the best transformations are s = r1 for Scenario 1,
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s = r2 for Scenarios 2 and 4, and s = r1 r2 for Scenario 3. However, in all cases
the difference between the ideal transformation and the s = r1 r2 is relatively
small, making the s = r1 r2 transformation the most useful across all cases. Up
to two orders of magnitude fewer steps are necessary to converge when using
the s = r1 r2 transformation, compared to the time propagation. As noted, the
effect of the regularization on the minimum number of steps are comparable
for each method; the resulting speedups are explained by the much increased
complexity of the coefficient files of the Taylor series.

6.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, the Lagrange coefficients and their associated F and

G Taylor series are derived for the Stark, Kepler and CRTB problems. The
Stark effect can be used to approximate a variety of astrodynamics systems,
such as low-fidelity low-thrust trajectories or slowly varying perturbations, and
the CRTBP can be used in trajectory design to take advantage of multi-body
dynamics. A regularization based on the Sundman transformation is used to
allow for powerful discretization schemes, decreasing the need for a variablestep integrator. Exact recursion formulas for the obtention of the coefficients
of the Taylor series are presented.
It is shown that the Sundman exponent has great influence on the discretization and the equalization of the local error. For the Kepler and Stark
problems, the Taylor series methods exhibit a peculiar behavior for the unity
power law, which corresponds to making the independent variable proportional
to the eccentric anomaly, and results in a regular geometric discretization.
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This case is proven to enhance the accuracy of both Taylor series methods,
and therefore their computational efficiencies. This result is a significant finding, since the Sundman transformation is conventionally assumed to perform
best with the 3/2 power law. This peculiar behavior of the Taylor series solutions make them ideal candidates for use in applications such as preliminary
low-thrust optimization, where regular geometric discretizations are naturally
preferred.
When propagating the CRTBP, the “hybrid” Sundman transformation,
regularizing the equations of motion at both primaries, is shown to have the
most satisfactory results across all test cases. It permits a reduction of the
number of necessary integration steps over the time propagation, for all test
cases, and for all methods. However, the regularizations increase the complexity of the Taylor series recursion formulae, therefore slowing down the F
and G method. On the other hand, the RKF performs particularly well under
the transformations, suggesting the utility of fixed-step RKF integrators using
Sundman transformed CRTBP equations of motion. Such an implementation
is not common in practice, but the analysis in this study gives evidence of its
benefit.
The F and G Stark series integration method is shown to perform between 3 and 60 times faster than a conventional RKF8 integration scheme,
where performance is tied mostly to eccentricity, order of the Taylor series,
and the exponent in the Sundman transformation. The new F and G Stark
series method proves most efficient for orders between 10 and 15, corresponding to discretizations of approximately 20-40 points per revolution. High ec217

centricities are shown to increase the relative efficiency of the method, while
large perturbations tend to diminish the efficiency. The Modern Taylor Series
method is used as a second benchmark to compare computational efficiency.
The MTS method is shown to be slower for low to intermediate orders, but
becomes more efficient than the F and G Stark series method for orders above
20. It is noted that the particular cases of the Kepler and Stark problems
are especially well suited for the Taylor series solutions, since they produce
moderately complex recursion equations. The F and G CRTBP series are validated on four different test cases designed to represent different orbit classes
of the CRTBP, in both 2D and 3D. The overall performance of the F and
G Taylor series solutions is comparable to that of the conventional numerical
integrator, when considering all the parameters above. The results are consistent with a previous study comparing a power series integration method to an
RKF8, implying that the F and G method is qualitatively similar in performance to other power series methods. In addition, the variable-step F and G
series with no time transformation are demonstrated to perform between two
and three times faster than the conventional RKF(7)8 for low-fidelity propagations, making them particularly useful for preliminary design of three-body
trajectories.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

In the context of longer and more complex space exploration missions,
the computational efficiency and robustness of optimization algorithms are
paramount. This dissertation presents advances to the state-of-the-art of optimal control solvers, as well as numerical propagation and partial computation
methods, which are combined to improve the efficiency of numerical trajectory
optimization techniques. A summary of the contributions was given in Section 1.4 and a list of the publications related to the present research can be
found in Appendix D. The present section summarizes the main conclusions
and explores avenues for future work.
The first multiple-shooting formulation of a Differential Dynamic Programming algorithm is developed in Chapter 3. The algorithm uses StateTransition Matrices for sensitivity propagation, a null-space trust-region method
for the minimization of quadratic subproblems subject to simple bounds, and
an Augmented Lagrangian approach for equality and inequality path and terminal constraints. Moreover, the Symmetric Rank-1 quasi-Newton update
can be used to estimate the second-order information at some or all iterations. Chapter 4 presents a set of application cases and their use in the
validation and performance analysis of the new algorithm. The quadratic ex-
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pansions and update equations of Chapter 3 are validated on quadratic test
cases. The treatment of the terminal and path constraints is verified on a
number of examples taken from the optimal control and spacecraft trajectory
optimization literature. The multiple-shooting formulation is demonstrated
to be effective in solving general optimal control problems. The sensitivities
of the problems are split when using multiple legs, which should result in an
increased robustness to initial conditions. As expected, the multiple-shooting
formulation does not perform as well as the single-shooting algorithm when
applied to simple optimization problems, which is explained by the increase
in number of unknown parameters, and in complexity with the addition of
linkage constraints. By definition, problems with low complexity do not benefit from splitting their sensitivities. However, they could still benefit from
the multiple-shooting formulation once implemented in parallel. The quasiNewton approach is demonstrated to be highly beneficial in terms of runtime,
yielding speedups up to 10×. The decrease in robustness when using approximations of the second-order information can be mitigated when using
a re-initialization strategy, and computing full second-order partials every n
iterations. While the quasi-Newton approach has less impacts on problems
with a high number of legs, it is likely to consistently improve the runtimes of
problems with complex equations of motion.
The computation of first- and/or second-order sensitivities is essential to most optimization methods, including the MDDP algorithm. The
three most routinely used methods are described and compared in Chapter 5.
The propagation of variational equations, finite differences, and complex step
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derivatives are compared for both fixed- and variable-step integration. The
use of variable-step integration methods is associated with three important
subtleties which can potentially deteriorate the partial computation: 1) when
using the variational equations, the propagation error should be computed
using the state only; 2) variable-step integration of the variational equation
introduces an error due to the sensitivity of the final state to the variation of
the step-size. Complex step and finite difference methods are not sensitive to
this problem, as they incorporate the effects of step-size variation; 3) variablestep integration can lead to discontinuities in the number of integration steps
which irreparably damage the quality of the partials for all methods. Because
of these caveats, fixed-step integration associated to time-regularization methods are recommended. Moreover, the complex step derivatives are shown to
be faster than finite-difference methods, and only slightly slower than the variational equations. The flexibility offered by the complex step derivatives, as
well as their potential for parallel implementation, make them an ideal choice
for a general optimal control solver. The implementation of CSD in MDDP
increases the versatility of the algorithm, permitting changes in the dynamics,
cost and constraint functions with minimal user involvement.
A new propagation method of the Kepler, Stark, and Circular Restricted Three-Body Problems is detailed in Chapter 6, which is based on an
extension of the well-known f and g Lagrange coefficients, and their series
approximation. The F and G Stark series are demonstrated to significantly
outperform both conventional explicit integration and another series representation, especially at high eccentricity, and for moderate accuracy. On the
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other hand, the benefits of using the F and G CRTBP series are not as significant, as the method only outperforms traditional integrators for very specific
regimes. The effects of time regularizations based on the Sundman transformation are investigated for both classes of problems. The Stark and Kepler
series solutions benefit greatly from the regularization, in particular when the
independent variable is taken to be proportional to the eccentric anomaly.
This result is particularly adapted to the optimization of spacecraft trajectories since the regularization results in a regular geometric discretization, which
is adapted to the approximation of continuous thrust with piecewise constant
controls. A “hybrid” Sundman transformation regularizing time at both primaries is shown to enhance the discretization of the CRTBP. The conventional
fixed-step explicit Runge-Kutta integrator used in the study performs particularly well under the transformation, and their combined use is recommended
for three-body trajectory design.

Future Work The analysis of the multiple-shooting algorithm presented in
this dissertation should be extended to include problems of higher complexity.
The optimization of multiple-body trajectories, utilizing the multiple-phase
(and multiple dynamics) capability as well as the sensitivity reduction properties of multiple-shooting, constitutes an important application case for which
the MDDP algorithm seems well suited. The overall robustness of the algorithm should be analyzed, using randomly generated initial conditions and
algorithm parameters. Finally, the multiple-shooting formulation offers a high
potential for parallel implementation, since part of the inner loop problem can
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be solved for all legs independently. An extensive study of the benefits of
the parallel implementation in terms of runtime is necessary in order to fully
evaluate the performance of the MDDP algorithm.
The treatment of inequality constraints, while proved to be effective in
its current state, is likely to benefit from smoothing techniques to eliminate
the second-order discontinuities. Polynomial and Heaviside approximations
are good candidates for smoothing functions, and further investigations of
their use are needed.
The current MDDP algorithm relies heavily on optimization algorithms
implemented by the author, and in particular on the null-space trust-region
method presented in Section 3.4.1. The investigation of the use of different
nonlinear programming algorithms for both the inner and outer loops constitutes an interesting avenue for future work. A linearly constrained optimization method should be used when solving for the optimal controls, so
that linear constraints are treated within the inner loop, an approach demonstrated to benefit Augmented Lagrangian based algorithms [72]. Small scale
SQP methods are ideal candidates for this nonlinear problem. The dimensions
of the initial conditions optimization problem suggest that the use of a dedicated large-scale NLP solver such as Snopt or Ipopt could highly benefit
the MDDP implementation, especially in terms of runtime, when utilizing a
large number of subintervals. In addition, algorithms exploiting the sparsity
of the problem could allow for a second-order update of the path constraints
multipliers similar to that of Section 3.3.3.
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Finally, while spacecraft trajectory optimization is the focus of most
applications in this dissertation, the multiple-shooting formulation of DDP
should be beneficial to many other optimal control applications. The implementation developed for this doctoral research is designed to be modular, and
to solve the general optimal control problem. Therefore, the investigation
of the performance of the MDDP algorithm for different applications, such
as robot trajectory optimization problems, constitutes a logical and exciting
direction for future studies.
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Appendix A
Orbital Period in τ for Different Sundman
Transformations

For all cases, Kepler’s equation is used:
M = E − e sin E = nt
where n =

p mu
a3

(A.1)

is the mean motion, M is the mean anomaly, E is the eccentric

anomaly, e is the eccentricity and a is the semi-major axis. Equation (A.1) is
differentiated:
dM = n dt = (1 − e cos E) dE

(A.2)

Using the generalized Sundman transformation:
dM = ncrα dτ = (1 − e cos E) dE

(A.3)

The geometry of the ellipse is also utilized:
r = a(1 − e cos E)
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(A.4)

A.1

Case dτ = cdt
This case is trivial, as the independent variable is proportional to time.

Kepler’s equation yields:

Z

dM = n dt = nc dτ
Z 2π
dM
dτ =

(A.5)

τp

nc

(A.6)

0

0

(A.7)
Finally:
τp =

A.2

2π
nc

(A.8)

Case dτ = crdt
Using Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.4) for this Sundman transformation:
nca(1 − e cos E) dτ = (1 − e cos E) dE

(A.9)

nca dτ = dE

(A.10)

This equation shows that the independent variable for the case α = 1 is proportional to the eccentric anomaly. Moreover, integrating over one period:
Z
nca

τp

Z
dτ =

0

2π

dE

(A.11)

0

Finally:
τp =

2π
nca
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(A.12)

A.3

Case dτ = cr2 dt
Using Eq. (A.3) for α = 2:
ncr2 dτ = (1 − e cos E) dE

(A.13)

In order to eliminate the r2 term, and to show that the independent variable
is proportional to the true anomaly, a change of variable from dE to dν is
necessary. Starting from the geometric relations found in Bate et al. [6]:
e + cos ν
1√+ e cos ν
1 − e2 sin ν
sin E =
1 + e cos ν

cos E =

(A.14)
(A.15)

Differentiating Eq. (A.14) yields:


− sin ν
− sin ν(1 − e2 )
(e + cos ν)(−e sin ν)
−
dν
− sin E dE =
dν
=
1 + e cos ν
(1 + e cos ν)2
(1 + e cos ν)2
(A.16)
Dividing by sin E and plugging Eq. (A.15) in yields:
√
√
sin ν(1 − e2 )
r
1 − e2
dE = √ 2
dν = 1 − e2 dν
dν =
1−e sin ν
1 + e cos ν
p
(1 + e cos ν)2

(A.17)

1+e cos ν

Equation (A.17) can be plugged into Eq. (A.13):
ncr2 dτ =

√
r
1 − e2 (1 − e cos E) dν
p

(A.18)

Using Eq. (A.4):
ncr2 dτ =

√

1 − e2

rr
dν
pa

which yields:
√
√
1 − e2
1 − e2
1
1
dτ =
dν =
dν
=
dν
=
dν
√
√
panc
a(1 − e2 )anc
pa3/2 nc
µpc
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(A.19)

(A.20)

Equation (A.20) shows that the independent variable is proportional to the
true anomaly in the case α = 2. Moreover, integrating this equation over one
period yields:
Z

τp

0

1
dτ = √
µpc

Z

2π

dν

(A.21)

0

Finally:
2π
τp = √
µpc

(A.22)

Case dτ = cr3/2 dt

A.4

For the case α = 3/2, or “intermediate anomaly case”, more details are
provided by Nacozy [227]. Using Eq. (A.3) for α = 3/2:
ncr3/2 dτ = dE(1 − e cos E)

(A.23)

Combined with Eq. (A.4):
dτ =

dE(1 − e cos E)
ca3/2 (1 − e cos E)3/2

(A.24)

Integrating the last relation over one period gives:
Z

τp

dτ =
0

1
ca3/2 n

Z
0

2π

dE
1
√
= √
c µ
1 − e cos E

Z
0

2π

√

dE
1 − e cos E

This integration is detailed in Nacozy [227]. The result is:
q 
2e
1+e
1 4K
√
τp = √
c µ
1+e

(A.25)

(A.26)

where K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with the dummy
argument x.
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Appendix B
Algorithm Used for the Performance
Comparison of all Integrators Applied to an
Example Low-Thrust Orbital Transfer
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Algorithm 4 Application of all integrators to a low-thrust orbital transfer
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

for SPR ← 5, 50 do (SPR: Segments Per Revolution)
For the Taylor series:
for order ← 3, 25 do
Call propagateTrajectory and store the control policy and ∆τ histories and accuracy. The propagation stops when the final condition
is reached, and the necessary number of segments M is stored.
for i ← 1, 10000 do
Propagate trajectory using the precomputed control and ∆τ histories {pk , ∆τk } for k = 0, M
end for
Average the timings
end for
For the RKF8: Duplicate (3-10) replacing order from line 3 by SPS
(Steps Per Segment) and using the RKF8 in propagateTrajectory
Comparison of the two integration methods for similar accuracy:
for order ← 3, 25 do
Read accuracy of the Taylor series solution
Select the RKF8 solution that has similar accuracy (characterized
by SPS)
Compute speedup
end for
end for
procedure propagateTrajectory
Input: X0 , SPR, order N or SPS, rmax , µ
X is the full state vector (position, velocity, time)
Initialize k ← 0,  ← 0
repeat
Compute τp using Table 2.1 and Xk
∆τk ← τp /SPR
Compute pk using Eq. (6.53) and Xk
Compute Hamiltonian Hk for Xk , pk using Eq. (6.46)
Propagate Xk (τ ) to Xk+1 (τ +∆τ ) with pk for order N (Taylor series
solution) or for SPS (RKF8 solution)
Compute Hamiltonian Hk+1 for Xk+1 , pk
 ←  + (Hk+1 − Hk )2
k ←k+1
until krk ≥ rmax
K ←k−1
 ← /K
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Output: Xf , , K, {pk , ∆τk } for k = 0, K
end procedure

Appendix C
Implementing the F and G Stark Series with a
Symbolic Manipulator

The coefficients of the F and G series are computed using the equations
in Section 6.2.1 and implemented using the symbolic manipulator Maple 15.01.
The optimize option of the code generation and the simplify(.,’size’)
command are used to minimize file sizes and the runtime of the resulting code.
It is important to note that the order of the F and G method, in theory unbounded, is practically limited by the size of the corresponding coefficients file,
and the ability for a compiler to handle large files efficiently (the maximum size
being compiler- and hardware-specific). The Fortran source code of the coefficients computation can be downloaded from: http://russell.ae.utexas.
edu/index_files/fgstark.htm1 . The size of the files ranges between 4 and
8MB. The coefficients and associated intermediate variables up to order 6 are
shown below.
1

Last accessed March 21 2017
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